GIVE YOUR CHILD
THE PLATO EDGE IN ALGEBRA.
·For use with the Apple II
Plus and Apple Ile:
New PLATO® lessons in
Elementary Algebra:::
Help your child feel confident
about learning algebra skills.
This new PLATO series helps
simplify Exponents, Polynomials, Roots and Radicals
Factoring and other Algebr~
components. Practice problems change at random and
examples of solutions help
keep kids motivated.

Lessons include: The Computer
Keyboard, Storage and Memory,
Files and Editing and Databases.

Mechanics, Computer Literacy
and +Keyboarding.
All PLATO micro courseware
is available for the Apple II
Plus and Apple Ile. Selected
lessons are available for the
T199/ 4A and Atari 800.

Widen your child's world
Other PLATO lessons include
Elementary Math, Foreign
Languages, Physics-Elementary

For a free catalog
See the growing line of PLATO
micro courseware at selected
retail outlets. For a free catalog,
call toll-free: 800-233-3784.
(In Calif, call 800-233-3785.)
Or write: Control Data
Publishing Co., P.O. Box 261127,
San Diego, CA 92126.

New PLATO lessons in
Computer Conceptst
This series helps kids understand
the computer and lets them
practice what they learn.

/

Elementary Algebra

*Developed with Courses by Computers, Inc.
tDeveloped with Continuous Learning Corporation.
:j:Developed with Gregg/ McGraw-H ill.
Warranty available free from Control Data Publishing Co.,
4455 Eastgate Mall, San Diego, CA 92121

! •\ " " ' '
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PLATO
COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION
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the users of Apple and Apple-compatible computers, and it is
their interests which we serve. , ,
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Textfile
This month, we focus on the relationship between Apples
and the law, or perhaps more accurately, some aspects of that
multilayered relationship. Toronto barrister Clifford Schnier
covers an exciting field of use for our favorite machines in
"Mastering the Mountain of Documents". Martha Gore follows with a look at copyrights as they affect and are affected
by computer software. And Contributing Editor Barry Bayer,
a Chicago area attorney, tells us about the current status of a
legal case of great interest in the Apple community, Apple
v. Franklin.
And then there's Lisa. Apple's top-of-the-line machine has
been ·unbundled from its $10,000 package, and reduced in
price. With a great deal of help from Scott Knaster, our old
friend Alan Anderson takes time away from his Apple 111 to
explain Lisa's features. The graphics were also created with
a dot-matrix printer driven to graphic greatness by Lisa (just
like a woman!). We strive for authenticity.
Apple 111 owners haven't been left out: although Apple's
clock conversion kit is likely to be out by the time you read
this, we wanted to share with you a method of installing a
clock in your 111. Arthur Anderson gives us the inside look.
Arthur, or "Skip", as he prefers it, is the author of the CPMSOS transfer program that the IAC has for sale. He's no relation to Alan Anderson, and is not an accountant. Neither is
Gene Wilson, who tells us about a half-meg disk drive from
Micro-Sci that makes working with the Apple 111 a pleasure
by allowing mass storage. That's 560K bytes, as opposed to
Baby Blue's 390K.
Neil Lipson reports on three separate products this month:
the exciting Videx Ultraterm card, the Copywriter program,
and an accessory called the Maclnker that can make you the
most popular kid on your (circuit) block. And Michael Wolgelenter, with very little assistance from his immediate maternal ancestor, looks at Krell's SAT preparation program.
If you have ever wanted a simple way to find out what's on a
text file (something like the TYPE command in CPIM, I'm
told), Andre Babeanu of POMs shows us the way, in Applesoft. A language comparison and a few thoughts on dBase II
from Al Azose round out this issue, leaving just enough room
for The New Stuffs extensive new (and updated) product
information.

The response to Apple Orchard's "new look" has been
most exciting and gratifying; we thank those of you who took
the time to let us know of your reactions. As you'll note, more
upgrades are to be found in this issue, and we're still not
through. We'll probably never really be finished making
improvements.
One more thing: our cartoonery fellow, Jim Linhart, came
by the other day and described" disorientation" as the feeling
you get when you see an Epson computer hooked up to an
Apple printer. Trudge the good trudge, Jim.

You can count on 3M diskettes. Day after day.
Just like the sun, you can rely on 3M diskettes every day. At 3M,
reliability is built into every diskette. We've been in the computer
media business for over 30 years. And we've never settled in.
We're constantly improving and perfecting our product line, from
computer tape and data cartridges to floppy disks.
3M diskettes are made at 3M. That way, we have complete control
over the entire manufacturing process. And you can have complete
confidence in the reliability of every 3M diskette you buy.

Apple® Compatible.
3M makes diskettes for use with Apple computers, including specially
designed Fileware™diskettes for the Lisa™personal office system.
Look in the Yellow Pages under Computer Supplies and Parts for
the 3M distributor nearest you. In Canada, write 3M Canada, Inc.,
London, Ontario. If it's worth remembering, it's worth 3M diskettes.

3M hears you ...

Apple, Apple logo, Fileware and Lisa are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Satisfying Over
With Innovation

The Original Apple® graphics printer interface.
Since its introduction three years ago, the
Grappler has been imitated by many, but never
matched. Now with Dual Hi-Res Graphics for side
by side reproductions and Mixed
Mode screen dumping, the Grappler+
remains the most
intelligent interface
available. Over two
dozen commands
give Apple users full control over any graphics or
text on the Apple screen, including a new 80
column text dump. Performance, reliability and
support have made the Grappler+ the #1 selling
intelligent Apple interface.

For Apples and Printers
The economical way to add printer buffering. The
Bufferboard easily adds memory to your current
Apple interface system, freeing your computer for
additional input. Easily upgradable from 16K, the
Bufferboard can store up to 20 pages of text. It
fits neatly inside your Apple, "docking" onto your
existing printer interface.* No clumsy boxes or
cables, no external power supplies . .. just convenience and
economy. With
the Bufferboard,
you might never
wait for your
printer again.
*Versions for standard Grappler+ , Epson APL and Apple
Parallel Interfaces.

90,000 Apple® Owners
And Excellence. ·

The most sophisticated buffered Apple printer
interface available. The New Buffered Grappler+
combines the industry leading features of the
Grappler+ with the time saving economies of the
Bufferboard. • •

Over 90,000 Apple computers are using Orange
Micro products. Innovation and excellence have
made us the #1 manufacturer of intelligent printer
interfaces. The top selling Grappler+ has
become an industry standard, recommended by
more software houses and Apple dealers. To
meet the users' latest needs, Orange Micro will
continue to introduce new products. Recent innovations include the Grappler+ for IDS color
printers and the new Orange Interface, with text
screen dumps and formatting at a low price.
There is an Orange Micro product designed for
your application.
For a complete demonstration, see your Apple
dealer today.

With this much interface power, you'll never need
anything else. And the price will surprise you, too.

liorange micro

•*Not available for IDS printers.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc.

-

Inc.

1400 N. Lakeview Ave,, Anaheim, CA 92807 U.S.A.
(714) 779-2772 TELEX: 183511 CSMA
© Orange Micro, Inc., 1983
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Ask Us/Tell Us
Address your questions, answers,
and comments to:
Apple Orchard
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
In the August '83 issue of Apple Orchard, Richard S. Willing, P.E. wrote a
review of the Stamp Collector, an Apple
computer database program for philatelists. This review stressed a few real and
imaginary deficiencies in the program. I
would like to take this opportu!1ity to clarify a few points.

I am an Apple 111 ProFile user, and I
have for some time looked for an encryption program for the Apple 111. It
seems that what I have seen so far is
for the Apple II or for CPIM. Who has
written encryption software for the
Apple I I I? Dr. Marino H Mueller,
E sslingen, Switzerland.

Over a year ago, the reviewer received a
complimentary preliminary prototype
copy of the Stamp Collector. It was explained that the copy was not the final
product. The August review did not make
mention of this, but used this prototype as
the final product and sole basis for the
review. The deficiencies the reviewer reported in documentation have long since
been corrected.

Well, who knows about this? Drop us a
line; we'll forward it to Dr. Mueller and
mention it here. We'd like to cover encryption in an article too. - PCW.

The Stamp Collector disk comes with six
programs: Foreign stamps, Domestic
stamps, Sources list, Meetings lists, a
generic Data Base and File transfer program. The first four programs are preformatted, independent, standalone programs, not examples as mentioned by the
review. The file transfer program is not
used for sorting; it transfers data files from
disk to disk or over the modem. Sorting is
done as part of the data base programs.
The system will work with one floppy
disk drive or a hard disk. It will operate all
commonly used printers (40. 80, 132 column) and has special options for use of
compressed print (132 columns on 80 column paper) for the Epson, IDS. and Centronics printers. The programs are unlocked (can be copied with Copy A), listable
and changeable to meet unique needs.
It is unfortunate that the review author
chose to overlook these points a nd knowingly wrote a review based on an antiquated prototype copy, when more updated
versions were available. Of course. I'm
biased. but I think the Stamp Collector
deserves another look.

E. J. Neiburger
Andent, Inc.
1000 North Ave.
Waukegan. IL 60085
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As an Apple II and 11 e owner and as a
subscriber to your publication for 2 Yi
years now, I have been increasingly
disappointed in the lack of Pascal features in Apple Orchard. As far as I am
concerned, Pascal is the only way to
fly for serious programmers with serious business applications. Structured Programming facilities are a
major strength of Pascal. Lack of
same is a major weakness of BASIC. I
have nothing but scorn for the article
on "Structured Programming" in
your August issue. You were talking
about structured programming in
BASIC without even mentioning Pascal. -James A. Kirk, Westminster, CA.
Thank you, Mr. Kirk; you're right. We
should have more stuff on Pascal. And we
will.-PCW.

I just recently bought an Apple I le
Personal Computer and I would like
to know what ways I can invest into it
and make a profit in the future? Also, I
know some obvious advantages and
disadvantages of owning a computer
for personal use. Could you please tell
me some other advantages and disadvantages of owning a personal computer? Thank you. M.A .. Rialto. CA .
The most obvious disadvantage ofowning a personal computer is the difficulty of
exp la ining to oth ers about ho w the ma-

chine helps you. We've called it a "mind
amplifier". and it's the most powerful tool
you'll have, for whatever you want to do.
What you invest in it is time; time to learn
about the machine and programming.
Even Pascal, if you like. Your knowledge
will help you profit in the future whether
you write a software application program,
desig n a future computer, or just use your
skills in any profession or field you select.
Space doesn't permit a full discussion; it'll
be taking pl ace in this magazine over the
next few years. My advice remains: do
more, learn more with and aboutyourcomputer. It'll help you all your life.-PCW.

APPLE CPM
UTILITY PAK #1
$45
Nine terrific CP/MUG utilities modified and
documented for Apple)[ CP/M! Includes:
-BATCH multiple CP/M commands on one line
-Conditional SUBMIT file processing
-COUNT number of lines in a text file
-Extended DIRectory (sorted with file sizes)
-LISTFILE (with page numbers & page breaks)
-LISTPART (selected) of a text file
-Multi-Diskette Volume CATaloging system
-Sort And Pack diskette directory
-Single Drive File COPY

Pascal I CPM I DOS
FILE TRANSFER UTILITIES

$45
Six programs to transfer and reformat any file
among the Apple DOS, CP/M , and Pascal operating
system environments . Conveniently allows use of
a single disc to contain files for all three systems .

CLOCKWARE
$25
Pascal support for Prometheus VERSACARD and
other Thunder-type clock/calendars. Easy access
from Apple Pascal programs to all time/date functions in any slot. Includes informative 20 page
user manual.
SEE YOUR DEALER OR ORDER DIRECTLY FROM:

RCM SOFTWARE
4608 Renwood Drive
Kettering, Ohio 45429
VISA/MASTERCARO ACCEPTED

Circle HelpCard No. 54

No Hidden Charges
No Charge for Credit Cards
No Shipping Delay for Personal Checks

AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS

INFOCOM

H IRES Computer
Golf
.......... $21.00
HIRES Computer
Golf 2 . .
. ...... 25.00
Jump Jet.
. 21.00

Deadline .
Starcross .
Suspended
The Witness
Zork I, 11, & Il l

BEAGLE BROTHERS

INTELLIGENT STATEMENTS

Alpha Plot
. $28 .00
Aplle Mechanic .
. .. 21.00
Beagle Bag
....... 21.00
DOS Boss
20.00
Double Take.
. ... 25.00
Flex Text .
. 2 1.00
Frame Up .
. 2 1.00
Pronto DOS .
. ... 21.00
Tip Drs k # 1
. 15.00
Typefaces .
. . 15.00
Uti lity Crty .
. ..... 21.00

Ken Uston's Professional
Blackjack
...... $49 .00

BRODERBUND
AE
.... $25.00
Arcade Machine .
42.00
Bank Street Writer .
48.00
Choplrfter
.. . . . 25.00
Gumball
21.00
Lode Runner.
25.00
Maze Machine.
. 42.00
Midn ight Magi c
..... 25.00
Questron . . ......... 32 .00
Sea Fox ............. 21.00
Serpentine.
. ....... 25.00
Spare Change ....... 25.00
Star Blazer . . ...... . 23 .00

BUDGECO

SIERRA ON-LINE
. .. $35.00
. .. 28.00
. 35.00
35.00
ea. 28.00

LIGHTNING SOFTWARE
Master Type ......... $28.00

MICRO LAB
Miner 2049er.

. .. $28.00

MICROSOFT
Adventure .
. $21.00
Olympic Decathalon.
21.00
Typing Tutor II
. .. 20.00

MUSE
Castle Wolfenstern ... $21.00
Caverns of Freitag ... 21.00
Robot War
. 28.00
Three Mile Island .
. 28.00
Titan Empire..
. . . 28 .00

ODESTA
Checkers
..... $35 .00
Chess 7.0
49.00
Odrn ................. 35.00

OMEGA MICROWAVE
Inspector ............ $45.00
Locksmith 4.1 ........ 75.00
Night Falls.
. .... 21.00
Watson ............... 35.00

Pinball Construction
Set.
. ...... $28.00
Raster Blaster .
. . 21.00

ORIGIN SYSTEMS

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC

QUALITY SOFTWARE

Ultima

Ali Baba ..... . ....... $25.00
Bag of Tri cks ......... 35.00
Beneath Apple Manor. 21.00
Fastgammon.
. . 18.00

....... $28.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
The Home
Accountant .

. $53.00

SENSIBLE SOFTWARE

DATAMOST
Aztec .............. . $28 .00
Bilestoad .. . .......... 28.00
Casino .
. . 28.00
Conquering Worlds .... 21.00
Mating Zones .
, .. 21.00
Missing Ring. . ...... 21.00
Pig Pen ............... 21.00
Snack Attack ........ 21.00
Swashbuckler ......... 25.00
Th ief.
. ........ 21.00

DATASOFT
Canyon Climber.
. $21.00
Micropai nter .......... 25.00
Zaxxon ......... , ..... 28.00

DATA TREK
Maze Craze,

Exodus : Ultrma Ill . .. $40.00

....... $28.00

EDU-WARE

Sensible Speller .... $100.00
Super Disk Copy . . .. 21.00

PENGUIN SOFTWARE
Complete Graphics
System
. $49.00
Coveted Mirror ........ 15.00
Crime Wave
. 15.00
Graphics Magician .... 45.00
Mi nit Man .
. 15 .00
Pensate ............. . 15.00
Pie Man .
. 15.00
(The) Quest .......... 15.00
Short Cuts .
. .. 35.00
Special Effects ........ 28.00
Spy's Demise ......... 15.00
The Spy Strikes Back .. 15.00
Thunde rbombs ....... 15.00
Transylvania.
. 15.00

Algebra 1-4.
. . $28 .00
Algebra 5 & 6 ......... 35.00
Compu-Read .......... 21.00
Decimals
.... 35.00
Fractions .
. . . 35.00
Prisoner 2
.. . 25.00
Rendezvous ..... . ... , 28.00

Adv .# 1 Mrssron
Asteroid
Adv. #2 Mystery
House

$15 .00
. 18.00

Adv . #3 Wizard &
The Prin cess . ....... 25 .00
Adv . #4 Ulysses.
. .. 25.00
Adv. #5 Time Zone.
70.00
Adv. #6 Dark Crystal .. 28.00
Apple Cider Spider .... 21 .00
Bop-A-Bet
. 21.00
Cannonball Blitz ..... 25.00
Crossfire . . ......... 21.00
Dragon's Keep.
. . 21.00
Frogger.
. .......... 25.00
Jawbreaker (new) .
. 21.00
Learning w/Leeper.
25.00
Marauder.
. ...... 25.00
21.00
Sammy Lightfoo t.
Softporn Adventure . 21.00
Threshold
20.00
Troll's Tale
.. 21.00
Ultrma II
42.00
The Artist
... 60 .00
Screenwriter II
.. 99 .00
General Manager.
175 00

HARDWARE
DEALS
MODEMS
Apple Cat II .. $299 .00
Mrcromodem II 265.00

Micromodem w/term ·
ina l prog .... 295.00
212 Apple Cat . 580.00

MONITORS
Amdek
Color I ...... $299.00
Color II RGB. 599.00
Color Ill RGB . 399 .00
RGB Card
149.00
USI
Pi 1 9" Green . $119.00
Pi2 12" Green . 149.00
Pi3 12" Amber. 159.00
Pi4 9 " Amber . . 1~9.00
Color 1400 ... 299.00

PRINTERS
C. ltoh
GX 100.
Prowriter
Okidata
Microline
Microline
Microline

. $229.00
...... 399 .00

SILICON VALLEY
SYSTEMS
Word Handler/List Handler
package.
. ..... $149 .00

SIRIUS
Crrtrcal Mass.
Epoch
Gorgon
Repton .
Plasmcinia
Typ e Attac k
Wayout

... $28.00
. 25.00
28 .00
28 .00
. 25.00
.. 28.00
...... 28.00

SOFT IMAGES
Blackjack Strategy ... $49.00
Pandemonium
... 28 .00
Single's Night at
Molly's .
. ........ 21.00

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS Frie.
PFS: Graph .
PFS: Report.

. $95 .00
. 95.00
. . 95.00

SPINNAKER
Delta Drawing
. $35 .00
Face Ma ker ........... 25.00
Hey Diddle, Diddle .... 21.00
Kindercomp .......... 21.00
Most Amazing Thing .. 28 .00
Rhyme s & Riddles .... 21.00
Snooper Troops
1 & 2 ea .. .......... 32.00
Story Mac hine ........ 25 .00

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Bomb Alley .......... $42 .00
Computer Ambush .. 42 .00
Computer Baseball .... 28 .00
Computer Quarterback 28.00
Cosmic Balance ...... 28.00
Cosmic Balance II ... 28.00
Galactic Adventures ... 42 .00
Geopolitique 1990 .... 42 .00
Germany 1985. . .... 42.00
Knights of the Desert .. 28 .00
North Atlantic '86
.. 42.00
ROF '85
.... 25 .00
Tigers in the Snow .... 28 .00
Warp Factor .......... 28.00
Flight Simulator ...... $25.00
Pinball: Night Mission . 21.00
Road Block .
. . 21.00
Saturn Navigator ...... 25 .00
Space Vikings ........ 35.00

•
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Hayes Mach l ie
....
Hayes Ma·ch Ill
... .
Hayes Mach Ill e .
..
Kraft Joystick .
Kraft Paddles .
Sirius Joyport ........
TG Joystick .
.
TG Paddles
TG Tra c kbal l ..........

35 .00
40 .00
44 .00
45.00
35 .00
36 .00
42 .00
29.00
48.00

MISCELLANEOUS HARDWARE
Grappler+.
. ..... $125.00
16K Ram .
. . 75.00
SoftCard.
. ... 275.00
System Saver .
. ... 65.00

BLANK DISCS (box of 10)
Elephant
(SS/SD) .
(SS/00).
Maxell (SS/DD).
Verbatim
(SS/SO)
(SS/DD).
Diskette File Box
(holds 60) .

. $22.00
25 .00
30.00
... 25.00
... 28.00
. 20.00

DISK DRIVES
Rana Elite 1
$289.00
w/controller ...... 389 .00
Rana Elrte 2 ......... 479.00
w/controller ....... 559.00
Rana Elite 3 ......... 629.00
w/controller .
. . 699.00

VIDEX
Videoterm .......... $239 .00
Ultraterm.
279 .00

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS
. $299 .00
104.00
...... 129.00

OTHER ITEMS
Gibson Light Pen .... $249.00
Koala Graphics Tablet. 99.00
SAM ................ 89.00

California re si dents add applicable sales ta x. ALL orders shipped same da y rece ived. If we are out of stock
on a particular item we will in clude a specia l bonus with you r order when shipped.

CALL TOLL FREE 24 HOURS (ORDERS ONLY)
(800) 227-1617, ext. 114 (Outside California)
(800) 772-3545, ext. 114 (Inside California)

HARDWARE
JOYSTICKS AND PADDLES
Hayes Mach 11 .
. $32 .00

CP/M Card .
Dispatcher.
Z-Card II

H.A.L LABS

HAYDEN SOFTWARE

$28 .00
28.00

VisiCalc 3.3.
.$175.00
VisiCalc lie .
175.00
VisiDex.
175.00
VisiFrle .
175.00
VisiLink
17 5.00
Visi Plot .
150.00
V1s1Schedule ......... 210.00
VisiTerm .
. 75.00
VisiTrend/Plot
225.00

Ordering Information: We 'll accept any form of paymen t-c ash, personal check, money order, VISA/
MasterCard , or C.O.D. Send cas h at your own ri sk. Add $2.00 for UPS shipping; $3.00 for Blue Label Air.

Go .............. , ... $25.00
ORCA/M .
. ....... 70.00
Sargon II .
. .... 25.00

Mask of the Sun .
Serpent's Star

VISICORP

Crush, Crumble &
Chomp .
. .. $21.00
Hellfire Warrior , ...... 28.00
Temple of Apshai ..... 28.00
Sheila .
. $20.00
Super Taxman 2 , .... . 20.00

. $28.00

ULTRASOFT

SIR-TECH

RISING SUN SOFTWARE
4200 PARK BLVD.
OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 94602
(415) 482-3391

EPYX

SYDNEY DATA PRODUCTS
Evolution

Galactic Attack .
$21.00
Kn ight of Diamonds .. 25 .00
Legacy of Llylgamyn .. 29.00
Police Artist
... 25 .00
Star Maze . . ........ 25.00
Wizardry.
35.00

SUB-LOGIC
80 ... 349.00
82A . 449.00
92. 549.00

SYNERGISTIC
Atlantis
..... $28.00
Crisis Mountain
25 .00
. .... 25 .00
Bolo .
G P LE
49 .00
Microbe .
32 .00
Odyssey.
. .. 21.00

VISA

Datamost President
out of mind.
At Datamost, we've got a president who knows the
difference between "out of your mind" and having an
"open mind."
So he's building a computer software company that
knows how to get the most out of any mind.
Two years ago, when we began to publish the industry's first universally acclaimed system of computer
software training books, we were told, "Datamost,
you're crazy!"
So we published anyway.
Today, the hottest new software category is the computer Bookware market.
And guess whose books are the #1 best-sellers?
Yes, "crazy" Datamost.
Somehow, our craziness made good book sense. And
good business sense. Because our book language is
language that everyday people use when they talk
everyday talk.
And Datamost talks Apple:' And we talk Atari~
And IBM.* And Commodore~ And Timex/ Sinclair.* And
T.I.* and more.
For every level of computer literacy. From people
who know nothing. To people who know everything.
But our president wasn't satisfied. "Who says there's
a limit to our craziness?" he demanded.
"I want to see the Datamost name on the freshest,
brightest, most mind-stretching arcade quality home
computer games the industry has ever seen."
And once again, we were told, "Datamost, you're
crazy!"
But this time, we said "you're right."
So get ready. For games with original music for
Apple, Atari, Commodore and IBM home computers.
Coming to you. From Datamost.
Where the most open mind is alive. And well.
And crazy. Like a fox.

[mJ DATAMOST

The most out of our minds:
*Apple is a trademark of Apple Computers. *Atari is a trndemark of Ata ri Computers. *Commodore
is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines. Inc. *Timex/Sinclair is a trademark of T imex , Inc.
*IB M is a t radema rk of International Business Machines. Corp. *T.I. is a trademark of Texas In struments .
Datamost. Inc. 8943 Fullbright Ave .. Chatsworth. CA 91311. (213) 709- 1202
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APPLIED ENGINEERING

THE BEST PERIPHERALS FOR THE BEST COMPUTER
The TIMEMASTER
Finally a clock that does it ALL!

Super Music Synthesizer
FULLY
PRO-DOS
COMPATIBLE

AUTOMATICALLY
STAMPS FILES
WITH PRO-DOS

• Designed in 1983 using l. C. technologies that simpl y did not ex ist
when most ot her App le clocks were designed.
• just plug it in and your programs can read the year, month, date, day,
and time to 1 millisecond! Th e only clock with both year and ms.
• Powerful 2K ROM driver - No clock cou ld be eas ier to use.
• Full emulation of most other clocks, including Mountain Hardware's
Appleclock (but you' ll like the TIMEMASTER mode better).
• Basic, Machine Code, CP/M and Pascal software o n 2 dis.ks!
• Eight software controlled interrupts so you can execute two programs
at th e same time. (Many exa mpl es are in c lud ed)
• On board timer lets yo u time an y in.terval up to 48 days lon g down to
th e nearest millisecond.
Th e TIMEMASTER in clud es 2 disks with some rea ll y fantastic time
oriented programs (over 25) plus a DOS dater so it will automati cally add
the date when disk fil es are creat ed or modified. This disk is over a
$200.00 value alone - we give th e software others se ll. All software
packages for business, data base management and commu ni cations are
made to read the TIMEMASTER.
If you want the most powerful and the eas iest to use clock for you r App le,
you want a TIMEMASTER.
PRICE $129 .00

• Comp lete 1 6 voice musi c synthesizer on one card. ju st plug it into yo ur
Apple, connect the aud io cab le (supplied) to your ste reo, boot the
disk supplied and you are ready t o input and play songs.
• It's easy to program music wit h our compose software. You wi ll start
ri ght away at inputting your favorite songs. Th e Hi-Res screen shows
what yo u have entered in standa rd sheet music format.
• Now with new improved software for the easiest and fastest music
input system availabl.e anywhere.
• We give you lots of softwar e. In addition to Compose and Play
programs, 2 disks are fill ed wit h over 30 so ngs ready to play.
• Easy to program in Basic to ge nerate complex sound effects. Now your
games can have exp losions, phaser zaps, train whistles, death cries.
You name it, this card can do it.
• Four white noi se gene rators w hi ch are great for sound effects.
• Plays music in true stereo as well as true discrete quadraphonic.
• Full control of attack, vo lum e, decay, sustain and release.
• Will play songs written for ALF sy nth esize r (ALF software will not take
advantage of all the featu res of this board. Th eir softwa re sounds th e
same in our synthesizer.)
• Automatic shutoff on power-up or if reset is pushed .
• Many many more features.
PRICE $159.00

Z-80 PLUS!

e TOTALLY compatible with ALL CP/M software.
• Th e on ly Z-80 card with a spec ial 2 K "C P/M detector" chip.
• Fully compatibl e with microsott di sks (no pre-boot requ ired).
• All new 198 3 design incorporates the latest in l. C. technologies.

• Red"CP/M WORKING" LED indicator, th e Z-80 Plus does not interfere
with non-CP/M programs.
• An on-card PROM elimin ates many l. C.'s for a coo ler, less power
consum in g board. (We use the Z-80A at a fast 4MHZ)
• Does EVERYTHING the other Z-80 boards do, plus Z-80 interrupts.
Don't confuse the Z-80 Plus with crude copies of the microsoft card. The
Z-80 Plus emp loys a much more sophisticated and reliable design. With
the Z-80 Plu s you can access the largest body of software in existe nce.
Two compute rs in one and the advantages of both, all at an unbelievably
low price.

PRICE $139.00

Viewmaster 80
There used to be about a dozen 80 column cards for the Apple,
now there's only ONE.

e TOTALLY Videx Compatibl e
• 80 characters by 24 lin es, with a sharp 7x9 dot matrix
• On-board 40/80 soft video switc h with manual 40 column override
• Fully compatible with ALL Apple languages and software - there are
NO excepti ons
• Low power consumption through th e use of CMOS devices
• All co nn ections on the ca rd are made with standard video connectors,
no cab les are so ld ered to the board
• All new 1983 design (using a new Microprocessor based C.R.T.
co ntroll er)

JUST COM PARE!
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Th e VIEWMASTER 80 works wit h all 80 column app li ca tion s including CP/M, Pascal,

WordStar, Format II, Easywriter, Apple Writer II , Viscalc, and many others. The
V I EWMASTER 80 is THE MOST compatible 80 column ca rd yo u can buy at ANY price!

PRICE $169.00

MemoryMaster I le 128K RAM Card
• Expands your Apple I le to 19 2 K memory
• Provides an 80 co lumn t ext display
• Compatible with all Apple li e 80 column and extended 80 column
card software (Same physical size as Apple's 64K card)
• Available in 64K and 128K co nfigurat ions
• Bank se lect LED's for each 64K bank
• Permits your lie to use the new double high reso lution graphi cs
• Automatically expands Vi sicalc to 95 K storage in 80 columns! The 64K
configuration is all that's needed, 128 K can take you even high er.

• Complete documentation included, we show you how to use all 128K.
lf youalready haveApp le's64Kcard, justorder the MEMORYMASTER with
64K and use the 64 K from your o ld board to give you a full 128K. (The board
is full y soc keted so you simp ly plug in more chips.)
MemoryMaster with 128K
Upgradeable MemoryMaster with 64K
Non-Upgradeable MemoryMaster with 64K

$249

$169
$149

Our board s are far supe rior to most of the co nsumer electron ics made today. Al l 1.C.'s are in high quality soc ket s with rnil-spec. com po nents used throughout P. C. board s are
glass-epoxy with gold con tacts. Made in America to be th e best in the world. All products work in APPLE li e, It , II + and Franklin (except MernoryMaster) .
Applied Engineering also manufactures a ful l line of data acquisition and co ntrol produ cts for the Apple; ND co nve rters and digital 1/0 cards, etc. Pl ease call for more
information. All o ur product s are fully tested with co mplete documentation and available for immediate delivery. All pmducts are guaranteed with a no ha ss le
THREE YEAR WARRANTY.

Send Check or Money Order to:

APPLIED ENGINEERING
All Orders Shipped Same Day. Texas Residents Add 5% Sales
Tax. Add $10.00 If Outside U.S.A. Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

P.O. Box 470301
Dallas, TX 75247

Call (214) 492-2027
7a. m. to 11 p.m. 7 days a week
MasterCard, Visa & C.O.D. Welcome

Pla11ti1la
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Did the Apple do it?
It all started out very innocently.
Tom developed a small program in the early days of Appledom, and hi s friend Joe was interested. "Sure, here's a copy",
said Tom, handing Joe a cassette tape containing the progra m. (You can tell it was the old days, before disk drives.)
The real names of the players have been lost to history, but
that was how the first transfer of a program from one person
to another occurred.
In those early days, hardly anybody bothered with copyrights, lawyers, etc.: it was a sharing among friends of their
collective endeavor. And the friends made improvements to
the software, which was cycled back to the original developer.
User Groups facilitated this cameraderie. Everybody was
happy; it was Eden, with the Apple playing a large part.
Then somebody mused, "Gee, maybe we could sell some of
these programs. Enter the serpent, stage left. Commercial
software began to appear. Many bought it. But some continued the "tradition" of giving copies to their friends. Some
dealers are said to have thrown in copies of programs to
sweeten computer sales. The people who ran the embryo
software companies quickly lost all traces of cameraderie,
adopting instead a protective coating of Moral Fervor. This,
after all, was theft!
Meanwhile, Jim got a modem for his Apple, which connected him to the Bell telephone network. Remembering stories
from hi s older brother abo ut fun and games with "blue boxes" and long distance calls, Jim tried to gain access to another
modem that wasn't expecting him to call. After much trial
and error, Jim cracked the entry codes, and was talking to ...
well, that didn't matter. The important challenge was getting
through. Jim told Harry about it, and Harry went one step
further: he got through. and then left a message in the memory suggesting that the reader perform an impossible sexual
feat. Great fun! Charlie heard about this. cracked his university's computer. and tried to change one of hi s grades from C
to B. (Just a B: no sense being greedy.)

The software merchants, meanwhile, developed technical
barriers to disk copying by varying the bit patterns on their
disks. Thus armed, they watched profits grow. (It made no
difference that some of these entrepreneurs themselves had
large collections of other people's software, acquired through
electronic samizdat.) Now, backup disks were available, at
$30 and more, if your protected program disk crashed.
That offended another legitimate interest: the honest
purchaser who wanted nothing more than a backup disk was
now being penalized because of the threat of multiplying
copies. The irony was, of course, that knowledgeable persons
were cracking protection schemes right and left. Broken
copies of everything were, and are, everywhere, despite technical escalation of protection. Copy protection is an illusion
of security.
Now we have the mass media concentrating on "computer
crime", as if the personal computer were somehow ushering
in a New Age of Lawlessness. We hear of thefts by shortcircuiting electronic funds transfers ; access to computers
everywhere, including sensitive government facilities; computers used to aid in recordkeeping for illegal activities; and
that appears to be only the beginning. Chilling.
It's just not innocent any more, is it? What's ludicrous,
however, is the growing thought among TV reporters and
other superficial thinkers that somehow the computer is responsible for all this. Now, we know that the computer is a
tool ; it can be used for good or evil. So is a crowbar, an axe, a
key, or a fountain pen. If the computer has become a burglar
tool, it's because burglars use it. People.
Go back to Genesis again and ponder: was the Apple a~
fault, or was it merely a neutn.., participant in the human
tragicomedy?
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The Lisa Nobody Knows
by Alan Anderson and Scott Knaster

Y

ou're reading yet another article about Lisa, Apple's
latest and greatest entry into the world of personal
computers. What else is there to say? When Lisa
was launched last January, virtually every major computer
magazine featured lots of stuff about Lisa and how revolutionary it was. Apple Orchard, Byte, Personal Computing,
and Popular Computing featured the new Lisa on their covers. Even Time and Newsweek, not what you'd call typical
computer journals, devoted space to the Lisa announcement,
as did other publications.
If you read any of the magazine articles surrounding the
Lisa introduction in January, you probably feel you have a
pretty good idea of what all the fuss is about. Lisa's remarkable new features have been much-heralded: the ability to
display multiple "windows" of different software applications; a pointing device called a mouse; extremely detailed
graphics; data transfer between applications.
Since that announcement, other software products have
been introduced which duplicate some of these features. The
most well-known is VisiOn (guess who makes it), which has a
mouse and windows and data transfer, as well as its own new
applications. As of this writing, VisiCorp says that VisiOn
will be available at the end of October. VisiOn was actually
presented to the world last November, two months before
Lisa, but Lisa has been shipping since June. Desq, from a new
company called Quarterdeck, features a new twist: it takes
existing applications like Wordstar and VisiCalc and lets you
window them and transfer data between them.
When the computer press mentions "integrated software"
these days, Lisa is usually lumped in with those others. How
similar are these products to the Lisa? Should they be
grouped together? Well, the natural human tendency is to
pigeonhole and categorize, and things which defy categorization are troublesome, so we search for similarities between
things which may not be so similar after all.
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Lisa is one of those things that stands alone. A quick 20minute demo by a knowledgable Lisa user shows how unique
it really is. Its design and features are totally different from
anything else that's available now. But if this is true, why
don't most people in the computer industry recognize it? One
answer is that Lisa's revolutionary design appeals mainly to
two kinds of people: those who know a great deal about the
human characteristics of designing software, and those who
have never used a computer and wouldn't know a byte if it
came up and byt them. Most of the people in the computer
industry today don't fit into either of those categories.
If you think that most of the microcomputer industry today
knows a lot about designing a good human interface to software, take a good hard look at the software you're using. If
you've been using computers for more than a few months, it
might be hard to see this inherent flaw in most of today's
software because you've become accustomed to it. If you've
only had your computer for a short time, you probably know
exactly what I mean. Most of today's computer programs are
like dictators, demanding that things be done their way,
requiring an astonishing array of secret codes to perform
functions, and worst of all, promoting the need to learn computerese in order to get anything done.
Hard-to-use software is not necessarily the fault of poor
design of applications. Part of the blame is due to fact that
most of today's operating systems are several years old.
Another problem is in hardware limitations. Remember that
Lisa costs $10,000 and features very impressive hardware
specs that we'll discuss later.
With Lisa, Apple has taken a gutsy step, because Lisa
abandons most of the current ways of doing things for a
whole new world. This is dangerous for Apple because it
requires those who know how to use computers already to
forget all the black magic they've learned and take on a new,
simpler way of doing things. Apple's premise is this: using a

Lisa is considerably easier than using
any other personal computer, and if
you're one of the vast majority who've
had limited experience with computers,
you'll appreciate it immediately. But if
you already know about DOS and CP/M
and device drivers and control codes and
all the other wonders of the personal
computer age, it may take you a bit longer to appreciate it.
Family Trees
When Apple designed the Apple///, it
was constrained by the Apple II. The///
was an evolution of the Apple II. One of
its features allows it to emulate the
Apple II, and while it is certainly much
more powerful than its predecessor, it
performs basically the same functions
as the II-faster, more powerfully, and
with more memory, but fundamentally
in the same way.
With the Lisa, this restraint was removed. No compatibility with previous
systems was required. And so Lisa's
designers took off. If you're a fan of
fancy hardware, it would be hard to
come up with much better specifica
ions: MC68000 microprocessor, 1 megabyte of RAM, 1. 7 megabytes floppy disk,
5 megabytes hard disk, 12 inch bitmapped display with over 250,000 pixels, detachable keyboard, one-button
mouse, real-time clock, 2 serial ports,
and 3 expansion ports.
But the Lisa's hardware is only the
foundation for the real breakthrough:
the software. Apple likes to say that
Lisa's hardware is only state-of-the-art,
but the software is revolutionary. The
more well-known features of this software, the mouse and the ability to run
more than one application at a time by
using windows, have already been mentioned. Now we're going to spend some
time discussing some of the lesserknown features of the software, some of
the more subtle things that make the
Lisa so powerful and easy to use-and
the things that truly set Lisa apart from
the other "integrated software" packages.
In Figure 1 you see the Lisa Office
System as it first appears. The thin
white strip across the top is called the
menu bar, and the gray remainder of the
screen is called the Desktop. The pictures at the bottom of the Desktop are
called icons. Icons are a fundamental
part of the Lisa user interface. They represent some action or piece of data used
by the Lisa. In Figure 1 you see the four
icons which are always present on the
Lisa. The first, ProFile, obviously rep-

resents the ProFile hard disk which is
attached to the Lisa. The one that looks
like a Lisa and is named Preferences is
used to set things like the volume of the
Lisa's speaker, how fast the keys repeat,
and what devices you have connected,
such as printers and modems. The Clipboard icon holds data which is being
moved from one place to another. And
the Wastebasket icon-well, it almost
seems silly to have to say so, but of
course, the Wastebasket is where you
put something when you want to get rid
of it.
One more very important thing that
you can see on the Desktop is a small
black arrow. This arrow (which points
north-northwest, trivia buffs) is called
the pointer, and it is intimately related
to the mouse. When you move the mouse
on the desktop, the pointer moves in a
corresponding direction. The mouse and
its arrow are used to point at things on
the Desktop to select them for some
action.
You may be wondering how you get
an icon to perform a function, how to
make it do something. Well, each icon
represents a "location", a place where
the Lisa's user can put things. In order
to see into these places, each icon can be
opened; that is, a sort of electronic
magnifying glass can be placed on the
icon, letting you look inside it. For example, we can look inside the ProFile icon
and see what's there. This is where the
mouse pointer comes in. First, we move
the pointer so that the tip of the arrow is
touching the icon and we press the button on the mouse.
After we press the button, the icon
becomes highlighted on the Desktop,
and it turns black. Now we move the
pointer up to the top of the screen, the
menu bar. Each item in the menu bar
represents a menu, or list of things to do.
In order to see a menu, we point at the
menu's title and press the mouse button.
As we hold the button down, the menu
appears below its title, in this case, the
File/ Print menu. As we point at each
menu item, it becomes highlighted, just
like the ProFile icon when we selected
it earlier.
Figure 2 shows you what the File/
Print menu looks like when it's pulled
down.You might notice that some of the
menu items appear to be gray, while
others appear black. This is because the
items which cannot be used at a particular moment are automatically locked
out. When we point at these dim items,
they stay dim-they don't become highlighted. One item in the list, the one at

which we're pointing, is highlighted.
When we come to the item we're after,
in this case the one that says "Open ProFile", we release the mousebutton. Instantly, the action we've chosen takes
place. As we watch, the tiny Pro File icon
zooms "closer". In a fraction of a second,
it seems to grow until it fills about half
the screen (see Figure 3).
Now we're looking inside the ProFile
and seeing what's kept there. If you've
ever been to Disneyland, what's happening here is a lot like the Adventure
through Inner Space, where a snowflake
appears to grow larger as you apparently shrink into it. Well folks, this is the
ultimate E-coupon attraction, as you
can see by looking at the contents of the
ProFile in Figure 3. It's filled with more
icons, this time icons that look like file
folders. Each file folder has a name:
some of them contain examples, such as
LisaCalc Examples, LisaDraw Examples, and so on; one of them is called
Apple Orchard, and we'll be working
with that one shortly. As you probably
guessed by now (after all, this is supposed to be intuitive), the file folder
icons act like real file folders: they
hold things.
One icon looks like a whole stack of file
folders, and it's called Empty Folders.
This is a special kind of icon called a pad.
It represents a whole bunch of file folders, an infinite number of them, and whenever you want one, you just point at it,
click the mousebutton to select it, and
choose Tear off Stationery from the
File/ Print menu.
As we ponder how to look inside the
file folder called Apple Orchard, an interesting thing happens, something we
might call the Lisa deja vu effect. Deja
vu, of course, is feeling of strange familiarity, as if we've been here before. Last
time we wanted to open an icon, to see
what was inside it, we selected it with
the mouse and then opened it from the
File/ Print menu. Now here we are again,
wanting to open an icon. Of course, the
answer is easy. We point at the icon and
click the mousebutton to select it, then
pull down the File/Print menu and
choose Open "Apple Orchard". Just like
before, the folder appears to zoom open
and becomes a window, showing us
what's in the folder (see Figure 4).
Before we discuss the contents of the
Apple Orchard folder, lets talk about
windows for a while. If you look at the
Apple Orchard window in Figure 4,
you'll see that there's an unusual lookNovember 1983 15

ing little box in the lower right corner of
the window. This is called the sizing box,
and it's used to change the size of the
window. Almost every window has one.
That means that you can make the window larger or smaller, whatever you
like. If you make the window too small to
see everything that's inside it, you can
use the arrows next to the sizing box,
called the scroll controls, to roll the window left, right, up, or down.
You may also have noticed that the
Apple Orchard window overlaps the ProFile window. The Lisa Office System lets
you put things on top of other things.
(They must have used my desk as a model.-PCW) If you want to look at something that's covered up, all you have to
do is point at it and click the mousebutton, and it will be uncovered. You can
also move icons and pointers around,
putting them anywhere you want them.
If you want your ProFile window to appear on the bottom part of the Desktop
rather than the top, just point at the top
line of the window (called the title bar),
grab it by holding down the mousebutton, and drag it down to its new location.
Now lets look at what's inside the
Apple Orchard folder. There are three
icons inside: 1984 Budget, Staff list, and
Memo. These icons look like pieces of
paper. Each one represents a document.
A document is where a Lisa user does
work. For example, the document called
1984 Budget contains a budget for one
year. The icon shows which of the Lisa
application programs, or tools, as
they're called, was used to create this
document. The spreadsheet design on
the 1984 Budget document tells us that
the LisaCalc tool was used to create that
document. The Staff list icon indicates
that it was created with LisaList. while
the design on the Memo icon shows that
Lisa Write was used to create it.
If we wanted to get a look at the document called 1984 Budget. how would we
do it? Once again, deja vu strikes. Here's
an icon, a small representation of something that we want to look at more closely. One of the most important aspects of
the Lisa design is consistency: it performs similar functions in a similar way.
Here. once again. the Lisa is faithful to
this philosophy. The document is opened by using exactly the same actions as
we used in opening things before. We
point at the document. click the mousebutton to select it. pull down the File/
Print menu and select Open " 1984
Budget". You probably know what hap-
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pens next. The icon zooms open into a
window, and the window is entitled 1984
Budget. Inside the window is the message "LisaCalc is preparing this window's display." This message stays up
for a while as the ProFile hums away;
the pointer changes into an hourglass to
show that the Lisa is busy; then the window is filled with the budget spreadsheet.
Let's step back for a moment and discuss what we've done so far. This time,
though, let's examine our actions from a
different point of view-we're going to
compare them to similar actions on traditional personal computers. First, we
looked at the contents of the ProFile
hard disk. On a conventional computer,
this is called a catalog or directory listing, and you get it by typing in a command. What's the command? Well, it's
CATALOG, or CAT, or DIR, or FILES,
or any of a bunch of other variations,
depending on what computer and what
operating system you're using. Of
course, if you're using an application
program, it might be somethng else,
probably some control-character, if you
can get it at all. And, of course, you can
bet that whatever the command is in one
program, it'll be completely different
when using another program on the
same computer. On the Lisa, there was
no command. We simply pointed at the
ProFile, then selected a menu item, all
with the mouse. Number of keystrokes
required: zero.

do in a different mode. This use of different commands is very disconcerting
to the person using the computer and
sometimes can destroy work ("Does
CTRL-C accept or cancel?"). Consider,
for example, many word processing programs which move the cursor by means
of arrow keys. Most of the time, this
movement simply repositions the cursor, but once the user gets into "delete
mode", cursor movement suddenly gobbles up any text that's moved over. As I
said, very disconcerting.
The Lisa Office System and its applications work hard to be modeless to
avoid situations like this. The system of
windows is a fundamental way to get
away from modes. In the few cases
where modes are used, the mode becomes a window. This changes an abstract concept (a mode, which you can't
see) into a concrete one (a window,
which you can see).
Let's continue to review the actions
we've taken so far. After opening the
ProFile, we wanted to look at the Apple
Orchard folder. Following the same
steps as before, we opened the file folder
icon, and were then shown its contents.
Although this action doesn't have a

direct counterpart on other systems, it is
very much like getting a listing of a subdirectory. Subdirectories, which are
used by Apple// l's SOS, Unix, and other
operating systems which work with
large disk drives, provide a way of
grouping similar things, much like file
folders in the Lisa Office System. Finding out what's in subdirectory usually
requires a command a lot like the ones
used for finding out what's in a directory.
After opening the Apple Orchard file
folder, we decided we wanted to take a
look at the document called 1984
Budget. In order to do that, we once
again followed the procedure of selecting something (the document) and then
performing some action upon it (opening it). The icon zoomed open into a window and the document became visible
(see Figure 5).
How would we perform a similar function with a conventional system? Well,
first we would have to enter some command to run a spreadsheet program
from our hard disk. Then, after the
spreadsheet was loaded, we would enter
a command in the spreadsheet to load a
file, then type in the file name.

What if we wanted to look at the ProFile contents while we were using one of
the Lisa applications? The procedure is
exactly the same. No matter what
you're doing, even if you're right in the
middle of entering a cell in LisaCalc or
reshaping a polygon in LisaDraw, you
can select the ProFile icon and open it.
Of course, you can also leave the ProFile' s window open so that you can see
the ProFile's contents all the time. If
another window that you open covers up
the Pro File window, just click in the ProFile window and it becomes completely visible.
The ability to perform virtually any
action (like looking at the ProFile's contents even while you're working on
another document) is extremely powerful and quite unique in the world of computers. This capability, which is technically called being modeless, extends
throughout the Lisa Office System. The
Lisa tries very hard never to lock you
into a "mode", in which commands suddenly do very different things than they
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Oops-what if we've forgotten the
name of the file we wanted to load? No
problem. Just enter the spreadsheet's
command for listing a catalog. After you
find the file's correct name, just go back
to the spreadsheet's load command and
type in the file's name. Counting the
command which started the spreadsheet, we're up to about 15 keystrokes (it
would have been more if we had used a
name longer than 1984 Budget for our
document).
By the way, for those of you who
haven't been counting, we have so far
used the Lisa's keyboard a grand total
of ... uh, we haven't used it yet. In fact,
that's another cornerstone of the Lisa
Office System's philosophy: the mouse
is used for making the Lisa do things;
the keyboard is used for entering text
and data. This fundamental separation
of tasks is one of the things which makes
the Lisa so easy to learn and use. There
are no cryptic commands to learn.
Actions are performed in the simplest
way possible, often by just pointing at
the thing you want to work with, then
selecting a menu item. The only time you
have to go to the keyboard is when you
want to type in some information.
Another interesting observation:
with Lisa, you don't "run a program"
and "load a file." These two actions are
combined for you into one simple action:
opening a document. This method has
many advantages. One of the most important is that you never have to remember the name of a program or file. You
never have to go through the frustration
of knowing something is out there on the
disk, but that you're just spelling it
wrong, surely one of the cruellest tricks
a computer can play on a human.
You may also have noticed that the
names of documents and file folders are
rather unrestricted. Unlike conventional systems, which usually limit you
arbitrarily to short names composed of a
small number of characters, Lisa names
can be 63 characters long and can contain any of the characters you can type
at the keyboard. By the way, the Lisa's
keyboard is extremely versatile. In addition to typing all the standard typewriter characters, you can type lots of
other symbols. including various common foreign characters, by using the
Lisa's option key. This key acts as a
second shift key to give you more flexibility.
I mentioned that the names of Lisa
objects are limited to 63 characters.
What happens if we try to exceed that
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''VersaForrn™savetl aa
lairing two people!'
By Ken Silverman,
President, International Datawares, Inc.

My company, International Datawares,
is a manufacturer and wholesale
distributor of media storage devices for
the computer industry. It has a line of
over 62 different items dealing with
media storage, mailing, shipping and
so on.
With more than 3,000 orders a year, the
staff was often processing, shipping
and invoicing 20 or more orders a day.
Getting better operational control of
the business, without adding more staff,
became my biggest headache.

"It took a little searching,
but I finally round VersaForm,
the business database!'
What the business really needed was
a powerful database manager that was
easy to use. Impossible? Not at all.
VersaForm gives our company the
power and process ing speed of a computerized database, combined with
the simplicity and convenience of using
our familiar business forms.

"Now we process everything
that comes in or out ofthe
business with VersaForm!'
VersaForm processes and records
(and even prints, when necessary)
everything that comes in or goes
out of the business. Orders. Invoices.
Packing Slips. Labels for shipment. The
shipment itself. And then, it provides
the best thing of all: monthly reports for
our accountant!
VersaForm is like an electronic file
cabinet that stores all this information,
and puts it at my fingertips when I
need it! And it's designed with a nontechnical user in mind, so we had
none of the usual technical database
headaches.

"Our accounting fees were cut
in half... and the accountant
loves it!'
Since all the business transactions
are recorded with VersaForm, it takes
just a little over an hour a month to

pull together every managing report that
our CPA needs. Including the Sales
Journal, Deposits for the month by day,
Receivables Journal, Tax Liability
Statement, even the Bank Reconciliation
Statement.

it was about time to start expanding.

"Welcome to the line,
VersaForm!'
There's no better endorsement we
could give than to carryVersaForm as
part of the company line. Speaking
from experience, VersaForm is the most
important database and bookkeeping
system a small business can buy. It's
truly in a class of its own.

This makes the work for our accountant
so easy, the fees were cut in half, and
his tim e is put to much more profitable
use. (He loves it).

"Our full-time bookkeeper is
VersaForm!'
VersaForm does it all now. It locates,
controls, and interrelates
just about any kind of information. It handles customer
orders and inventory. It
fills out invoices, statements
and mailing labels. It prints
reports for the accountant,
and does the calculating
for these functions automatically. It even writes out
the checks. In fact, it
handles all the bookkeeping
so efficiently, we thought

We'll deliver VersaForm with a complete
30-day money-back guarantee. It's
available now for just $339.00 for floppy
disk system (Reg. $389).
And to make it even
easier for you to get
started, for a limited time
we'll send you a FREE
pre-designed Application
Template with your order
(worth up to $49.95).

VersaForm.

So why wait? You've got
nothing to lose, and
control of your business
to gain. Fill in the form
below right now.

-------1
Please send me

VersaForm Business Database Programs. I understand I may return these materials within 30 days of receipt for a full refund if not completely
satisfied.
0 Check or money order enclosed.
0 Charge to my:
0 Visa
0 MasterCard
Exp. Date
Card No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 C.O.D. (Add $10)
NAME
FIRM
ADDRESS ( NO BOX NO .. PLEASE)
CITY

STATE

Hardware Choices and Cost:

ZIP

Template Choices:
$339
$445
$445
$339
$339

0 Apple II ( floppy)
0 Apple II ( hard )
0 Apple Ill ( floppy/ hard)
O IBM PC

Olnvoicing
0 Purchase Order
0 Mailing List
0 Cash Receipts Journal
O IBM XT
0 Expense Journal/ Distribution
California residents add 6Y, % sales tax. (Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.)
For ordering or to get more information, mail to: International Datawares, Inc., 910 George
Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050
Or phone: ( 800) 538-8157 x 934. Inside CA: ( 800) 672-3470 x 934

~---------------~-
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limit? I'm glad I asked that question,
because if gives us a chance to see how
Lisa handles error messages. You can
see what happens by looking at Figure
6. Actually, the term "error messages"
isn't really fair. Apple calls them alert
boxes, and this is a typical example of
what happens when something goes
wrong. Note the oval marked "Cancel"
on the right side of the alert box. As you
probably figured out, by pointing at this
oval (called a button) and clicking the
mousebutton, the alert vanishes and uncovers whatever was behind it on the
Desktop. That's what happens when
there's an error: no muss, no fuss.
In order for the metaphor of the Desktop to be effective, it must truly allow us
to manipulate things in the computer by
using the icons. The Lisa Office System
lives up to this expectation. For example, if we want to make a duplicate copy
of any of the documents or file folders ,
such as Staff list, all we have to do is
select the document by pointing at it and
pressing the mouse button, then choosing Duplicate from the File/ Print menu.
This creates a new copy of Staff list,
which we can then put into any file
folder.

APPLE///
RS232 DRIVER
"SLOT SELECTIVE"
$10
Need a second RS232 (Serial Port)
on your Apple Ill? This new driver
is "SLOT SELECTIVE" and works
with the Apple II Super Serial Card.
Just put the Super Serial Card in
any of the four slots in your Apple
Ill. edit the slot using the system
utilities, add driver to the boot disk,
and you now have two RS232 ports
available - one for a printer and
maybe the other for a modem.
Cost: $10.00

Order From:

908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
6 1/2% Sa les tax for California Residents
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The Lisa's floppy disk drives come to
life any time we insert a diskette into
either disk drive. After a few seconds a
new icon appears on the desktop: it's a
picture of a diskette. If we opened the
diskette we would see that it contains
file folders and documents, just like
the ProFile.
What if we wanted to move a document from a diskette to the ProFile?
Easy. We just point at the document and
hold the mouse button down while we
move the document over to the ProFile
icon. Of course.
Now let's take a look at how some of
the Lisa applications work. Right now
our LisaCalc spreadsheet, 1984 Budget,
is active. As I mentioned earlier, we
have complete freedom over the appearance of the window. We can make it
larger or smaller with the sizing box; we
can move it anywhere on the Desktop.
We can also scroll through the sheet
with the scroll controls. If we want to
enter values in some of the cells, we first
select the cell by pointing at it and pressing the button; then we type in the
value.
If we want to add something to an
entry we've already made, here's the
procedure. We select the cell by pointing
at it and clicking. The pointer then
changes appearance: it turns tall and
thin (wish I could do that). This is called
the text pointer. Now we point between
the characters and click again. We can
now type our added characters. It's important to realize that we have not been
put into an "insert mode" which we can
get stuck in. If we wanted to, we could
move the pointer (it would change back
into an arrow as soon as it was outside
this cell) and select something else.

What if we want to delete some text?
If you think we're going to get into
"delete mode", you just haven't been
reading very closely. To delete text, we
first select it. We do this by pointing at
the first character to delete, pressing
and holding down the mouse button
while we move the pointer to the last
character, and letting up on the button.
As soon as we let up on the button, the
text we've selected is highlighted on the
screen. Now we pull down the Edit menu
and choose Cut. Zap! The selected text
is gone. What happened to" delete mode"?
There was none, so nobody will ever get
hopelessly lo st in it, deleting things they
don 't want to delete.
We've talked about in sert and delete,
and there's one other basic editing func-

tion: replacing some text with other
text. For example, if we had typed "big
old dog" and we wanted to change it to
"big happy dog", we would first select
the word "old" by pointing in front of the
"o" and holding the button down while
we move the pointer past the "d". Then
we would simply type " happy", the replacement. Again, no modes in sight!
The best thing about these editing
features is this: anywhere on the Lisa,
anytime you need to edit text, these
techniques work exactly the same way
as they did here. Exactly. Always.
Whether you're changing the name of a
document, entering a phone number in a
LisaList document, typing a letter with
LisaWrite, or putting in your budget,
text editing is consistent. The advantage of this is incredible. Instead of having to relearn basic actions in different
applications, the same techniques are
repeated throughout the Lisa Office
System.
Integration without Busing

Another Lisa feature is the ability to
take data from one document and put it
into another. For example, if you've got
a picture in a LisaDraw document that
you want to put into a different LisaDraw document. Lisa lets you make a
copy of the picture and paste it into the
other document. You can also move information between some documents of different types-for example, you can
make a copy of a schedule from a LisaProject document and paste it into a
LisaDraw document.
Here, we're going to copy some of our
1984 Budget inform ation and paste it
into the LisaWrite document called
Memo. In this case. we're after the information for January through September.
Here's how we do it. First we point at
one corner of the information we want to
copy and hold the button down; we move
the pointer to the opposite corner of the
range of cells and release the button.
This causes the cells between the two
points to beco me highlighted on the
screen (see Figure 7). Now we pull down
the Edit menu a nd choose Copy. This
tells the Lisa to make a copy of the selected cells. This is the information which
we will paste into the Memo in a moment.
But wait! The Li sa is supposed to represent things as physical objects on a
"desktop.'' If we've made a copy of this
information. where is it? Well. it's inside
another icon: the Clipboard. In fact. we

, . File/Pr int Edit Type Styl e P(1 ge Lllyo ut
, ....i..=._-:;:::-;71;-::-r~:~~rT;"Frn- ~. r·1 ~ .·., "~·
k-: ·
ProFile

Fornwt Pru tecl Colrn!l1lc
·· ':1·~~~.-::r~~~---:-~~Lill~ ·'

J.:::::=.:'. -- - ------ -·-----------·---·----------- ---------- - -----··--------- --
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FRUSTRATED BY
ENTRY ERRORS?
NOT

WIT~)llstrojfeXJ
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COPY HOLDER™
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can see it. If we point at the Clipboard
icon, select it, and choose Open Clipboard from the File/Print menu, we see
the cells we just copied from the 1984
Budget document (see Figure 8). Great!
Now we have to open the Memo. We
can't see most of the Apple Orchard window (where the Memo document is filed),
so we point at the part of the window we
can see and press the mouse button.
This uncovers the Apple Orchard window and makes it completely visible.
Now we can select the Memo icon and
choose Open "Memo" from the File/
Print menu, and it zooms open into a
window. We point at the place in the
Memo where we want the information to
be placed, then click the mouse button to
mark it. We pull down the Edit menu
and choose Paste, and we're done (see
Figure 9).
That's it. We have just moved information from our spreadsheet into our
memo, quickly, easily, and without entering one single command-we've done it
entirely by pointing at things with the
mouse. If you don't think this is a remarkably easy and powerful way to do
things, try it sometime.
Prints Charming
One of the nicest things about the Lisa
is that it doesn't force you to believe in
the "paperless office." It acknowledges
that producing paper documents is a
very important part of any office system, and the Lisa's printing capabilities
are astonishing. Using the Lisa applications you can create a large variety of
text and graphics, and everyth ing you
see on the screen can be printed on Apple's Dot Matrix Printer. This printer,
which Apple sell s for less than $700, produces quality which must be seen to be
believed (so look at Figure 10!). This
printing of our memo was produced on a
dot matrix printer.
Almost as remarkable as the output is
the way the document was created. All
of the large text. boldfaced text. and
italics were created without the aid of
any" control characters" or special commands in the text. Instead, the text was
selected with the mouse. and the special
type was chosen from the Type Style
menu. What's more, the large. boldfaced. and italic text were displayed on the
screen in the document's window. The
fancy term for this is visual fidelity, but
it's more popularly known as "what you
see is what you get."
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Interoffice Memo
To: Bob Jones

From: Mike Srn i th
Date: October 27, 1Cl2,4
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tci ti1i; 1rnst irrportant matrer.
Figure 10
These are just a few of the things you
mouse and windows come along, runcan do with text on the Lisa. You can
ning on computers which were really
also change fonts, choosing from 10, 12.
designed to handle the lesser demands
and 15 pitch, as well as proportional
of more conventional software, it will be
spaced characters. And. of course. some
very interesting ind eed to see how they
of the Lisa Applications, such as Lisacompare to Lisa.
Draw and LisaGraph. help you create
On second thought, it probably won't
marvelous graphics. Adding text to
be a very interesting comparison at
these graphics is easy, and you can
all.
•
usually choose from the same vast array
of fonts and type styles. All of this can be
EPSON PRINTER POWER
printed on the Dot Matrix Printer. (In
case you're interested, printing a docuFROM APPLEWRITER 1[ · lie
ment involves choosing"Print" from the
Unlike many word processors, Applewriter
File/Print menu, then clicking "OK" in a
I 1-//e is able to take advantage of all that Epbox that comes up on the screen).

By the way, Apple's Daisy Wheel
Printer also works with the Lisa. Its
main advantage is that it produces fullyformed characters rather than dense
dot-matrix ones. However. in order to
print all the Lisa's different fonts, it
requires a change of type wheels.

son power and with GLOSSARYONE it 's
simple! Using single, easy to remember
keystrokes, you can:

E<!\C:: I ::;1·nc.:1 l'U e,q,
COHPRESS WIDTH
DUUHL..t: b If( l f .E

111·\f:T

/

U I~
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EMPHASIZE
.I T .Li i. TC I Z E

And furthermore ...
There's an awful lot more to Lisa. For
example. to get your diskette out. you
have to press a button above the drive.
The Lisa will then politely ask you to
wait while it puts all the disk's documents away before ejecting the diskette.
When you turn the Lisa off, it does the
same thing: it puts everything away.
then shuts off. There are lots of little
touches. too. such as the way it always
opens a window to the exact size and
shape it was in when you last worked
with it.
Lisa is a remarkably well-designed
system. The care that was taken in putting the Lisa together is obvious. When
some of the other systems that use a

AND
UNDER Li blE
DOUBLE
WIDTH
CO MPRES S DOUB LE WIDTH
COMBINE ncr- _ _,. 3~ Mn + -Ye + v,
USE FX ELlTE ~ PROPORTIONAL SPACE
INbERT FX
INTL. CHARACTERb
MX LINE GRAPHIC CHARACTERS
~
OTHER bPECIAL CHARACTERS

SUPERSCRIPT

@'{}[]

Do all this and more! So order now and
stop memorizing control codes! For disk
and simple instructions send 17.95 (FX
19.95) plus 1.50 postage & handling to :
Mike Iversen
MIJO CO .
#1 Jo-Lin Ct., El Sobrante , CA 94803

•

PHONE (415) 655-2158
Soecify AWJ J-MX or FX or AW//e·FX or MX version.
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llTIODUCllG
WILDCABD PLUS:
TBB COPYCABD THAT'S
11011 THAI ACOPYCAT.
Manufacturers protect their software.
WILDCARD PLUS protects yours.

WILDCARD PLUS.
A name that speaks for itself.

You have invested a lot of money in software for your
Apple?Jl Wildcard Plus makes sure that this investment is
protected by making invaluable archival copies.
Rather than copying disks track by track, Wildcard Plus
copies your total load programs right from the computer's
memory. T his creates an accurate and undetectable copy of
the original program.
Now you can back up twice as much in half the time.
Because Wildcard Plus doesn't stop at 48K or even 64K, but
copies all the way up to 128K on an Apple® Ile. And does it
in less than 30 seconds.

Wildcard is the name that stands for uncompromising
quality. Which is not surprising when you consider that
Wildcard is the runaway leader in the field.
Others compare themselves to the Wildcard, some even
copy us. But other copycards can't match the Wildcard's
capabilities and reputation.
When you're looking for a copycard you can rely on, look
to Wildcard and Wildcard Plus. They are the back up cards
that stack the deck in your favor.
Wildcard Plus is available for $189.95 . Wildcard for
$139.95 . Order by phone, (212) 355-2860 or complete the
coupon below and send your check, money order, Visa or
Mastercard No. to East Side Software Co., 344 E . 63 Street,
Suite 14-A, New York City 10021. Dealer inquiries welcome.

r--------------------1
°
1 Please send _ _ _ WILDCARD PLUS(S), $189.95 each. Total _ _

1Please send _ _ _ WILDCARD(S), $139.95 each. Total _ _ _ __

I Include $4.00 for shipping and handling. Outside continental U .S. add $10.00
I for shipping and handling. New York State residents add applicable sales tax.
I D Check enclosed 0 Visa 0 Master card
I Card No.

I

Expires

Name on Card

addition, back ups can be quickly booted with or
ut Wildcard Plus and without messy packing or
omplicated parameter settings.
No other card is faster, easier to use, or more powerful.

I Name
I Address ( UPS delivery)
I City
State
I East Side Software Co.

Zip

Phone

WILDC.ARJ)

••••••••PLDS

1344 E. 63 Street, Sune 14-A
~ew~rk, N~o21 _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~---~

', WILDCARD PLUS
1 unlocks the potential of your Apple.
Wildcard Plus offers a unique system that combines
ROM and RAM. ROM allows for fast, easy copies
using a simple menu driven system. The RAM
permits utility modules to be loaded onto the card.
his extends Wildcard's function far beyond that of
a mere copycard.

IMPORTANT NOTICE: "Ibe WILDCARD is offered for the purpose of enabling
you to make archival copies only. Under the Copyright Law you, as the owner of a copy
of a computer program, are entitled to make a new copy for archival purposes only and
the WILDCARD will enable you to do so. The WILDCARD is offered for no other
purpose and you are not permitted to utilize it for any other use, other than specified .
Software is not copy protected . System requirements: Apple II, II Plus or Apple Ile
and DOS 3.3. Franklin Ace also supported.
Wildcard and Wildcard Plus are trademarks of East Side Software Co.
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Your sos Deserves a Clock
or
A 30 Minute, Do-It-Yourself Project
for the Apple ///
by Arthur E. ('Skip') Anderson Ill

M

ost likely, your Apple/// is missing its clock chip.
Having never had it, you've missed a great deal:
Automatic time stamping of files, the ability to use
Backup/// to automatically backup/ restore files by date, the
ability to ask and receive the proper time and date, and
(almost) never having to set the time on computer power-up. I
know what you're thinking: "Why me? Why can't I have a
clock chip too? How come I'm always the last guy on the block
to own a clockchip? Why can't I keep up with the Joneses?"
Well, now you too can own one! And best of all the Apple ///
clock chip does not use any additional slots, nor will it cost you
an arm and a leg.
When the Apple /// was first introduced, one of its improved features was a built-in clock. There were some problems achieving quality consistency, however, and the decision was made to kill time. Early/// purchasers got a refund
check for $50, and the clock was made to disappear. Apple
folks began asking, "What clock?". If you have early versions
of the manuals, you know about the reserved variables in
Business BASIC and Pascal. But the clock chips have come
up in reliability, and that empty slot can now be filled.
Your Cost:

The author has used his clock for more than a year now and
has modified several Apple ///s. In the last month Peter
Weiglin, Editor and Publisher of Apple Orchard, has mod-
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ified a half-dozen Apple ///s. If he can do it, almost anybody
can do it! We think that it's possible for every Apple ///er to
have his own, but there is a cost (Ah ha!):
1. You must accept responsibility for tinkering on your Apple
///. Apple Computer Inc., Apple Orchard, and the author
can not be responsible for your work. It will undoubtedly void
your warranty (if you have one).

2. Installation will require approximately 30 minutes of your
time. Futhermore, you will need some technical ability, including the ability to solder wires, a working knowledge of
I Cs (which way they go in) , and the ability to disassemble and
reassemble the bottom of your Apple///. You may wish to ask
your dealer to perform the installation.
3. You will need to purchase the following hardware at an
approximate cost of $10.00 (Yes folks! That's ten big
ones!):
a. One MM58167 clockchip. National Semiconductor manufactures this integrated circuit and its technical data sheet.
Typical mailorder prices range from seven to ten dollars.
Many parts vendors stock these chips so shop around if you
like. Mailorder suppliers will often provide data sheets
upon request.
b. A battery holder that will hold two (or three) cells of the
penlight or " AA" battery size, and the battery clip that a 9-
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Locksmith 5.0™. • • Before It's Too Late.
If something can go wrong, it will. At the worst possible
moment.
That's why you can count on a vital disk failing just when
you need it most. Maybe it simply wore out . . . or was
damaged by static electricity . . . or spilled cola rendered
the disk unusable. Without a backup copy, you'll quickly
find yourself at the end of your rope.
Fortunately, there is the new, state-of-the-art

Locksmith 5.0.

And, with the Locksmith 5.0, backups will be easy to
make. It offers you a new, highly detailed owner's manual
that clearly takes you step-by-step through each operation.
The cost? Locksmith 5.0 retails for just S99.95. And the
deal is even sweeter if you own an earlier Locksmith
version. Locksmith 4.X owners can upgrade for only
S24.95- 3.X owners for only S39.95 (direct from Omega).
When your disks fail, don't be left hanging. Back them up
with Locksmith 5.0. It's available from
your nearest dealer now. If he's out of
stock, order direct from Omega MicroWare,
Inc. by calling toll free:

Two years of research went into this updated version of the undisputed leader in
software backup programs.
OMEGA MICROWARE, INC.
The new Locksmith 5.0
deciphers the latest, most
222 S. RIVERSIDE PLAZA CHICAGO, IL 60606
sophisticated copy protection
(31 2) 648-4844
devices. So you can make
backups of virtually all Apple*Note: Locksmith 5.0 copies everything from your original program, includinQ all
copyright notices and serial numbers.
compatible programs* -more
Locksmith is a trademark of Omega MicroWare, Inc.
than any other nibble copier
A pple Computer is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
© Omega MicroWare, Inc. 1983
now available.
Circle He lpCa rd No. 48

1-800-83 5-2 246
(Kansas residents call
1-800-362-242 I). Or simply send
S99.95 plus S3.50 for shipping
and hand!ing charges to
OMEGA MICROWARE INC.
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· volt battery or the holder plugs into. A two or three battery
holder will work fine. They cost about $1.00. Typical vendors
are mail-order vendors and Radio Shack, etc. You need 3 cells
to provide 4.5 volts for the clock when the computer is turned
off. 4.5 volts is the maximum. If you can find only a 4-battery
holder, use it, and wire a jumper in place of one of the batteries.
c. Enough penlight batteries to fill up your battery holder,
i.e. two or three" AA" cells. Approximate cost is $1.00. These
batteries ensure that the clockchip can continue to keep time.
Two batteries will provide three volts, which will keep the
chip operating. But the time between replacements is much
longer if three batteries are used.

6. Feed the battery-holder wires down through a hole next to
the speaker. Using a screw driver, connect the negative lead,
under the screw as illustrated in Figure 1. Solder the positive
lead to the printed circuit board at the hole as shown in Figure
1.
7. Insert the MM58167 clockchip in the IC-socket at the front
of the main board as shown in Figure 1. This socket is located
at board coordinate: B-3. The socket is labeled 58167. Make
sure the MM58167 is inserted in the socket with the notch facing forward, like the adjacentICs. (This insures that pin# 1 is
aligned properly.) Be sure that all pins are seated properly.

d. Two lengths of wire, 20 to 24 inches long. Prefer No. 24
size wire, and different colors (e.g., red and black) for the
wires. Because you will mount the battery pack next to your
Apple/// speaker and run the wires down to the main circuit
board, you will need about 24 inches of lead length.

8. Re-attach the connectors to the motherboard, and replace
the bottom of the Apple///. Be sure each of the external connectors are still attached to the main board.

e. In order to attach the battery pack onto the Apple ///
chassis (next to the speaker), you will need something sticky.
Scotch (3M) brand double-sided adhesive mounting squares
work great. Some people prefer to use adhesive Velcro strips
for this. The mounting squares are available at stationery
stores, etc., for about $1.00.

10. Insert the batteries into the battery-holder, and attach the
battery pack next to the speaker using a double-sided adhesive mounting square. Remember to put the batteries in
properly.

Installation:
Thanks to Apple Computer, Inc., about 993 of the hardware installation job and 1003 of the software installation is
done!! (Great folks there at Apple, even if they won't admit it!)
To install your clock:
1. Gather together the above mentioned parts.
2. Gather your tools together. You will need a Phillips screwdriver, a flathead screw driver, a small soldering iron (i.e. 2040 watt), and a small amount of 603-tin rosin core solder.
Don't use a soldering gun, and don't use acid-core solder. Also,
don't use "non-corroding"paste flux.
3. Chances are that your battery clip came with two short
wires attached. Now attach the wire leads to these sh mt
wires; red to red and black to black (or green to green, etc.)
Wrap these joints with electrical tape to insulate them. With
most battery clips, the positive wire is red. It's the one going
to the female connector on the battery clip. Remember, the
male connector on the battery is positive, which means that
the female connector on the clip is positive. Check to make
sure which is which.
4. Disconnect power cables from your Apple///. Take the top
cover off your Apple/// and remove all of the accessory cards
from the slots. The red LED on the main board, next to the
accessory cards, must NOT be lit. (If the LED is lit, then you
forgot to disconnect the power.) Remember where each card
needs to be re-installed.
5. Carefully remove the large bottom plate from the bottom of
your Apple///. This plate has the Apple/// main circuit board
mounted on it. Note where each of the external wires connect
onto the main board, just in case you accidently pull a connector off!

9. Insert all of your accessory cards back into their proper
slots.

11. Put the top cover back onto your Apple! //and reconnect
the power cord.
12. Using your System Utilities diskette, set the time. If
your clock chip is working properly, then you should see the
seconds ticking away in the top left corner of your screen. If
not, then you must recheck your work. If your clockchip completely loses its time setting when you power down the Apple
///, then something is wrong with the battery pack or its
installation.
To make fine adjustments to the clock, there is a potentiometer (actually a variable capacitor) under the Apple//l's
keyboard, which you adjust with a screwdriver. If, as we
found with one motherboard, the clock runs at about 10 times
normal speed, get the motherboard fixed or replaced. This
could be a problem until Apple acknowledges the existence of
the clock; they won't fix what they claim doesn't exist!

A Clockchip in time, saves your mind:
The Apple/// clock chip will save you a great deal of trouble. SOS will time/date stamp your files each time you save
them! You will always know when you last updated a file (or
the last time you messed up a file!). If you keep regular backups of your work, you'll know which file to retrieve. That
alone is wo1th a fortune!
Now that you have time on your hands (ha, ha, ha), you
might want to play with your clock. But what software can
use this clock, you say? The following is a list of some programs which are known to use the clockchip:
1. SOS. Automatically time & date stamps files. Any files
saved through SOS (such as AppleWriter, Pascal. VisiCalc,
etc.) automatically enjoy this benefit! I have yet to find a program that didn't enjoy this benefit! Also you can make the
direct SOS calls: GET TIME and SET TIME.
2. Apple/// Pascal. You can use the Pascal filer to set and
read the time and date. You can use the procedures:
DATE(D), TIMEOFDA Y(T), CLOCKINFO( ... ), and SET-
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TIME( ... ). Information is on Page 50 of Volume 2, Apple
Pascal Programmer's Manual ... at least the edition I
have.
3. Apple/// Business BASIC. You may run the timeset program. The reserved variables DATE$ and TIME$ are available even though they are not mentioned in the later editions
of the manuals!!
4. Apple/I/COBOL. You can usetheCOBOLutility"date".
The compiler time stamps the listing.
5. Softcard /// (CP/ M card). You can use the time utility to
set and read the internal Apple ///clock.
6. Backup///. This fine utility will reference the clockchip
as the date and time th.a t the backup was taken. Furthermore,
since SOS now time stamps your files. you may backup/
restore files by date/time!
7. AppleWriter ///.You may set the date/time using the
SOS commands menu cntrl-0.
8. Apple ///Utilities. This program allows you to set the
date/time. The screen will also contain the current time.
9. The IAC's CP/M -l SOS Textmover. The current time is
contained on the screen.
10. Volition System's Modula-2. Support of Applestuff unit
and all Pascal calls relating to time.

c l ock ch ip here

time adj ust

ence, an unused input, and the clockchip battery. It would
therefore be possible to examine and report the clock's battery condition from a program. See references 1 and 3 for
further reading.
Yourclockchip is rumored to have an output that drives pin
#4 on your color port connector. The Apple /// Owner's
Guide, page 132, calls this PDI. Nothing more is said. (Clever,
huh?) The MM58167 has a Power Down Interrupt mode (described by the data sheet as a 'standby interrupt'). This output allows the clockchip to set off an alarm (i.e. pin #4) at a
predetermined time. One good use of this would be a wakeupduring-low-telephone-rates and send/download a message
program. See reference 1 for more information.
The MM58167 clockchip has a small calibration adjustment (also adjustable from under the keyboard). This variable capacitor should be adjusted so that the clockchip and
the 32KHz cystal keep accurate time. A smart program could
measure the timing error and display it on the screen. Internal measurements could be made via the video field rate. the
VIA timers, software timing loops, etc. See reference 1 for the
circuit description.
I hope this article shares some valuable information with
you , and helps you to tinker your way into an inexpensive
Apple /// clock. It has been a pleasurable accessory for my
Apple /// and I hope you enjoy it as much as I have.

Fun Projects for the Hardcore:
For those of you with an uncontrollable desire to play with
the clock chip, I have three project suggestions. However, the
three suggestions are not trivial!
It has been published that the Apple ///'s AID converter
has an analog switch, or multiplexer, on its input. This multiplexer allows selection of one of the eight inputs: the four
different joystick inputs, a ground reference, a 2.4 volt refer-

References:
L National Semiconductor's MM58167 Data sheet. Dated July 9.1979.
About 6 pages lon g. in cluding pinouts. timing diagrams. a nd circuit
examples.
2. "It's Ill O'clock and All's Well". by John Jeppson. page 69, Softalk.
November 1982.
3. "Hot Rod Ill . Start Your Engines!". by G~orge Oetzel. page 90. Softalk. August 1983.
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AQple's new
Monitor II.

A sight for

on the screen and eliminates the
annoying "ghosts" left by a fast
moving cursor. The latter keeps
characters crisp, legible and
prevents "keystoning" right up
to the edges of the display. Both
add up to superior display of
80-column text and extremely

sore eyes.

If you've been using a TV as
a monitor, perhaps you can get
a friend to read this for you:
Apple's brand new Monitor
II will improve your vision.
It features all the latest
ergonomic improvements in
monitor technology.
For example:
Studies have shown that
the leading cause of eye fatigue
for computer users is lack of
contrast between the displayed
characters and their background.
So we designed the Monitor
II around a high contrast green
phosphor CRT that provides an
extremely dark background.
That means you can read text
at a lower brightness. And
that means you can be more
productive - working longer
and more comfortably.
Toward that same end, we
also gave Monitor II a tilt screen.
So you can angle it perfectly for
your working position, without
scooting your chair around or
sitting on phone books.
And we made that screen
antireflective to reduce glare
from ambient light.
Monitor II also features
a high bandwidth video
amplifier and a high tolerance
linearity circuit. The former
keeps characters from smearing

accurate graphics.
Designed as the perfect
system partner for the Apple "Ile
Personal Computer, Monitor II
requires no monitor stand. It's a
perfect fit, aesthetically as well
as technically. So it's pleasing to
the eye even when it's turned
off. See for yourself.
At your local authorized
Apple dealer.

Screen tilts for
best working position.

Interior of CRT is etched to reduce
glare and improve crispness.
Fits perfectly atop the Apple Ile.

NowAQple
plots color.
Since color graphics are
becoming ever more important
in business, we've been h~aring
more and more calls for a color
plotter as reliable as an Apple.
Here it is:
Apple's new Color Plotter
can generate all kinds of presentation graphics, engineering
drawings or anything else you
have to illustrate in up to eight
brilliant colors.
And it can perform its art on
any size paper up to 11" x 1T
Or, with optional transparency
pens, it can draw right on
transparent film for overhead
projection.
Measuring just 4.S"Hx16"W
x 12"D, it's the smallest fourcolor, wide bed color plotter you
can buy - about half the size
of conventional flatbed
plotters. So it takes up
less space on your
desk and can easily be
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moved to someone else's desk.
There are two color plotter
accessory kits to choose from
to assure a perfect marriage with
your Apple II or Ile, or Apple III.
Each kit comes with eight
color pens - red, blue, green,
black, burnt orange, gold, violet
and brown. Plus a starter
package of plotter paper. Plus
all the manuals, documentation
and cables appropriate to

',.,' '·.@ iO . y,

your particular kind ofr\pple.
So you can get up and coloring
right away.
Apple also offers a complete
selection of 24 different pen
packages - so you can choose
whatever colors you need in a
variety of widths for a variety of
applications and media types.
As you might expect, all of
the above is available at many
of our authorized Apple dealers.

Carry on withbtJpleCare·
Carry--ln Service.
No matter how long you've
owned your Apple system,
you can now get a long term
service contract at a very
reasonable cost.
AppleCare Carry-In Service
is a service plan that will
cover most Apple-branded
components in your system
for one full year.
It covers an uqJimited
number of repairs and is
honored by over 1500 authorized
Apple dealers nationwide.
Apple-trained technicians
assure you of the highest quality
service, fast - in most cases less
than 24 hours.

AppleCare
Carry-In Service is ideal
for anyone who needs to
know ahead of time the cost of
maintenance for their system.
So check out the details you'll find it's the lowest cost
health plan an Apple can have.

A pple Computer Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave. , Cupertino, Ca lif 95014. For the authorized dealer nearest you, call (800) 538·9696. © 1983 Apple Computer Inc.
AppleCare is a se rvice mark of Apple Compu ter Inc.
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The Videx Ultraterm
by Neil D. Lipson, P.E.

W

hen someone told me that Videx was coming out
with a new card, I wondered what else they could
do to surpass the Videoterm. Well, was I in for a
surprise. The Ultraterm has all the features of the old Videoterm, and has many other features as well.
These features include the following:
1. 24-line by 80-column display

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10 .
11 .
12.
13.
14 .
15.
16 .

24- line by 96-column display
32-line by 128-column display
24-line by 132-column display
48-line by 80-column display
Videoterm emulation of 24-line by 80-column operation
Normal/High -resolution character set
Normal/Inverse video
Highlight/ 1owl ight characters
Stable, flicker-free display with fast hardware scrolling
Displays all 96 ASCII characters with true descenders on
lower-case characters.
15-character line-drawing set as part of standard char acter set
7-character block graphics font as part of standard character set
7 by 9 dot character font
Operates in any peripheral slot except Slot 0
Can be used in the Apple Ile with extended memory card.

One of the best features of the card was the fantastic
manual provided. To call it awesome is an understatement
(do I sound like a Valley Girl?). (Schuylkill Valley.-PCW.)
E verything is covered. If you still have questions after reading this manual, then go back and re-read it. It appears that
very little or nothing is left out. My compliments to Videx on
producing one of the best manuals that I have ever seen.
There are special sections on checkout and troubleshooting,
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and the manual is beautifully typeset. There is a trend now
towards these high quality manuals and I am thankful for
it.

Video Monitor Selection
The most important aspect of using this card to the fullest
is to have the correct monitor. I personally have the NEC JB1201M Green, but it has a fast phospor. I had a problem,
however, as in the interlace modes of some of the displays, I
got vibrations from the screen. The card draws half of the
dots on the character, then quickly draws the other half, and
then continues to alternate. If you have a fast monitor, you
will see this alternation. It wasn't intolerable, but could be a
problem for some people. If you want the correct monitor for
this card, look at the Amdek 300A. It has a slow phospor, and
works perfectly with the card. Better yet, check out monitors
at your dealer. My fear was that a monitor with a slow
phosphor would have "ghosts" when playing games, being
that the display changes rapidly. However, when I tried it out
with the Amdek 300A, I found very few problems. It appears
that this is the monitor of choice in this situation.
Believe it or not, they even have a special 160 character
mode, but you have to adjust most monitors to reduce the
horizontal width to actually see all the characters. Also, the
monitor should be 15 MHz or higher for most of the above
applications. I don't think many people will use the 160 character mode, but you never know.

Installation
I questioned having a section here on installation, as it is so
easy, but I will tell you anyway.You plug the card into Slot 3,
one of the video cords (the male) into the computer, and plug
your monitor into the female cord. It's that simple. The softswitch is built into the card. I wondered how the card senses

which video is on, but somehow it does. Changing it from one
computer to another is a breeze. This is a far cry from the old
Videx softswitch. Remember, Videx was the first to have the
80 column card, and now they are the first to have the 132
column card. From everything I have read, their service is
second to none. A top notch company in every respect.
Ultraterm Commands
Here is a summary of some of the commands available on
the card:
1. Control-A Uppercase/lowercase toggle
2. Control-K Generates the [ character
3. Control-S Pause
4. Control-G Bell
5. Control-H Moves cursor back on space
6. Control-J Line feed
7. Control-K Output command for clear the display from
cursor
8. Control-L Clears the whole screen
9. Control-M Carriage Return
10. Control-N Sets display attribute set
11. Control-0 Alternate attributes command
12. Control-R Raw Mode-disables special commands
13. Control-U Sets normal Apple 40 column mode
14 . Control-V has nine functions listed below:
0
Apple 40 column
I
80x24 video mode
2
96-column by 24-line display mode
3
160-column by 24- line mode
4
80-column by 24-line interlaced characters
5
sets the 80 by 32 mode with interlace
6
sets the 80 by 48 more with inter 1ace
7
sets the 132 by 24 mode with interlace
8
sets the 128 by 32 mode with interlace
15. Control-W Lead in character for video attribute
7 alternate char . set inverse video
highlight
6 alternate char. set inverse video
lowlight
5 alternate char. set normal video
highlight
4 alternate char. set normal video
lowlight
3 standard char. set
inverse video highlight
2 standard char. set
inverse video
lowlight
1 ' standard char. set
normal video
highlight
0 standard char. set
normal video
lowlight
16. Control-Y Move the cursor to upper left-hand corner of
display
17. Control-Z Lead in for control-character display command
There are many more commands, too numerous to go into,
but the manual explains each in depth.

of Lisa. The resolution seems about the same. The VisiCalc
demo made the spreadsheet much more readable, and of
cours.e the extra columns allow you to see more information.

Graphic Modes
The special graphics characters are covered in depth in the
Appendix in the back of the manual. The graphics options
seem the same as the old Videoterm, so there are no new
developments here. However, the new template editor works
great with the card, so you can do some pretty fancy things
with this card that are not available with other cards.

Character Fonts
I will not go into a great deal of depth on the various character fonts for this card, as there is so much you can do. We'll do
a separate article specifically on this point. Videx has gone to
a great deal of trouble generating and using various character fonts which include English, German, French, Italian,
Swedish, and Spanish. In fact, one friend of mine has developed a fairly exotic Hebrew and Yiddish character font and
has routines to print to various printers in that mode. There is
no limit to what you can do in life, and this is just one
small example.

General Comments
One very nice feature is that there is no flicker. This is
apparent especially in using word processors and large
spreadsheets. The card works with the Franklin perfectly,
and even works with AceCalc from the limited uses that I
have tried. Scrolling is smooth and fluid.
There is a special section on the CRTC Registers of the
card. Even complete listings of the firmware are included in
the Appendix of the manual. You could, if you wanted, modify
the firmware and re-burn the EPROMS. Comprehensive schematic diagrams are also included with an in-depth section on
theory of operation.
There are several interesting jumper and connector jumper blocks that are worth mentioning.
JI
J2
J3
J4

Pre boots
Videx is preparing some special preboots for some software packages such as VisiCalc, WordStar and AppleWriter II.
Highlight and Lowlight
This is probably one of the most dramatic features of the
card. The Ultraterm comes with an amazing demo disk which
shows just about every feature. One of the features shows
various letters, graphs, and data all on the same screen. If I
didn't know better, I'd think I was looking at a demonstration
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Selects standard Apple signal or internal IOSEL
signal. This allows use in the Apple Ile .
Selects standard or alternate char. set
Video Output Connector
Video Waveform select - square wave or triangular
Selects normal or inverted video output signal
Provides composite Sync. Video for special processing boards

Other than the comments on the type of monitor to use, I
found no critical aspects of the card in the least. It is well
designed , and the manual is a work of art. Keep up the good
work, Videx!
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Line feed
Output command for clear the display from
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Mastering the Mountain
of Documents
Microcomputers and Litigation Support
by Clifford Franklin Shnier, B.A. L.L.B.
Attorney: Toronto, Canada
I
I

A

ttorneys, it is said, can make good use of microcomputers. But somehow, computers always get lumped
under "Law Office Management" at Bar Convention
and continuing legal education functions. And every lawyer
has seen ads telling you how a computer system will "leave
you with more time to practice law" - as though the two were
mutually exclusive.
It is small wonder then that most lawyers think of computers as merely devices for the administrative and bookkeeping end of things; stuff for office managers and managing partners but of no real relevance to the actual practice of
law. Especially to litigation types. Not for them that funny
green screen and chattering printer! They're involved in the
"real" practice of law!

The irony is that the microcomputer is ideally suited to
litigation. It can make the conduct of a complicated lawsuit
from initial retainer to final appeal more efficient, more certain, and more enjoyable.

In a complicated commercial litigation matter, a lawyer's
"file" may consist of a growing mass of thousands of documents filling dozens of bulging expansion folders, boxes, filing drawers, cabinets, and even rooms as the discovery
process proceeds. The lawyer needs a system to gain easy
access to all of the relevant information and evidence within
that mass to assist him at every major step of an action: the
preparation of pleadings; preparation of the list of your documentation for disclosure; reviewing, cataloguing and digesting the other side's documents, preparing the client for
deposition, preparing to examine the other party in deposition, drafting and answering interrogatories, document exhibit management and retrieval during and after the depositions; transcript review; and most importantly, preparation
for trial.
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What "Litigation Support" Means
A system to help manage all of these documents, to assist
the lawyer through all of those steps is called Litigation Support. What is meant by this expression?
"Classically defined, it refers simply to the process of
preparing a case for trial. The techniques and goals are
well known. First, become familiar with the location, content, and relevance of every document in the case. Second,
do so better than the adversary - and win.
"Until the advent of truly large-scale cases, litigation
support was accomplished by the lawyer himself diligently perusing the documents and formulating his case.
When larger lawsuits became more frequent, litigation
support was a phrase known to connote a room full of law
students, or even newly admitted lawyers, feverishly all
annotating 3 x 5 cards. Later, as the computer revolution
swept all industries, it was a natural application of the
inherent processing speed of computing machinery that
the 3 x 5 cards would be "computerized". That word being
synonymous with the process of loading all of the contents
of the 3 x 5 cards into the computer's memory, and then
using information search and retrieval techniques to locate the pertinent documents." 1
Legal journals and periodicals nowadays frequently carry
articles and advertising about litigation support. The March
1, 1982 issue of the National Law Journal contained nine ads
as well as an article about computerized litigation support
systems. The issue four weeks earlier had the same number of
ads and three separa te articles on the subject.
The U.S. would be a natural spawning ground for computerized litigation support systems. The well-publicized
antitrust action, both those publicly and those privately prosecuted, can easily involve hundreds of thousands of letters,
memos, agreements, telegrams, price lists and, as the case
proceeds, hundreds of interrogatories, answers, depositions
and exhibits.

It is no coincidence that litigation support became computerized around the same time that IBM was defending
itself, in numerous private antitrust actions and in a U.S.
government prosecution. In all these cases the defendants'
attorneys were assisted by very sophisticated computerized
information retrieval systems, even to the point of having
Monday's trial testimony cross-checked by the computer so
that on Tuesday, for the purpose of cross-examination a
defense attorney would have a print out of absolutely everything the witness in the box had ever said previously on the
subjects covered in Monday's testimony.

The U.S. prosecuting attorneys apparently had similar
assistance (NJL March 1/82, p.21, cols. 3 & 4). One wonders
whether they used IBM computers.
In a simi lar vein, in its advertisement for a litigation support system, the Control Data Corp. of Minneapolis states
that its product got its start with its" own litigation involving
millions of documents". This was in its own private antitrust
suit against IBM. 2

Size of Case Suited to the Computer
Many of the advertisements for computerized litigation
support systems seem geared to the real mega-cases, offering
consultants, tailored programs, and mainframe computer
usage for document populations numbering in the hundreds
of thousands. These ads may foster the impression that only
cases of that size should require or be suited to computerized assistance.
With the advent of the microcomputer over the past few
years and the proliferation of computer software now on the
market, computerized litigation support is now realistic and
practical for the moderate vo lume case involving merely hundreds or thousands of documents. One commentator writing
as long ago as 1976 (ancient by computer industry standards)
recognized that computerized systems would no longer be
exclusive to the antitrust blockbusters.
"Use of a computer should not be rejected simply because a case is a tax or patent liability case rather than an
antitrust case or simply because documentary evidence
consists of only 6,000 rather than 600,000 documents. A
case involving a small volume of documents may justify a
relatively simple computer-based litigation support system. The system would sti ll offer capabilities for accessing
the documents significantly superior to any manual procedures which might be utilized." 3
No More Fright and Panic
Computerized Litigation Support, as many lawyers have
found, is the area in which the way they do their work can be
most dramatically and directly affected. Computerized bookkeeping greatly assists billing and management; word processing is invaluable for redrafting and editing; legal research by computer is a real time saver. But with or without
computers the commercial litigation lawyer spends not that
much time in any of those three areas. His work is mostly
dealing with facts, and facts come in the form of, or are
reduced to, writing. He has to gather, organize, correlate,
compare, fill in gaps among, ask the right questions about,
analyze, and determine how best to present, the facts . Of all
the four above uses of computers in a law practice management of documents for litigation has been called "the most
critical application". 4
The problem that computerized Litigation Support addresses has been well stated in one concise paragraph by
another lawyer:

"How many times in the past few years, as major litigation
has increased, have you encountered that tenseness, helplessness and, ultimatel y, pure fright or outright panic as
you began to realize that the mass of evidence that was piling up by reason of pretrial procedures had reached the
point where not only your personal ability to recall was
exhausted, but the systems you had devised were either
hopelessly in adequate or had reached a point where they
also were out of control? The feel ing comes when you project yourself into the actual trial of the case and wonder
how to have the benefit of your extensive pretrial discovery at your fingertips when needed. 5
Some of the benefits that are derived from a computer on
your team in litigation are that with it you can:
• Assemble your facts on any point;
• List all documents sent or received by a certain individual;
•

Obtain a full chronological listing of documents, or a
certain group pertaining to a specific item;

•

Make instant comparisons and correlations as new
information and documents are received;

• "Track" a document as it becomes a discovery exhibit,
undertaking or interrogatory answer, or trial exhibit;
• Find instantly that letter or memo from Mr. "X" to Mr.
"Y" dealing with subject "Z" written around a certain time;
• "Get a handle" on transcribed testimony by summarizing it onto computer memory.
For the medium- sized case, one set of hardware and software that meets the requirements is the Apple II Plus and a
data base; my choice was Visidex. Most readers need no
introduction to the Apple.
Visidex is a program first distributed in 1981 by Visicorp;
its author is a programmer named Peter Jennings. Visicorp's
literature describes the program as an "electronic index
card". At the back of the program booklet, there is a listof 101
ways in which it might be used: "A reader indexes his periodicals with short abstracts"; "A dentist keeps his client's
names in mailing label form";" A dating service keeps crossreferenced files of applicants and their preferences"; etc.
While they are imaginative, none of these 101 suggested
possible usages covers the use of the program for litigation
suport, probably because liti gation lawyers and computer
programmers usually have nothing to do with one another.
(Would that it were so!-PCW.)
The configuration that wi ll provide everything needed is
the Apple II Plus itself, one or (preferably) two disk drives, a
video monitor, and a matrix printer. The software will be an
additional coup le of hundred dollars. The total investment
would be in the low to mid four-figure bracket, which should
be recouped in the time saved and the results achieved on the
first two or three matters to which the system is applied.
Conversion: benefits and burdens
It is often assumed that a computer will permit you to cut
back on personnel and thereby save salary expense; in fact,
one sole practitioner attorney was quoted in an article as saying his computer was "a reserve of five associates'', there
when needed, for the occasional big case. Frankly, even withNovember 1983 35

out the computer, this lone wolf probably would never have
hired one, let alone five associates. He simply would have
worked extra evenings and weekends during critical times on
a big case.
The way in which computerized litigation support will
affect the lawyer is highly individual and depends mostly on
what was in place before the computer came along. In some
cases it might result in savings through associate lawyer and
paralegal staff reductions (or less hiring), but in these days of
high unemployment among lawyers, that is a dubious selling point.
As we have seen, it will permit the attorney who prefers to
work solo to continue that way, only more efficiently and in
less time. In other words, his productivity per hour will
increase.
What about the lawyer who has legally-trained staff in the
form of associates, paralegal clerks, or students? If he was
using them in a manual litigation support role ("feverishly
annotating 3 x 5 cards") before, then the arrival of the computer will not change the allocation of the workload, it will
only change the nature (more interesting) and quality (better) of the work that gets done.
The lawyer who will benefit most dramatically is the one
who, while having access to qualified assistants in his firm,
rarely uses them for the purpose of helping manage a large
documents case. Aside from suffering from the common
lawyers' delusion that "no one, (including other lawyers), is
as smart as me" , this lawyer also fears that the system (if any)
that he uses to manage large documents cases is so riddled
with peculiarities that someone else fumbling around with it
will cause a disaster.
Before the arrival of the computer, this "non-delegating"
type of lawyer may have had no true manual system at all to
structure the work that had to be done with that mass of
paper. He would look through the pile and make a few desultory notes, which became both fewer and more desultory as
the hours passed. He might try annotating some index cards,
or using colour-coded tabs (actually, not a bad system for
cases of less than 150 documents and 10 keywords). Eventually, he would give up, leaving the job half done and the
facts of his case, in his mind, only imperfectly understood;
while rationalizing that he would have to go through it all
again when the time came for the next major step in the case.
And, in the meantime, he had other things to do.
His self-inflicted wound is, of course, caused mainly by
failure to delegate. Having chosen to be indispensible, he gets
impaled on the other horn of being too busy to do a proper
manual job of annotating and indexing by himself.
The computer will not permit him to get away with this.
Having invested in it, he cannot neglect it. An unused computer, no matter how inexpensive, is still far more guiltinducing than unused index cards. Someone has to feed the
computer. The documents in a big case have to be reviewed,
summarized, and entered into the computer. The non-delegating lawyer who uses the "no-system" system will quickly
find this a real burden. He will have to delegate or else accept
the work load himself.
Because the computer and the program provide the lawyer
with a system that can be grasped by reading the program
manual, it imposes on him a system that can readily be
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understood by more than one person. It creates and enforces
a common language among the lawyer and his associates,
making each of them more able to pick up and understand
each other's work. It makes them both think on the same
wavelength. The computer itself overcomes many of the problems that made the lawyer so loath to delegate.
At the beginning of any case, the computer forces the
lawyer or his associates to spend more time and to pay closer
attention to a pile of documentation than they might have
under the "no-system" system.
The payoff comes later, in the amazing ease with which
later additions to the document population can be digested
and analyzed, in the speed with which you can prepare for
oral examinations for discovery, or written interrogatories
with the secure certainty of knowing you have just reviewed
every document pertaining to the leaky roof, with the peace of
mind that comes from knowing that every piece of paper pertaining to "leaky roof - cost of repair" is instantly available,
and with the happy knowledge that your trial preparation
will take a fraction of the time it otherwise would.
Computerized litigation support does not eliminate paper
handling. It eliminates redundant paper handling. With its
instant recall, it greatly reduces the usual several hours of
"start up" time that turning to a monster file always consumes before anything further actually gets accomplished on
it. Another benefit is the sheer physical effort it saves in hefting heavy files files around. Magnetic diskettes are very light
and portable; just keep them away from magnets, heat, and
errant liquids.
The kind of cases that could benefit from computerized
litigation systems are widely varied having in common only
their volume and complexity. They can involve construction
deficiencies, product liability, antitrust matters, medical
malpractice, shareholder battles, taxation, anything.
In entering your documents and information onto the computer memory to create your data base, there are two different approaches: "full text" and "abstract". In "full text"
the entire contents of a document are transcribed verbatim
into the computer memory. Additional search terms may be
added to ensure that the memo about the "garden wall"
known more commonly as the "retaining wall" is indexed
under the latter though that name does not appear in the
body of the text. The drawbacks to the "full text" approach
are several:
•

keyboard input is lengthy and tedious, and will tie up
huge amounts of your secretary's time;
• computer memory space gets used up more quickly;
• unnecessary and irrelevant material is input, leading
to some spurious search results. For example, a search
for all documents in a construction deficiency case
dealing with "ROOF" reveals the following passage
from the Board of Directors Minutes:
" ... Mr. Jones moved that peanut butter no longer be served as a refreshment at board meetings because it sticks to
the *roof* of your mouth . .. "
The other approach is the "abstract", in which only summaries of documents are entered. This avoids the problems
listed above but it requires a professional legal mind to prepare those summaries, because you have to be sure that the

summary is accurate, complete, and has the proper " keywords" noted in it.
This "burden" of the abstract approach of summarizing all
documentation is also a benefit, because it means that right
from the start someone-whoever is doing the summarizing-is also doing some analyzing and both his brain and the
computer's are arriving at an early understanding of what
the case is all about.

The Summary Format
Summaries of documents in the "abstract" approach
should conform to a standardized format, called a template.
In designing that form, you can prepare a list of what it is that
in general you would need to know about every document.
Usually this would include the following:
A. Type of document? (Letter, invoice, estimate, telegram, etc.

Date?
Who is itfrom?
Who is it to?
B. Location in your file (e.g. folder no. 14).
Number if any assigned to it (our production #37).
Source (us, them, or outsider).
Exhibit numbers by which it has been referred to on oral
depositions or as undertaking replies.
Whether or not you will be producing it or claiming privilege.
C. Subjects covered
Factual information contained in it.
Comments you may have about it that you wish to record.
You can design a template to cover these headings.
Documents are not your only source of information; you
should in addition, have a reliable means of recalling where in
your file you made a memo of a conversation with your client
concerning the subject of his lost pension benefits in a wrongful dismissal action. Certain other types of lawyer's correspondence may also be necessary for your litigation support
data base; for example, a letter from the opposite solicitor
telling you," according to my client's experts, your client built
the retaining wall with insufficient foundations and reinforcement".
There is also no reason the pleadings should not go into the
data base. If you want to find out where in a 25-page complaint, the retaining wall is referred to and exactly what is
pleaded about it, you should be able to call it up instantly.
Lastly, you may have lengthy expert reports (engineering,
medical, accountant's, etc.), and it would be helpful to know
exactly what is in them and where; again, stored in a manner
that your access to the section of the engineer's report dealing with the retaining wall will be instantaneous.

l

The Search: by Keywords, or Otherwise
The essential element of this whole system is the keyword
search. When you summarize a document, or a portion of an
expert report, or a transcript, you indicate to the computer
which words in that summary are to be designated as "keywords". You can even designate keywords that do not actually appear in the body of the text of the summary.
In a case involving various construction complaints, you
will have keywords such as: roof, plumbing, paving, masonry,
estimates, invoices, costs, repairs, our engineer, their engineer, our discovery deponent, their discovery deponent,
plans, specifications, by-laws, codes, etc. Once your data
entry is complete, you will be able to find quickly and easily
such things as:
•

what our engineer said re the plumbing violating the
codes;

• what their discovery deponent admitted were the applicable plans and specifications;
• everything we have on paving;
• costs to date expended on the roof.
And, even if you did not remember to designate a certain
word as a keyword, there is a search method that will find it in
any of your summaries. It takes a few seconds longer, because the computer has to do a "literal" search.
Aside from helping you find quickly what it is you are
searching for in your data, there are other time-saving features. You can have each document summary printed out in
date order. Moreover, you can have the computer print only
the first several lines of each document summary: the date,
the type of document, who it is from, whom it is to, etc. but
suppressing the summary itself. This is useful in jurisdictions
that require disclosure of the documents that you have by listing them. It creates the list without letting the other side have
your work product as well.

How You Ultimately Benefit: Some Examples
Up to this point, the actual expended effort in reviewing
and summarizing, with some pretty intense concentration is
probably greater than it would be under the "no-system" system, but, once that work has been done, it will not have to be
done again. Your work product is preserved electronically
ready for instant memory access when your own human
memory, several weeks or months later, has grown cold on
these facts. The computerized litigation support approach
minimizes redundant paper handling and greatly reduces the
time that it takes to get your head back into a big file.

In these three additional sources of factual information;
file memos of conversations or meetings, pleadings, and expert reports, different templates can be designed.

"That's why the computer saves money. It saves money
not because it does the lawyer's work for him, but because
it receives and preserves the lawyers' work product. The
computer keeps the lawyers' work product jnstantaneously available, and the computer retrieves the lawyers' work product exactly the way he wanted it." 6

A most dramatic and easy use of the computer is for indexing deposition transcripts. Usually, just by highlighting a
transcript and a few marginal notations, you can create a
coherent summary of it that your secretary can enter straight
into the computer (using a preformatted template). Later,
when you want the question numbers where the deponent
testified about subject "X", you will have it in seconds, not
after annoying minutes of frantically thumbing through
pages and pages of testimony.

Discovery of the other side's documents is rendered easier
because you have a framework within which they can be dealt
with. Your summarizing of t hem, comparing them to the
information you already have and your preparation for oral
examination for discovery, can be wrapped up as one operation.
In preparing requests for admission or for oral examination, you have by this time a system that enables you to focus
and structure your preparation logically and concisely. You
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want the deponent's admission that all letters sent or copied
to him were in fact received by him. The computer will list all
such letters in a minute.
,,

,,

You recall a minute of a 1976 meeting where the plaintiff, a
contractor admitted he was having trouble getting sufficient
manpower on your client's construction site.Now, he is suing
your client, alleging loss due to delay. To cut down that delay
claim you want to show instances where it was his problem.
You call up the memory of the summary of that Minute with a
few keywords. You see that persons "A'', "B" and "C" were
there as well as "D'', the plaintiff, who is the deponent on an
examination you will conduct. You see as well that the deponent is recorded as having admitted a manpower problem.
The computer has retrieved for you that document in the
space of thirty seconds. Instead of wasting vital time and
energy trying to find it, you can now use that energy more
creatively formulating questions that will pin the deponent
with the admission contained in the Minute.
Here is another example: you act for a condominium homeowners' association suing the builder for various deficiencies,
including the fact that the walls seem paper thin and afford
little privacy. The builder's lawyer sends you an acoustical
engineer's report that concludes that the sound transmission
ratings comply with the local codes. It has been two or three
months since you were active on the file due to vacations,
other trials, etc. and your own memory on the point is vague.
You have to advise your client that this information has come
in from the other side, but more than that, you have to say
something about it. What do you do? With the Apple and
Visidex, you sit down at the terminal, load the diskette containing this case, and search "SOUND & OUR ENGINEERS
& CODES" and find the following:
Type: Engineering Report
Date: July31, 1981
From: ABC Sound Specialists
To: Tranquil Valley Homeowners Association
Location : Binder 3, pages 92-114
Number:
Source : "OUR ENGINEERS"
Produce? No, privileged
Length: 5 sections
Part Summarized Here : Section 3
Facts : Test r~adings to show whether it complies with local
*CODES* show mixed results. However, if original plans and
specif i ca ti ans had been foll owed, *SOUND* transmission wou 1d be
greatly reduced. Local *CODES* are minimal requirements in
any event.
Comments: . . . . .

A few minutes at the terminal has shown you that the other
side' s "deadly" engineering report does not sink your ship
after all. The computer has helped you determine that your
theory of liability is noncompliance with the plans and specifications, not the codes. You can prepare your interrogatories, requests for admission, and your oral questioning accordingly.
If you had had to scramble through an unindexed file manually, the effort would take hours. If you had an index card
system, it would have to be most extraordinary to give you
"sound", "our engineers" and "codes" on one search. You
would undoubtedly have had to check several documents and
flip through numerous cards. That would have taken time too.
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However, with the computer, that time and energy has been
saved.Your client is not going to be paying for you to wallow
around in paper. The computer does the wallowing for you, a
lot faster and a lot more effectively. Your time is left to
analyze, compare, and create, moving the case forward all the
more quickly to a satisfactory conclusion, and with a lot less
pain and tedium for you along the way.

The Next Step
The foregoing assumes using the setup in the confines of
your office, but why stop there? While it is certainly possible
to assemble hard copy printouts in a fashion that is readily
useable in court, it would be better still to have the computer
right there with your assistant operating it. As the witness
for the other side is testifying, your screen is flashing what he
said about those subjects on previous occasions. As your own
evidence is going in, the Apple records which of your crucial
documents is admitted and marked as an exhibit; when you
refer later in argument to the document you have always
known as the "supplementary agreement", a few keys
punched at the terminal will tell you that, to the court, it is
Exhibit 14.
Provided that it is unobtrusive (don't bring the printer) and
you can arrange a convenient power source, there should be
no reason not to have it at your counsel table, although you
should clear this with the Trial Judge first. If you think that it
will appear to the judge and jury that you have an advantage
over the other side, remember that this is counterbalanced by
the fact that, you do, indeed.
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Computer Software
+ Copyrights, Patents, and
Tradesecrets Confusion
by Martha R. Gore

I

f someone asked you what successful computer programs have in common, would you know? The answer is
that in most cases they are protected by either a copyright, patent, trade secret or a licensing agreement.

Why should that be important to the average Apple user, or
for that matter, any other computer user? The reason is that
every time a user copies or reproduces a program without the
owner's permission, a law is being broken. In fact, one might
say that, sometimes inadvertently, there's a whole lot of
stealing going on. And oftentimes it's being done by people
who ordinarily would never consider taking anything that
belonged to someone else. This happens because it is not
always fully understood that computer programs, unless in
the public domain, are protected by special laws passed by
the Congress of the United States to protect the financial
interest of the creators of those programs.
Copyrights, patents, trade secrets and licensing agreements are all legal terminology for the ways a writer of
software can protect and realize a profit from the time and
effort put into developing and writing computer programs.
That all sounds quite simple, yet the determination of
which programs can be protected by these laws provide a
healthy income for patent lawyers and a continuous stream of
opinions from judges. Sometimes the result is more questions
than answers.
One of the chief problems is that each program has unique
elements which must be taken into account when considering
laws which apply to software. Each program must be considered on its own merit and often there is no precedent on
which to base an opinion.
This is partly because software has been hitting the market
in abundance since personal and small office computers became affordable. The more users, the more demand for programs.
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Once, these programs were written by users for their own
computer operations. Now programs are being written which
can be run on any one of a number of computers. The legal
system was not prepared for this deluge of programs and problems. I takes time to find solutions to problems which have
developed from the complexities of programs written including some language used in prior programs. Who has legal
rights to such programs and exactly what can be covered
under the various laws continues to keep the courts in a
quandry.
It does not make the situation any clearer when lawyers
themselves can't agree about reproduction limitations and
exactly what constitutes copyright, patent and trade secret infringement.

Perhaps the best advice to both users and writers of software is to avoid legal problems by understanding the laws
before trouble ensues. Once into a legal entanglement, there
can be years of aggravation and expenses which can run into
thousands of dollars.
How one goes about getting that advice and when it may
become necessary is what this article is all about. It is not a
substitute for legal advice; that has to be provided by a
lawyer who practices copyright and patent law. His/her training and experience should provide the expertise required to
deal with each particular problem and its ramification.
This is not the first time an industry and individuals involved with it have faced problems of this kind. Similarities
confronted by the recording industry earlier in this century
helped to provide a basis for the protection of software.
Initially, copying wasn't much of a problem for record producers; the costly procedure discouraged piracy. But when
transistorized tape came into the picture, something had to
be done to protect legitimate producers. If the practice was
not controlled, it could debilitate an entire industry.

The Sound Recording Act of 1971 was passed to try to correct the situation. It provided sanctions against anyone who
duplicated sound recordings without authorization.
Like sound recordings, which were originally produced by
Victrola for its own record players, computer programs were
originally written for the owner or manufacturer of a specific
computer. This was an expensive process, based largely on
vacuum tubes. Because of the cost, it was used only by the
government or by large corporations. To function properly, a
special environment was maintained in which temperature
and humidity could be controlled. The programs were created
and therefore controlled by the manufacturer as sole user.
The changes in the computer and software industry since
that time have been spectacular. Starting with the original
vacuum tubes, then moving on through transistors, printed
circuits and integrated circuits, it has been an on-going and
exciting process. It saw the development and sometimes
obsolescence of bulky plug boards, punched paper cards and
tape replaced by magnetic tape, disks and semiconductor
chips.
Once again, like sound recordings, the original cost of both
computer and software was so expensive that protection did
not seem crucial. Then the computer became less cumbersome and prices began to drop. As more and smaller computers came on the market, creating programs became a
highly profitable enterprise. With the low cost of reproduction came the pirates. Some government action had to be
taken to protect creators of programs.
The fact is that in the United States alone there are probably several million persons who can understand, at some
level, computer languages which are part of the most widely
used programs. This, along with the fact that duplication
costs so little and is so easy to do, had great influence when
the law was considered.
The federal government decided that some way had to be
found so that creators of programs could recover costs and
make money on the sale of their work. This was not magnanimous on the part of Congress; the intent was that program
writers should be encouraged to produce and distribute software for the good of the economy.
So when the 1976 Copyright Law was passed, it equated
computer programs with literary works which made them
eligible for the same broad protection.

As long as the program remains in a fixed, tangible medium of expression, it can be protected by the copyright law.
The electro-magnetic functioning of a machine cannot be protected by that law.
One way to understand this is to look at the way copyright
affects games and game playing. One may not adapt and
republish or redistribute copyrighted game rules, but the
owner of the copyright has no power to prevent others from
playing the game. What that means is one is always free to
make a machine perform any process (in the absence of a
patent) but no one can lift another's copyrighted program.
But here is where one of the most difficult problems arises.
Just the way a literary writer can take a lot of words which
have been used before and put them together in a new way to
create a new work, so software writers can take a number of
symbols, some of which have been used before, combine them
in a new way, and create an original work.
With software, it is much more difficult to is determine
where originality ends and reproducing and copying
begins.
Even lawyers can't seem to agree on this determination.
Some feel that a program is copyrightable if it at least has a
spark of originality. Even if the combination is just old stuff
that has been combined in a new way, some attorneys say it is
still copyrightable. It doesn't make any difference, according
to this group, that elements have been used before, if something has been added to it, it is still something unique. They
declare that the basic information is out there in the universe
and because the creator packaged it to make the machine do
something it had not done before, or made it do it in a better,
more efficient way, it should be considered a new work.
Other lawyers say "No", this is a derivation of a prior work
and therefore infringes on the copyright of the writer. They
argue that the law defines a derivative work as a creation that
is based upon pre-existing work which includes revisions,
annotations, elaborations, etc.
Yet another legal argument is that the "idea-expression
identity" exception provides that copyrighted language can
be copied without infringing when there are a limited number
of ways in which a given idea can be expressed. This is an
extension of the fundamental principle that ideas cannot be
protected under the Copyright Law.

This law was amended in 1980 to cover and include object
codes, and included a simple definition of a computer program as a "set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer to bring about certain results."

When extending this to software, this means that when
specific instructions, even though copyrighted, are the only
and essential means of accomplishing a given task, their later
use by another writer will not be considered infringement.

What makes a work eligible to be covered by that law? The
law went on to say that the basis for determining whether a
work is copyrightable is that it must be an original work of
authorship fixed in a tangible medium of expression. Therein
lies the rub: the interpretation of that word "original."

This has been reinforced by the courts which have indicated that copyright protection for programs cannot be used to
block the use of ideas or program language previously developed by others when that use is necessary to achieve a certain
results. In other words, when other languages are available,
software writers are free to read copyrighted programs and
use the ideas embodied in them when preparing their own
works.

If a work owes its origin to the author, is independently
created and is not copied from other works, it can be understood to be original and copyrightable.

Not included in the category of copyrightable works are
ideas, titles, names, procedures, processes, systems, methods
of operations, concepts, principles or discoveries. Some of
these are covered under patent and trade secret laws.

But under a patent system, where the process itself is protected, this practice is almost impossible, and difficult under
trade secrecy, where the text of a program is designed not to
be revealed.
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Therefore, in this context, flow charts, source codes and
object codes are works of authorship in which copyright
subsists.

(Aflow chart is a graphic representation for the definition,
analysis or solution of a problem in which symbols are used to
represent operations, data flow or equipment. A source code is
a computer program written in any of several programming
languages employed by computer programmers. An object
code is the version of a program in which the source code is
converted or translated into the machine language of the
computer with which it is to be used.)
How then, after all this has been said, can it be determined
at what point a work has been copied and at what point the
program becomes an original work? By now, it should be evident that this threshold is very difficult to define. And distinguishing the old from the new is where lawsuits about
popyright infringement evolve. In addition, if this was not
enough, the distinction between a copyrightable program
and a patented process or method of operation is not always clear.
How does copyrighting of a program take place? Technically, when the work is "fixed", embodied in a copy that is sufficiently permanent or stable to permit it to be perceived,
reproduced or otherwise communicated for more than a transitory duration, it is automatically protected by the Copyright Law. So since works in computer storage may be repeatedly reproduced, they are "fixed" and are therefore,
copies. Although not required by law, a copyright notice ©,
date and name of the owner is placed on the work to protect
the copyright.
Attorney Sam Sutton, with the firm of Cahill, Suttton, &
Thomas, patent attorneys in Phoenix, AZ has compared placing a copyright notice on a program to branding a burro to
claim ownership. For example, if a wild burro is running wild
in the desert, and if a man was resourceful enough to capture
and put his brand on it and put it in a corral, no matter how
often that burro escaped or where that burro turned up, the
brand would tell the world that the animal had an owner.
In the case of source language programs, the copyright
notice is placed near the front of the program so that the
information is on the first page of the listing. Manuals or
instructions should also show the copyright. It is a declaration of the author's exclusive right to the publication, production and sale ofrights to a computer program for the life of the
writer and for fifty years after his/her death.
It is not necessary to register a copyright, but it makes
good sense to make the effort as soon as possible or a least
three months after creation. Actually, the law permits registration to take place within the first 5 years, but the sooner
the better. If the writer registers a program within that time,
the law allows him to collect statutory damages rather than
just actual damages. In addition, attorneys' fees can be collected. The registration procedure can take some time, although the Copyright Office has been known to hurry things
along if a lawsuit is impending.

Actually registering a program for copyright is a simple
procedure. A complete copyright kit should be requested
which includes Form TX that is used to register computer
programs and operating manuals and is available free from
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the Copyright Office, Library of Congress, Washington, D. C.
20559. There are also two telephone hotlines, (202) 287-8700
for information and (202) 287-9100 to order the kit or
forms.
The registration fee of $10 must be included with two of the
best copies of the program listing. Some programmers include the first and last ten pages of the object code. If the program is lengthy, only the first twenty pages and the last
twenty pages must be deposited. It might be wise to check
with the Copyright Office for the latest requirements. It is
important to understand that once a program is deposited
with the Copyright Office, it is available for anyone can
see it.
But that does not give anyone the right to copy the program
in its entirety. If that happens, it is considered infringement
and the courts allow remedies such as the recovery of full
costs, reasonable attorneys' fees and under some circumstances, additional damages. Infringement can even be considered a criminal act, with a fine of not more than $10,000
and/or imprisonment for not more than one year, if it can be
proven that the copying was done willfully and for commercial advantage or gain.
Infringement only takes place when an unauthorized copy
of a program is made. There is no law against making archival or backup copies, for your own use, of programs which
you have purchased legally.
Patents
Patent protection may be better under certain circumstances since it gives the program owner the right not only to
license and control the use of the patented device or process,
but also prevents the use of this device or process when
independently developed by third parties. These rights last
for 17 years. Patents are designed to give inventors a shortterm, powerful monoply in devices, processes, composition of
matter and designs which embody their ideas.
Because a patent gives its owner monopoly rights, the
acquisition is time consuming and expensive with difficult
legal hurdles to overcome. The applicant must prove that the
work is useful, novel and not obvious to those familiar with
the state of the art in which the patent is sought to the satisfaction of the Patent and Trademark Office, or failing that, to
the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals or the U. S. Supreme Court.
If a computer program could be patented, it would become
very difficult to modify, transpose or translate them. But getting a patent for a computer program which is not part of a
system is presently almost impossible. Unless Congress
makes changes in the law, a pure computer program is not
acceptable for patent protection, but inventions using a computer program in a machine or a process can apply if the
criteria demanded are met.

An application must be filed by the inventor within one
year of public disclosure (which may extend from the actual
sale of the invention to discussions about it with friends) . It is
wise to file the application for a patent as quickly as possible.
Unlike copyrights, patents are costly to draw up, obtain
and defend. Attorneys suggest that $5000 to $30000 are fair
estimates of costs involved.

Trade Secrets
Some lawyers recommend the trade secret route for protecting software. A trade secret is defined as information
unknown in the market place. To keep it that way means taking many precautions. For example, before making the information available, owners often ask employees and others to
sign agreements of confidentiality. In a case of a trade secret
infringement lawsuit, evidence that no effort has been made
to protect the software could prove damaging to the plaintiff.
At this point in the life of a program is where a good
copyright or patent attorney becomes important; someone
with the expertise to lead a writer through the legal maze and
to help in making the decision as to whether copyright, patent
or tradesecret is the way to go. An attorney can also help in
preparing licensing arrangements.
If the writer decides to use a lawyer, it behooves him to be
completely honest so that a determination can be made as to
the originality of the work. If elements have knowingly been
taken from another program, this should be explained to the
lawyer. The writer should have enough knowledge about the
differences and enough expertise using the program to demonstrate that the work is a new creation. An experienced
attorney will realize that the first line of defense in an infringement lawsuit is documentation availability to help
prove the client's case.

Once the writer and attorney agree about the program's
originality, it should be registered as quickly as possible.
Registration should be keyed to the first time the program
ran and worked. Once registration takes place, there is a permanent public record of the writer's claim to the creation and
control of his product.
A lawyer should be consulted once again when a buyer is
found for the software. The lawyer should either draw up the
contract or look over a contract submitted by anyone interested in distributing the work. A contract can include the sale of
all rights which gives all control of the product to the purchaser, or part of the rights can be withheld. Of course,
writers have successfully marketed (sold or leased) software
themselves. An iron-clad rule is never, never, never to allow
one attorney to represent both parties to a contract.
But some software writers lose control of the product before it ever reaches that stage of promotion because no effort
was made to protect the software. When this happens, it can
go into the public domain by virtue of common usage. There
are a good number of programs which once were owned
exclusively, but were so poorly protected that there was no
way to prove where they originated. If material is allowed to
be used without permission and the writer ignores what is
happening to his creation, he can expect to lose rights to
it.
It can happen that on-lookers or minor participants in a
project will recognize a valuable program and register the
copyright as their own. When a number of people are involved, documentation is not hard to acquire. Then proving
who actually owns the software can bring about a lawsuit,
especially if it looks like the program is going to be a moneymaker. Having an agreement with everyone involved at any
stage of program development can avoid future copyright
problems.

By now it must be obvious that protecting original software is not easy because it is in machines and accessible to
anyone with a little knowledge and who sees the output. It
doesn't take too much effort to figure out how to make some
changes, call it something new and put it on the market. Modifying a program which has been developed for one computer
so that it will run on another is common practice today. There
are lots of stories knocking around about new companies
which have been formed by someone working on a university
or corporation computer on his own time, figuring out what
was in the machine, making some modification, and then
going into business for himself.
Piracy
The next sore point in the industry is outright piracy of programs. There have been all kinds of estimates as to how much
of this is actually taking place. Some lawyers think that the
ratio is about two and one half copies stolen for each one that
is purchased.
Some of this is due to the fact that ordinary people, who
would never walk into a computer store and steal a program
off the shelf, think nothing a making copies for friends.
Then there are, according to some producers, informal user
clubs which exchange programs and account for the greatest
amount of piracy. Compared to these exchange programs,
thieves who copy programs to be sold at a fraction of the retail
price are a lesser threat.
Whether this will be corrected by producers of software
copy-protecting their programs is to be seen. The time could
come when a user will be required to buy back-up or archival
copies instead of simply reproducing them as is the presently
accepted practice. (The evidence so far indicates that copy protection has merely extended the time required to make a copy
from 90 seconds to 90 minutes or so, and the "better" schemes
generate disks that don't always boot, or get in the way of the
program. -PCW.)
Seeing a Publisher
It is not a common occurrence for a program writer to be
cheated by a software publisher, distributor or dealer. Although everyone may not be motivated by honesty, most will
not soon forget the turmoil caused by a well-known corporation that didn't leave anyone out when they turned their
attention to the theft of their popular and lucrative game
program.

But there is nothing wrong with asking anyone considering
purchasing the original program to sign a non-disclosure
agreement before the code is delivered. Like the agreements
discussed earlier, this should be drawn up by an attorney. Of
course, checking out reputations before even beginning a discussion makes good sense.
Unfortunately, a dedicated infringer knows that, even
though the law has provided remedies, pursuing an infringement claim is very expensive and often the damages awarded
don't even cover the legal costs.
What you Sign ...
But, it is the end-user who does not bother to read or try to
understand the agreement which is part of a legitimate software transaction and is signed by purchaser-user upon delivery of the software who may be the worst offender. The
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agreement states that except for archival or backup copies,
"the user shall make no copies of any kind unless specifically
authorized to do so by the selling company." The user further
acknowledges that "everything contained in the program is
not only copyrighted but also constitutes a trade secret and
must be safeguarded by the end-user." It goes on to say that
"the end-user shall not copy, reproduce, remanufacture or in
any way duplicate all or any part of such product whether
modified or not or translated into another language or not, or
any documentation or any other material provided by the
said company." There is even a clause which says that "in
event the agreement is breached, the end-user is liable for
damages as may be determined by the courts."
What some end-users do not realize is that the program use
is only permitted on the particular computer for which it was
purchased. Octopus International can't buy one copy of Data
Base X and then make copies for each of their 587 branches worldwide.
The Creative Employee
On the other side of the coin, even programmer s who take
precautions can find unexpected complications. What can
happen when an employee works up a program using his
employer's computer or time, or writes a program at home,
but gives it a trial run at work?
This can become complicated if the employee was hired as a
programmer or to make the employer's computer more efficient. If an employee is paid to be creative, there may be an
obligation to share income from outside activity with the
employer.
Some employers have decided that since programmers are
paid to be creative, that outside creativity is a result of their
employment. Therefore, since machines paid for by the company are being used to educate employees, anything produced as a result of that knowledge should be shared
equally.
If there is no specific agreement between employer a nd
employee that spells out ownership rights to programs which
are created under those circumstances, even if the material is
actually produced elsewhere, employees should look for some
good advice before tinkering around, even at home.

This kind of situation can arise in a university or college
computer center. Academic institutions are ta king a lot of
interest in work created in their facilities. With the growing
pressure on professors to computerize classroom work such
as problem solving, etc., a lot of money is going to be made by
programmers who can put this information in machines.
Universities are facing budget crunches, which has sharpened their desire to participate in the capitalist system.
A question that arises is, for instance. when a teacher or
professor composes lessons, which are then programmed
through the expertise of someone who knows how to make the
computer work, and that program is developed in the computer center, who legally owns the finished product and what
are the rights of those who played a part in its creation
and development?
It is not only academia but also bus iness that is beginning
to assert their rights to anything that may have been in any
way funded by them by being produced in their shops. If a
program is created within their facilities. they are demanding
a part of the return.
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Each employee or student needs to have a clear understanding of the responsibilities and obligations to the party
who furnishes the machine and materials, otherwise he/she
could find that an employer may own all rights to any work
which he has directed or controlled in any way.
If an employee-employer contract has already been signed,
the fine print should be read carefully. There could be some
surprises in store for t he employee.
If there is no signed contract, it may be wise to discuss a ny
restrictions when considering a position to avoid misunderstanding at a later date. Employers have been known to
claim that knowledge gained on the job provided t he impetus
for software creativity or that new programs were created
from elements of software that had been paid for by the
company.

Team projects can also create problems. There may be
varying degrees and kinds of responsibilities involved. If this
is a work-for-hire situation, that is, if those involved have
been hired to develop the program for a company, t he employer becomes the author of the program and automatically
owns the copyright.
But when an independent team works together in developing a program, this is considered a work of joint authorship
and a form al contract should be drawn up which defines each
members relative rights.
Until the courts make final determinations in regard to
software ownership and rights, anyone involved with computers and soft ware, in any capacity, will have to depend on
the individual attorney's interpretation. In addition, it is up
to each user and writer to become knowledgeable about his
own responsibilities. The courts seldom take ignorance of the
law as an excuse.
(For more complete details about copyrig ht and trad e secret procedures. see The Softimre Legal Book . by Paul S. Hoffman. Carnegie Press. Madison. NJ. Although written in 1980. it provides a clear explanation
for the novice or experienced reader.)

Copyright Registration
for Computer Programs

Definition
A "computer program" is a set of statements or instructions to be used directly or indirectly in a computer in order to
bring about certain results.

What to Send
•
•

A completed Form TX;
A non-refundable Filing Fee payable to the Register of
Copyrights;

•

One copy of Identifying Material (see below).

Extent of Copyright Protection
Copyright protection extends to the literary or textual
expression contained in a computer program. It is not available for ideas, program logic, algorithms, systems, methods,
concepts, or layouts. It is also important to understand that
once a program is deposited with the Copyright Office, it is
available for anyone to see.

Deposit Requirements
For published or unpublished computer programs, one
copy of identifying portion of the program, (first and last 25
pages), reproduced in a form visually perceptible without the
aid of a machine or device, either on paper or in microform,
together with the page or equivalent unit containing the
copyright notice, if any.
The Copyright Office believes that the best representation
of the authorship in a computer program is a listing of the
program in source code.
Where the applicant is unable or unwilling to deposit a
source code, registration will proceed under Rule of Doubt
policy upon written assurance from the applicant that the
work as deposited in object code contains copyrightable
authorship.
If a published user's manual (or other printed documenta-

tion) accompanies the computer program, deposit two copies
along with one copy of identifying portion of the program.

Machine-Readable Only Works
Includes magnetic tapes or disks, punched cards, etc.
Acceptable methods of copyright notice:
1. Either with or near title or at the end of the work;

2. A notice displayed at the user's terminal at sign-on;
3. A notice continuously on terminal display; or
4. A legible notice reproduced durably which will withstand
normal use, on a gummed or other label securely affixed to
the copies or to a box, reel, cartridge, cassette, or other
container used as a permanent receptacle for the copies.
Visually Perceptible Copies
Should contain all of the following elements:
1. The symbol © , or the word "Copyright", or the
abbreviation "Copr.";

2. The year of the first publication of the work;
3. The name of the owner of copyright in the work.
Example: © 1983 John Doe

Effective Date
Copyright registration is effective on the date of receipt in
the Copyright Office of all the required elements in acceptable form.
A certificate of registration indicating that date or a letter
indicating why it has been rejected is usually sent within
90 days.
For more information, request Circular R61 from the Information and Publications Section, LM-455, Copyright Office,
Library of Congress, Washington, D. C. 20559. Or call the
Forms Hotline at (202) 287-9100.
•
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Now you can save big on the Com-Star 15 11 dot matrix printer
from Protecto, while they last!
It's the 15 Yi 11 carriage printer that combines the most advanced
features with a price that ' s better than ever. And component by
component, Com-Star 15 11 is so reliable, Protecto can warranty it
for up to twice as long as its major competitors.
The popular Com-Star 15 11 • A great printer at a truly great price.
When you add it up , it figures to be a super sale.
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f) SANYO MONITOR SALE!!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$7900
9" Data Monitor

80 Columns x 24 lines
Green text display
East to read - no eye strain
Up front brightness control
High resolution graphics
Quick start - no preheating
Regulated power supply
Attractive metal cabinet
UL and FCC approved

• 15 Day Free Trial - 90 Day Immediate Replacement Warranty

9" Screen - Green Text Display
12" Screen - Green Text Display (anti-reflective screen)
12" Screen - Amber Text Display (anti-reflective screen)
14" Screen - Color Monitor (national brand)

$ 79.00
$ 99.00
$119.00
$249.00

Display Monitors From Sanyo
With the need for computing power growing every day, Sanyo has
stepped in to meet the demand with a whole new line of low cost, high
quality data monitors. Designed for commercial and personal computer use. All models come with an array of features, including upfront brightness and contrast controls. The capacity 5 x 7 dot
characters as the input is 24 lines of characters with up to
80 characters per line.
Equally important, a)tare built with Sanyo's commitment
to technological excellence. In the world of Audio/Video, Sanyo is
synonymous with reliability and performance. And Sanyo quality is
reflected in our reputation. Unlike some suppliers, Sanyo designs,
manufactures and tests virtually al I the parts that go into our products,
from cameras to stereos. That's an assurance not everybody can
give you!

f)SANVO
Official Video Products
of the Los Angeles 1984 Olympics

_ ___J
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The Copywriter
Reuiew by Neil Lipson, P.E.
From: Omega Microware
222 South Riverside Plaza
Suite 2234
Chicago, IL 60606

F

or many years the only way to copy unprotected
software quickly was to use the old two drive, two
controller card method. This had problems as both
drives had to have the exact same speed, or errors would
result. It took about25 seconds, so it was the fastest way that
I knew of. However, it put a tremendous strain on the power
supply, and if you copied the same disk 20 times, the original
was read 20 times and received the wear and tear of it also.
There is now a better way.

3. WRITE PROTECT error. The disk is write protected and
cannot be written upon.
If any of these errors occur, re-record the disk. The best
production quantities can be acheived by removing completed disks from each drive as they are completed and inserting a new blank disk in that drive. Then, as soon as all
duplicates have been made from the first pass, pressing the
space bar twice (after the main menu appears) will repeat the
duplication process almost immediately.

Omega Microware has a new program called
Copywriter that modernizes this entire process. You do need
a Ramex or Saturn 128K card, but only one drive. You can
copy to 8 drives in rapid succession which means you can load
and unload while one is copying. Once the disk is read into the
computer, it takes only 16 seconds to make the copy, and 16
seconds for each additional copy. If you want verification, it
will take 22 seconds. Even the old Apple quick copy will not
verify at this speed. If the blank disk is defective, the program
will tell you this. It will even tell you if you have problems with
the drive.

Needless to say, this program is fantastic for software
houses, and clubs. The important thing to remember is that
when you purchase the 128K card, it can be used as a second
or third drive in the disk emulation mode, so it would be wise
to put information on the card that is constantly accessed.
That way you have the additional drive with the fast
speed.

Keep in mind that you cannot copy protected software.
This also applies to disk emulators and other related products. First, back-up the original copy of Copywriter, and put
the original away. You can install the 128K card anywhere
according to the instructions, but I tried it in a Franklin Ace
1000 in Slot 0. If you do this, you must move the jumper on the
motherboard to enable Slot 0. otherwise it will use the RAM
on the motherboard.
The program is completely menu driven. It is a good idea to
write protect the master. I always do this, as you never know
when you'll put the wrong disk in the wrong drive. Because
the program reads in tracks and sectors and writes them out
the same, it can copy CP/M and Pascal as though they were
regular DOS diskettes. If you use more than one drive, the
program will copy straight through without a pause from
drive to drive.
There are three types of errors:
1. W error. The track did not write correctly. Probably the
drive speed is too fast.

2. STEP error. After all tracks are written, the disk is checked to make sure the head stepping hardware worked correctly. If it did not, this error is indicated as the duplicated
disk is bad.
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I have tried just about every fast copy method, and they all
have had some type of problems except this one. First. suppose I want to copy the same disk ten times. I can't stand the
original being read ten times, but until now I knew of no way
around it. Second, when you go back and forth from drive to
drive, you must wait for the drive to reach speed. Some programs shorten this time, but it still does take a finite amount
of time. Copywriter eliminates all of these headaches.
I have always advocated the 128K cards, as they can do
more in one card than almost any other card in your computer. They can do fast copying, disk emulation, printer buffering, memory expansion and more. All this for $500. On top
of that they can replace one of your drives. You still may want
to keep both drives, however, for those programs that look for
Slot6, drive 1and2. Now, if Omega came out with a pre-boot
that would turn the 128K card in Slot 5 into a pseudo slot 6,
drive2 then you could sell one of your drives and away you go.
(Or if more software were configurable by users to their system
rather than suffering from "Programmer Knows Best" .. . PCW.) Of course the Nibble copiers also use the drive 1. drive
2 method, but guess who sells Locksmith? Locksmith could
probably be changed, but this may be a major undertaking.
The Copywriter is excellently written with good documentation, and runs ve;ry smoothly. It sells for $99.95 plus $2.50
for handling and shipping. The Ramex 128K card sells for
$499. I have a separate article on this card in a previous issue.
Happy (legal) copying!!
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PDQ II MAKES YOUR
APPLE MICRO PERFORM
LIKE A MINICOMPUTER
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE
PDQ II will make your Apple II or lie
outperform itself. It will fly through
tasks which used to take hours. It
will perform multiple tasks at the
same time. Most Apple software
programs will exhibit a 200 to 2,000
percent increase in speed, without
reprogramming.

INSURANCE FOR THE
FUTURE
PDQ II provides a powerful p-System
run time environment, making it possible for your Apple to take advantage
of many of the hundreds of highqual ity p-System applications ... the
same applications available for Digital ,
IBM, HP, and other computers.
PDQ II technology makes your current investment in software and trainina more oroductive. while oroviding
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PDQ II MAKES YOUR
APPLE MICRO PERFORM
LIKE A MINICOMPUTER
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE
PDQ II will make your Apple II or lie
outperform itself. It will fly through
tasks which used to take hours. It
will perform multiple tasks at the
same time. Most Apple software
programs will exhibit a 200 to 2,000
percent increase in speed, without
reprogramming.

NEXT GENERATION
CAPABILITIES
That's not all-when you plug a
PDQ II into your Apple, it will provide the advanced features of the
16/32 bit MC68000 microprocessor.
Your Apple will be capable of utilizing sophisticated, " next generation "
software products.

ONE SIMPLE SOLUTION
PDQ II eliminates the need for
numerous add-ons - it includes an
integrated high speed pseudo-disk,
printer/communicatons buffer,
memory extension capability and a
powerful 16/32 bit processor. PDQ II
consists of two system boards
which simply plug inside your
Apple, making your Micro think it's
a Mini.

INSURANCE FOR THE
FUTURE
PDQ II provides a powerful p-System
run time environment, making it possible for your Apple to take advantage
of many of the hundreds of highquality p-System applications ...the
same applications available for Digital,
IBM, HP, and other computers.
PDQ II technology makes your current investment in software and training more productive, while providing
an almost unlimited growth path .
Now wouldn't you like to have the
PDQ II performing for you?
PD Q II comes wi th a full o ne yea r warranty and
wi ll be available through yo ur loca l Apple dealer
beginning in July. If you simpl y cannot wa it, send
your check or M .0. for $1495 (postage included)
to: Enhanc ement Tec hn alogy Corporation, P.O .
Box 1267, Pittsfie ld, MA 01202. Mass resid e nts
mu st include 5 % sales tax.

We'll send you the PDQ II. P.D.Q . !

II

1he Ullimate Peripheral

PDQ II SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features
Microprocessor
• 16/32 bit MC68000

• IOMHZ
User Memory

• 256K Bytes RAM

Integrated Functionality

1

i

• Multiple printer/communications buffering

• Pseudo-disk operations
• Track buffering (p-System )

Optional Features

ETC Software

Hardware
• l Megabyte RAM (Fall 19831

• ETC MC68000 Assembler
• ETC MC68000 System Monitor
• ETC p-System (version IV) to Apple DOS
Interface Utility

;0 A~~l~:if~8~~1cr1Ci~eP~i~i17'1; iutte~~eiP
• Apple DOS 3.3
• UCSD p-System (version IV) Interpreter-executes

UCSD Pasca l, FORTRAN -77 and BASIC P-Cade

Softvvare
• UCSD p-System Development System

• UCSD Pascal
• FORTRAN
• BASIC
• Unix-like Operating System
• Artificial Intelligence Laboratory incorporating a
Deductive Reasoning System (Spring 1984)

Apple II and Apple lie are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. UCSD p-System is a registered
trademark of the Regents of the University of California. Digital is a registered trademark of Digital
Equipment Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
Osborne is a registered trademark of Osborne Computer Corporation.
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The Apple-Franklin Case
by Barry D. Bayer

T

he Champagne bottles (although the French would
deny that the bottles really contained Champagne)
were popping in Cupertino on August 30 when the
United States Court of Appeals for the Third Judicial Circuit
reversed the decision of Trial Judge Clarence K. Newcomer
denying Apple Computer Inc.'s Motion for a Preliminary
Injunction against Franklin Computer Corp., and sent the
case back to Judge Newcomer for further consideration.
There's been a lot of information (and misinformation) in the
press, so perhaps it's time to sit back and sort out what the
issues in the case were, and what Circuit Judge Delores K.
Sloviter's opinion for the Court of Appeals really means.
As we all know, Franklin Computer developed a computer
whose greatest claim to fame was that it would run software
designed to run on the Apple II family of machines. We can
assume for the purposes of discussing the case that the monitor ROM used by Franklin was a copy of the Apple ROM, and
that Apple's monitor program, as stored in the ROM, contained appropriate copyright notices and was registered with
the U.S, Copyright office. Apple sued Franklin, alleging violation of Apple's copyright, and requested a Preliminary Injunction which would prohibit Franklin from further dissemination of the ROMmed monitor, until a complete trial was
held and a final decision could be reached.
Judge Newcomer, the trial judge for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, denied Apple's motion last July, stating, in
effect, that there was a question, in his mind, as to whether
the monitor program was protected by the copyright laws. To
me, the major issue raised by Judge Newcomer was that he
was uncertain whether a program existing as object code in
ROM could be protected at all, and whether such a program
did not become, in effect, a part of the machine, and therefore
not copyrightable.Judge Newcomer's major support for such
uncertainty was a trial decision in the JS&A - DataCash case
a few years ago, which seemed to hold that ROMmed code
was not copyrightable. That decision, however, was almost
universally condemned, was arguably decided on pre-1980
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statutes, and was affirmed by the Seventh Circuit Court of
Appeals on other grounds. The opinion does exist, but I don't
imagine that many other than Judge Newcomer considered
DataCash good law. (For interested parties, Judge Newcomer's decision can be found at 545 F. Supp. 812.)
Three days after Judge Newcomer's decision, the Third
Circuit ruled in William Electronics v. Artie International
that an object code video game program existing in ROM was
the proper subject of the Copyright Laws. Apple asked Judge
Newcomer to reconsider his decision in light of the WilliamsArtic case, but the motion was denied.
I should mention at this point that the juxtaposition of computers and copyright laws is relatively new. Computers and
computer programs used to be sold one at a time, with a direct
contractual relationship between manufacturer and user.
Under such circumstances, contract terms protecting trade
secrets could and did limit the wholesale copying and duplication of computer programs. Indeed, when Congress adopted a major revision of the copyright laws in 1976, it threw up
its collective hands at the problem of what to do with computer programs, and referred the matter to the Committee on
New Technological Uses (CONTD) for guidance. CONTU's
report gave rise to 1980 amendments concerning computer
programs, but the state of the law, with few definitive decisions, is not at all settled.
Judge Sloviter's opinion on appeal should dispose of Judge
Newcomer's uncertainty. Noting 1976and1980 amendments
to the copyright laws, (and the Court's earlier decision in
Williams and Artie) Judge Sloviter held that fixation of an
otherwise copyrightable work in ROM is sufficient to obtain
copyright protection.
She then continued to address the additional issue which
had been raised by Franklin, that a computer operating system is an process, system or method of operation. As ideas,
processes, systems and methods of operation are not copyrightable (although at least some of these things may be

patentable), and as the monitor embodies a system that makes
the computer work, there is some appeal to this issue. Judge
Sloviter ruled, however, that an operating system is not, per
se, uncopyrightable, there being no essential difference, for
copyright purposes between an applications program and a
operating system. Both fit the statutory definition of a computer program, that is a set of statements or instructions to be
used directly or indirectly in a computer to bring about acertain result.
There remains the question of whether the Apple monitor
is the "idea" of an operating system to run Apple programs
(hence uncopyrightable) or is the copyrightable expression of
that idea. Franklin argues, in effect, that the only way to
achieve Apple compatibility (which is a perfectly legal thing
to try to do) is to use the idea of the Apple monitor; Apple's
response, presumably, is either that it should be possible to
write another expression of the idea, or perhaps that the
"idea" is that of a computer operating system while the "expression" is the Apple monitor. Whichever the arguments,
Judge Newcomer has been instructed by the Appellate court
to hold hearings on this very issue. It is impossible to tell what
Judge Newcomer's final determination of facts will be, and
the ultimate ruling by the Court of Appeals, but to use the
sports vernacular, while Franklin (a Pennsylvania corporation employing a large number of people in the Philadelphia
area) seems to have the home field advantage, Apple has the
Big Mo.
An Apple victory, assuming that Apple also successfully
defends Franklin's anti-trust counterclaims will surely mean
severe disruptions to Franklin. Unless Franklin can develop

its own monitor code (and presumably if they could have they
would have already done so) this will certainly mean the end
of the Apple-compatible Aces. (Apple could, of course, license
use of the code to Franklin, but experienced industry watchers claim that is not terribly likely.) In addition, Franklin
would be liable for damages for past infringements which
could wipe out the company.
A Franklin victory based upon the operating system application program analysis could void any method of protecting Apple DOS, CP/M, PC DOS, UNIX, the UCSD p-system
or whatever other favorite operating system you might have.
As with all discussions concerning the protection of intellectual property, one should ask why anyone would bother to go
to the expense of writing an operating system if the next
manufacturer down the line could then take it for nothing.
The traditional answer is that no one would. A Franklin win
would not only keep the Franklin Aces in the Apple-compatible business, but would also make it considerably more
difficult (if not impossible) for Apple to stem the flood of
oriental clones.
Adam Osborne, at a computer show press conference in
Toronto last November, claimed that he was undisturbed by
a group of Osborne I lookalikes that were surfacing, and that
he r:ouldn't understand why Apple Computer was so adamant about fighting Apple clones. While I am not claiming
that Osborne clones caused the severe financial troubles that
Osborne Computer finds itself in, one can certainly understand the strong position Apple has taken against software
dopying. Stay tuned for further developments in the forefront
of the copyright laws.
•

Utility Routines library for the Apple II/lie

SPECIFICATIONS:
SPEl:D ADVANTAGES:
Garbage collection - 300x faster.
Sorting - 60x faster.
Disk array Sort/Recall- 16x faster.
OTHER FEATURES:
30% more user program memory.
Matrix arithmetic.
Selective array clear.
Full PRINT USING formatting for numbers and
character strings.
Two'key disk commands.
Compatible with GALE, PLE, FID, MUFFIN, COPYA
and all DOS Toolkit programs.
Allows concurrent residence of Applesoft and Integer
BASIC with 32K RAM card, extra 16K card, or
ROM card in another slot.
AUTHOR :
Cornelis Bongers

There you are, sitting in front of a dead
screen, wondering if your Apple has
broken down or if your program has gone
to sleep.

If you're running into slow executions and
long and frequent pauses, AMPERSOFT
will give you a lot more time to be creative. It's an entire library of Applesofl
enhancements that run al machine language speeds.
If most programs lake away memory, this
one gives it back. AMPERSOFT is the only
Applesofl enhancement package that puts
DOS and itself in the upper 16K of a 64K
system, giving you a new usable gain of
thirty percent instead of a net memory loss.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
At least 64K, Applesoft, DOS 3.3 and one Disk Drive.
Operates with all Applesoft-Compatible computers
including the Apple lie and the Franklin ACE. Apple II
Plus requires RAM card - 16K or larger.
PRICE :
$49.95 postpaid
ORDERING INFORMATION :
. If your Apple dealer doesn't have AMPERSOFT you
may order Glirectly by mail or phone. (Mass. residents
ple.ase add 5% sales tax.) We also accept VISA and
MasterCard.

And AMPERSOFT is a pleasure to use.
All the. utilities are accessed from within
your Applesoft programs by inserting simple, one-line statements preceded by an
ampersand.
They let you Sort sixty times faster than
Applesoft. Collect garbage two to three
hundred times faster. And formal reports
to the screen or printer any way you
want them.
If you're tired of waiting for your
Apple, you don't have to wail any more.
AMPERSOFT is here.

Stop Waiting for your Apple_

MicroSPARC Inc. .
10 Lewis

St~eet,

Copyright© 1983 by MicroSPARC Inc.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc.

Lincoln, MA 01773 (617) 259-9710
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What's on My Text File?
by Andre Babeanu

POM'S de France

H

I:

ave you ever come across a
TEXT file without knowing
what's on it? Or has your favourite Apple II ever insulted you with
an END OF DATA error when you actually did expect data to be there? Have
you ever forgotten the record length of
your Random Access file? Or have you
ever had any sort of trouble with one of
your TEXT files? Sure you did. Here's a
small program that may help you.
I wrote this program in Applesoft for
two reasons: first it's a bit tricky and my
machine language programming isn't
very good. Besides, I needed it quite
urgently and had no time to lose with
assemblers. Third, I wanted it to be easy
to understand for everybody. There are
some useful hints in there that may interest you even if you're no longer a
beginner. The disadvantage is that it is a
bit slow (but I don't really need such a
program to be faster). However, if you
translate it into machine langu age
please let us know about it, at Apple
Orchard or POM'S. Now let's go to
the subject.

for a sequential file, number of fields per
record and number of records for a random access one.
A word about that initial file length.
What you'll see is the longest length the
file ever had. DOS expands when you
revise a file to a longer length than it had
previously. But DOS does not contract if
you revise a file to a shorter length than
before the revision. That length number
may not be the actual length of the file in
its present condition. The solution is to
save the file under a new name, delete
the old one and rename the new one.
NOTE: this information is not guaranteed 1003 true, for it is not directly
available on the diskette. It is deduced
after some calculation during the scanning of the file (or of part of it if you
decide to stop it before it comes to an
end). However it will work in 953 of the
cases, the remaining 53 being all the
weird cases such as random access files
the length of which have been redefined
two or three times, or which have been
overwritten by a sequential file. Provision is made to "flag" such birds.

The program may be divided into
three main parts:
• Lines 510 to 710 are the search
routine..They will look for the file
in the ·c atalog:
• Lines 810 to 1010 achieve the
scanning of the file,
• Lines 1210 to 1320 are the end
routine arid give the final information about the file.
The whole program relies on a DOS
routine located in 45111 (or $B037). Normally, DOS uses this routine to write a
sector of the diskette's directory to the
disk. But we can use it to read or write
any sector from or to the disk (on the
specified drive) . Therefore we need to
put a 1 for reading or 2 for writing in
memory location 45121 ($B041), the desired track number in 45975 ($B397) and
the sector number in 45976 ($B398). Accordingly, DOS will read (or write) the
corresponding sector into (from) the buffer located in 46267 to 46522 ($B4BB$B5BA).

What it does
The program in Listing 1 will prompt
you for a filename. Look for it in the diskette catalog (Slot 6, Drive 2 is assumed)
and check its type. If it is there and it is a
TEXT file the program will scan the file
and display whatever is on it. At the end
of the fil e it will display the main characteristics of the file: type (sequential or
random access; an EXEC is sequential),
longest length in bytes, number of field s
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How the program works
a) Global analysis
Before you go on reading, I would
strongly suggest you to read the Appendix C: Format of diskette information in
theApple DOS Manual; or at least have
it at hand length while reading what
follows . Unless you do this, the topics
below may seem alien.

All the work we will be doing relies on
modifying DOS to use this routine for
reading instead of writing. Thus the
program is written in such a way that it
cannot be exited by any means (CTRLC, «RESET» . .. ) without restoring
DOS's write mode.
NOTE: The hint about modifying DOS is
Bill Parker's from the Sandy Apple Press
in San Diego.

~
I
The routine simply works by CALLing 45111 after POKEing the desired
track, sector and Read/Write mode values in the right location.

b) Detailed analysis
Now, take your DOS Manual and let's
go on for the tricky stuff.
Line 10: Makes «RESET» a SYNTAX
ERROR.
Line 30: Jumps to start of program. To
make the program faster the routines
used more often are at the beginning.
Line 100: Title centering; title in Z$.
Lines 200-230: Scan keyboard awaiting
for a key to be pressed. If it is ESC then
jump to end routine. In line 220 enter Z$
as is, with the blanks (it's just a suggestion).
Lines 510-570: Introduce the program
and ask for parameters. Line 515 selects
Slot 6 (SL=slot*16), Drive 2 for the destination diskette. Please note that it only
changes the present slot and drive in the
Input/Output Buffer (see DOS Manual
pages 94 to 98), not also the previous
ones. This means that at the end of the
program, the default drive will be the
one in use before the program was run,
whatever its work slot and drive may
have been. For example, if you run the
program from Drive 1 and inside DR is
set to 2, it will scan the diskette in Drive
2, but when it is through you will be back
on Drive 1.
Line 600: This is the loop that will search
your file on the consecutive sectors of
Track 17 ($11) - the disk catalog. They
are sorted in descending order and sector 0 doesn't interest us as it contains
the VTOC.
Line610: Each sector of the catalog contains the directory entry for seven files.
Each entry is 35 bytes long and the first
one starts at the 11th byte of the sector
(and of the buffer into which it has been
read). Thus the value of CK (SB stands
for Start of Buffer).
Line 620: The first two bytes of a directory entry (numbered 0 and 1) contain
the track and sector of the file's track
and sector list (see DOS Manual, p.130).
If both are 0 then this is the end of the
catalog, the signal to exit the program.

others with high bit clear (some punctuation characters). Applesoft handles
them all with high bit clear. So we must
clear all high bits in the filename if we
want to compare a keyboard entry to a
diskette one. The reason for this is that
the Apple II does not use a standard
ASCII.
Line 660: If it's not the file you're looking for, forget it.
Line 670: Found the file. Check to see if
it's a TEXT file (p.131 of DOS Manual)
on byte 2 of directory entry. NOTE: If
you delete Line 670, you can also scan
assemblers' source files that are stored
as binary files.
Line 700: This is the only proper way to
leave a FOR ... NEXT loop before it is
completed .if you don't exit the program.
Line 820: In case your file has 122,
244 . .. sectors.
Line 825: Reads Track/Sector list into
buffer.
Line 840: First byte unused. The two
following contain next track and sector
of Track/Sector list.
Line 850: Transfer current sector of
Track/ Sector list into memory to free
buffer (see structure of this sector in
DOS Manual , p.128).
Line 860: This is the loop that reads the
file's sectors. If next track and sector are
0 then this is the end of the file.

Lines 930-990: These lines handle the
O's (zeros) in the file. To fully understand how this part of the program works
we need some theory about file structure (see also DOS Manual, p.124-126 &
136-137). An ASCII 0 (null) byte in a
TEXT file indicates the end of data. For
a sequential file, this means the end of
the file. Thus we store in ZR the number ·
of O's since the last data byte in order to
take it off LN when giving the length of
the file.
For a random access file, the ASCII zero
may be only the end of a record. This is
why we have to continue scanning, in
order to find the next record if any.Now,
when you OPEN a random access file
you have to specify the record length:
PRINT "D$0PENTEST,Lxxx''. (D$ =
CTRL-D) When READing or WRITEing, you tell DOS in which record to do it
by specifying: PRINT "D$READTEST,Rxxx". DOS will skip R*L bytes
on the diskette (whatever they may be)
and then execute the command. If the
data is shorter then the specified field
length (which it should be) the characters ranging from the end of the data to
the beginning of next record will be O's.
The next data byte will be the first byte
of the next record (see Figure 1) .

1I

I

I

I

xxxxOOOOxxxxxxOOxxxxxOOO
<- - . - - - ><- - - - - - ><- - - - - - >

RI
R2
R3
x: any character but 0
Figure 1

Line 870: Reads next sector of file into
buffer.
Line 880: Clears keyboard strobe.
Line 890: This loop reads each of the 256
characters in the current sector and
treats it according to its value.
Line 900: If a key has been pressed, stop
reading and jump to the stand-by routine. X and Y are the cursor coordinates
to allow the scrolling to go on at the position it was stopped.

Line 630: If the first byte is 255 this is a
deleted file so skip it. This space is available for the next file to be saved.

Line 905: If this is the first occurrence of
a comma, then ask if commas should be
treated as field separators. For a normal
TEXT file they should, for a word
processor file or an EXEC they should
not. Tell the program what you want.
Usually you may guess what sort of file
you're dealing with by looking at what's
in that file before that comma.

Line 650: Reads the filename. DOS
stores some characters on the diskette
with high bit set (all the letters) and

Line 910: If the character is a field separator, increment global and partial
field counters.

Lines 930 to 990 look for a zero followed
by a non-zero character to identify the
starting of a new record. They then restore the record length counter (SP), the
field number counter (NF), and the O's
counter (ZR). The detection of O's is
made in line 930 through FP (Flag for
Previous character) and FL (FLag for
present character). NOTE: FL= NOT C
is Boolean; it means FL= 0 if C < > 0,
FL =1ifC=0.
Line 980 skips the first record in the field
number count, as it generally contains
information about the file which has a
different structure from the rest of the
file.
Line 1005: For X and Y see comment
about line 900
Line 1010: Takes next sector of Track/
Sector list
Line 1200-1320: This is the end routine.
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Line 1210: If there has been but one
record (no "new" one) then obviously
this is a sequential file (a random access
file with a single record may be considered as such) .

This part of the program may seem
inelegant, but I am happy with it. You
may improve it at your convenience
however.

Line 1220: This line handles the weird
cases. The subroutine in 1600 will compute the greatest common divisor be
ween MIN and MAX which are the extreme values of SP. Why did I do this?
You probably found out that the procedure in lines 930 to 990 had a shortcoming which appears in two cases:

Line 1250: According to the type of
file, its length is either LN - ZR (see discussion of lines 930-990) or number of
records * record length.

1) When one or more consecutive records are empty (see Figure 2a).

xxxxOOOOOOOOOOOOxxxxxOOO
<- - - - - - ><- - - - - - ><- - - - - - >

RI

R2

R3

Figure 2a
2) When one or more consecutive records are completely full (see Figure
2b).

xxxxOOOOxxxxxxxxxxxxxxOO
<- - - - - - ><- - - - - - ><- - - - - - >

RI

R2

R3

Figure 2b
In both cases the zero detecting routine will fail, by giving a double (or
more) record length and by not taking
into account those records.
NOTE: At the beginning I took MIN
as the presumable record length. Now,
what if you find 16 and, let's say, 24 for
MIN and MAX? Obviously the record
length is 8. Thus the reason for lines
1600 to 1630.
If D < 3 it is probable that the file is
some old stuff that has been overwritten
by new data, either a sequential file overwriting an old random access file or a
random access file overwriting another
one but (re)defined with a different record length or using the B parame-ter.

By the way, there is a nice bug in DOS
regarding this parameter. When you
use it in a read and GET the information
from the file it will give you the (n + 2)th
byte of the file (record). PRINT
"D$READTEST,BO": GET A$ gives
you the second byte of the file, not the
first. If you want the first byte, then use
PRINT "D$READTEST": GET A$ and
you get it. If you know why DOS does
this and how to fix it please let me
know.
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Line 1280: If MF exists it is the number of fields per record, else NB =0.
NOTE: As an EXEC file ends with two
RETURNs (character 141) the number
of fields computed will always be one
more than actual. You may have wondered why an Applesoft program RUN
from an EXEC file skips the first INPUT
statement it encounters. Here is the
reason. If you write a program that has
to be called by an EXEC start it with a
dummy GET, something like PRINT
"PRESSAKEYTOCONTINUE": GET
A$: HOME ...
Line 1300: The number of actually
defined records is the one corresponding to the record count (as computed by
the 0 handling routine). The difference
between the computed number of records (by the formula length of file I
record length) and this figure will give
you the number of occurrences of cases
in figures 2a and 2b.
NOTE: This program assumes that
record 0 is always defined, even when it
is empty and data actually starts in
record 1 (or 2 or ... ).
Line 5000: Error handling. Errors 16

& 255 are due to an attempt to quit the
program through RESET or CTRL-C
and are not flagged.
Line 5010: Exit program restoring
DOS write mode, full screen window and
reseting keyboard strobe (this is to avoid inhibiting the first keystroke when
exiting program through ESC).
NOTE: Variables X & Y are used to
return to the same place on the screen
where the program left it, as the cursor
needed to quit its position to print the
screen headers. We restore it to X + 1,
Y + 1 because PEEK(36) and PEEK(37)
range from 0 to 39 and 0 to 23, whereas
HTAB and VTAB require parameters
ranging form 1 to 40 and 1 to 24.
NOTE : Line 1002 allows a nice printer output. We have to use this trick not
to avoid getting an extra line feed
like
this, when we attempt to interrupt work
in printer output mode is made (this is
not a printing error).

Some hints to make this program
unnecessary!
For a sequential file: always use the
first field to write the number of fields it
contains. This will let you know where
the actual end of the file is. Else you will
never know if what you are reading at
the end of the file is actual data or old
overwritten stuff (remember, if you rerite a sequential file with shorter data
than before, DOS doesn't contract the
file, and the old garbage is still there.
For a random access file: always use
the first record (RO) to store the record
length and number of records of the file.
If the record length is too short to contain this information (smaller than 8)
then use a two-field sequential file for
this purpose. This may seem a waste of
space but unless you are really short of
space or know exactly what you are
doing it may keep you out of trouble.
Also for random access, when defining your record length add N + 1 to the
sum of the maximum lengths of your
data (N is the number of fields per
record). You have to do this because
DOS puts a RETURN or COMMA to
separate your fields. If you don't allow
for that extra character when determining maximum length, the data won't fit
in its record and you will have funny/
tragic results. If you doubt me try the
small program in Listing 2 and watch
the result. I add one byte to make sure
there is at least a zero at the end of each
record; you don't really need it.
For all files: don't play with the B
parameter unless you're very sure of
what you're doing. This comment also
applies to use of the POSITION command when writing to a file. Be sure you
have understood the DOS Manual's explanations about how it works.
Conclusion
This program may help some people
get out of trouble (I know something
about that). While good pro-gramming
should make it unnecessa:-y, we present
it here as a public service for most people like us.
I tried to make it as user friendly as
possible and to trap all possible errors
(especially exiting it without restoring
DOS). There is one error not trapped: if
there's no disk in the drive, it's au revoir,
and a full PR#6 is required. I am aware
that the principles used in this article
may lead to some-thing more exciting
(what about a nibble editor?). If you find
any errors or have any suggestions I will
be really glad to hear about them.
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Listing 1

10
20
30
100
150
160
180
190
200

205
210

220
230
510

POKE 40286,35: POKE 40287 1216
lliERR 6010 5000
GOTO 510
HTAB 20 - LEN<Zt> I 2: ltfJERSE : PRINT Zt: NORHA
L : RETURN
IF D$ = •p• THEN PRl1
RETURN
IF NOT FL THEN NG = NG + 1
RETUl'fi
IF KB= 155 THEN GOSUB 150: HTAB X+ 1: VTAB y
+ 1: PRINT : PRINT : ItfJERSE : PRINT 'S~ING
ABORTED !': NORHAL : GOSUB 180: PRINT : PRINT •
ACCORDING TO THE INFORNATICl'i WE ~E': POP :
GOTO 1210
PRI 0
KB= PEEK < - 16384>: IF KB > 127 ~D KB < >
155 THEN POKE - 16368,0: VTAB 3: Zt = ·~ OTHE
R KEY TO STOP SCROLLING': GOSUB 100: KTAB X+ 1
: VTAB Y + 1: RETURN
VTAB 3:ZS = • ANY OTHER KEY . TO CONTINUE •: GOSUB
100
GOTO 200
RW = 45121:TK = 45975:SC = 4597b:R " l:W = 2:SB =
4b2b7

515 SL = b a lb:DR = 2: POKE 46583,SL: POKE 46584,DR
520 HO"E : VTAB 5
.
530 PRINT " THIS PROGRA" WILL ALLOW YOU TO FIND': PRINT
" OUT WHAT'S ON YOUR TEXT FILES.": PRINT• ALL
YOU HAVE TO DO IS ENTER THE": . PRINT • FILENA"E A
ND WAIT. IT WILL PRINT OUT": PRINT
ALL THAT'S
IN,WHETHER ACTUAL CONTENT": PRINT • OR OLD OVERW
RITTEN STUFF.•
540 VTAB 14: PRINT • SO,WHAT'S YOUR FILE'S NA"E ?": PRINT
1 INPUT " ";AS:A = LEN !AS>: IF A > 30 THEN SOSUB
1500: VTAB 16: CALL - 868: GOTO 540
550 HTAB 1: VTAB 18: PRINT • SCREEN OR PRINTER OUTPUT
? !S/PI ";: GET DS: IF DS < > •s• AND DS < > •
P" THEN 550
560 PRINT : VTAB 2:2$ = "HIT ESC TO STOP WORK •: 60SUB
100:2S = 'ANY OTHER KEY TO STOP SCROLLING': 60SUB
100: POKE 34,3
570 HO"E
600 FOR I = 15 TO 1 STEP - 1: VTAB 1: CALL - 868:Zt
= 'LOOKING FOR FILE IN CATALOG; SECTOR • + STRS
!ll: GOSUB 100: POKE RW,R: POKE TK,17: POKE SC,I:
CALL 45111
610 FOR J = 0 TO 6:CK = !SB + 11 + 35 a J)
620 IF PEEK !CKI = 0 AND PEEK !CK + 11 = 0 THEN INVERSE
:' VTAB 22: PRINT 'THERE'S NO SUCH FILE ON THIS DI
SKETTE !': NOR"AL : SOTO 5010
630 IF PEEK !CK> = 255 THEN 710
640 FS = I I
650 FOR K= 0 TO 29:F$ = FS + CHR$ I PEEK !CK + 3 +
Kl - 128 t INT I PEEK ICK + 3 +Kl I 12811: NEXT
1

IS NOT ATEXT FILE
": NOR"AL : GOTO 5010
680 TTSL = PEEK ICKl:STSL = PEEK ICK + 11
700 J = 6:I = 1
710 NEXT J: NEXT I
810 DI" Tl122l,Sl122l:MF = lOOOO:"IN = lOOOO:SP = l:X = O:Y = 3
820 IF TTSL = 0 AND STSL = 0 THEN 1200
825 VTAB l: CALL - 868:Z$ = "READING TRACK/SECTOR LI
ST": GOSUB 100: POKE TK,TTSL: POKE SC,STSL; POKE
RW,R: CALL 45111
840 TTSL = PEEK !SB+ ll:STSL = PEEK !SB+ 21
850 FOR I = 1 TO 122: T(!) = PEEK (SB + 10 + 2 l Il : S
(!) = PEEK !SB + 11 t 2 l !) : NEXT I
860 FOR I = 1 TO 122: IF T!II = 0 AND Siii = O THEN 1
200
870 VTAB I: CALL - 868: ZS = " READ ING SECTOR • + STRS
ILN I 256 + 11 t " OF FILE": &OSUB 100: POKE TK,T
Ill: POKE SC,SIII: POKE RW,R: CALL 45111
880 POKE - 16369,0
890 VTAB 1: CALL - 868:Z$ = "SCANNING SECTOR • + STR$
(LN I 256 + 1l + • OF FI LE": GOSUB 100: GOSUB 1SO
: VTAB Y + 1: HTAB X + 1: FOR J = 0 TO 255:C = PEEK
!SB + Jl:CS = CHRS ICl:LN = LN + !:SP= SP + 1
900 KB = PEEK I - 163841: IF KB > 127 THEN POKE - 1
6368, 0: X = PEEK 1361: Y = PEEK 1371: 60SUB 200: GOSUB
150
905 IF !C = 44 OR C = 172) AND NOT FC THEN GOSUB 17
00
910 IF llC = 44 OR C = 172) AND CFI OR C = 13 OR C =
141 THEN NG = NG + !:NF = NF t 1
930 ·FP = FL:FL = NOT t: IF FP = 0 THEN 1000
940 IF FL THEN ZR= ZR t I: GOTO 1000
950 ZR = O:NR = NR + !: INVERSE : PRINT : PRINT "THIS
IS THE END OF A RECORD ! !': NOR"AL : IF SP >"AX THEN
"AX = SP
960 IF SP < \l'IINI THEN MIN = SP
970 SP = 0
980 IF NR > I AND NF THEN IF NF < MF THEN MF = NF
990 NF = 0
1000 IF D$ = "S" THEN PRINT CS;: IF IC= 44 OR C = 1
721 AND CF THEN PRINT
1002 IF DS = •p• THEN ZZ$ = ZZS + CS: IF C = 13 OR C =
141 OR ((C = 44 OR C = 1721 AND CFl THEN PRINT ZZ
S;:ZZ$ = "": IF C = 44 OR C = 172 THEN PRINT
1003 IF LEN !ZZSI = 79 THEN PRINT ZZS:ZZ$ = ••
1~0~ NEXT J:X = PEEK 136l:Y = PEEK !371: PRt 0: NEXT
Iulo GOTO 820
1200 PRINT : INVERSE : PRINT "THIS IS THE END OF THE
FILE": NORMAL : PRINT
1210 TY$ = "RANDOH ACCESS": IF NR = 0 THEN TY$ = "SEQU
ENTIAL"
1220 GOSUB 1600: IF D < 5 THEN TVS = "PROBABLY SEQ.":
IF NR > 2 THEN TY$= TY$+ ","AYBE REDEF. R.A."
1230 PRINT "THE MOST PLAUSIBLE CHARACTERISTICS": PRINT
"OF YOUR FILE ARE FOLLOWING:"

K

660 IF A$ < > LEFT$ ffS,Al THEN 710
670 IF PEEK !CK + 21 < } 0 AND PEEK !CK + 21 < >
128 THEN INVERSE : VTAB 22: PRINT • SORRY,THIS
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1240 PRINT "TYPE :";TVS
1250 PRINT 'LENGTH :•;:LE= ! INT l!LN - ZRI I "INl +
I I • "IN: IF LEFTS ms, ll = ·s· OR LEFTS !TVS,

l

t

1

1) = •p• THEN LE = LN - ZR
12b0 PRINT LE;' BYTES"
1270 PRINT 'NB.OF FIELDS";: IF TYS = ' RANDO" ACCESS'
THEN PRINT 'PER RECORD ';
1280 NB = NS: IF TYS = 'RANDO" ACCESS' THEN NB = ("F <
lOOOOl l "F
1290 PRINT NB
1300 IF TYS = 'RANDO" ACCESS" THEN PRINT 'NB.OF RECO
RDS :';LE I "IN: PRINT "NB.OF ACTUALLY DEFINED RE
CORDS :';NR + 1: PRINT 'RECORD LENGTH !PROBABLEl
:';"IN
1310 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
1320 PRI 0: GOTO 5010
1500 VTAB 22: INVERSE : PRINT 'NOT "ORE THAN 30 CHARA
CTERS PLEASE ~ ~·: NOR"AL : FOR X= 1 TO 300:Y = PEEK
( - 1b33bl: NEXT: VTAB 22: CALL - 8b8: RETURN
1600 A= "AX:B = "IN:D = I
1610 C = B: IF C = 1 THEN RETURN
lb20 FOR L = 2 TO C: IF AI L = INT !A I Ll AND B I
L = INT !B I Ll THEN A= AI L:B = B I L:D = D·l
L:L = C: NEXT L: GOTO lb!O
1b30 NEXT L: RETURN
1700 PRI O:X = PEEK !3bl:Y = PEEK (37): VTAB 22: HTAB
I: PRINT ·co""AS AS FIELD SEPARATORS? ';: GET vs
: IF VS < > 'V' AND VS < > 'N' THEN 1700
1710 VTAB 22: HTAB 11 CALL - 8b8: VTAB V+ I: HTAB X
+ 1: GOSUB 150
1720 IF YS = 'Y' THEN CF = 1
1730 FC = I: RETURN

5000 ER= PEEK !222l: IF ER< > lb AND ER< > 255 THEN
VTAB 21: HTAB I: FLASH : PRINT CHRS !7l: PRINT
'ERROR NR. 'ERR' IN LINE ' PEEK !218l + PEEK !21
9) * 256
5010 POKE RN,N: VTAB 23: HTAB 1: CALL - 8b8: INVERSE
: PRINT 'EXITING PROGRAH, DOS RESTORED': NORHAL :
POKE 34,0: POKE - 16368,0: END

Listing 2

10 DS = CHRS !41
20 PRINT DS"OPENFUN,L4"
30 FOR I = 1 TO 3: PRINT DS'WRITEFUN,R'I: PRINT "BIRD
': NEXT
40 PRINT DS'READFUN,RI': INPUT AS
50 PRINT DS'CLOSE'
60 PRINT AS

FROM M&R TO APPLE USERS:

SUP' R MOD - An"FCC
APPROVED" high performance VHF
interface that converts any standard home
TV into a full video display for your
personal computer, CCTV (home video)
camera, or similar systems. Externally
powered, easy to connect, with built-in
voltage regulator.

SUP' R LEDGER - The
most powerful general ledger program
ever put on a microcomputer. Handles
200 separate accounts, 1400 transactions
per time period, 10 cost centers . .. your .
IBM PC never had so much power before.
Easy menu driven input for clerical
efficiency. Complete with 19 user-defined
journal sources.

ADAPTABQX - Nowyou
can save time interfacing systems and
. peripherals with this easy to use breakout
box for RS-232C cabling. Access to the 11
conductor configurations most commonly
used to interface microcomputers and
peripherals. TWo jumper cables included
for additional intemmnection ease.

llllllill. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...
The SUP' R TREE ,

Peripheral and Software
products for your
computing needs
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Driving Your Disk
or, Shortening the Apple///
Daisy Chain
by Gene Wilson
Apple Peelers

T

he Apple /// computer's on-board or built-in floppy
disk drive was not designed to be the sole means of
access to stored data/programs. The decision to use
the 140k* disk drive was made in an era when little else was
available commercially, in large quantities. One of the primary considerations was to achieve "compatibility" with the
Apple II's floppy disk drive(s) to provide a large software
"base" for the Apple///. Technology (and the marketplace)
have come a long way since the Apple /// was introduced,
sometimes to the chagrin of the designers and marketers.
What then are today's alternatives?
Getting By (also called "Avoidance")
Any user trying to "get by" with a single 140K capacity onboard drive will have to make some major compromises while
trying to cope with a machine that can load in various system
and program files (with up to a current limit of256K) that can
quickly exceed the diskette's total storage capacity. Tasks
such as "single-disk copying" become very frustrating affairs as the user is introduced to the joys of frequent 'disk
swapping'. In all fairness, some programs will run if a "twostage boot" is used (which usua lly involves putting the system programs on the first diskette, then swapping to a second
program disk). Pascal? No problem; it simply does not tolerate the single drive environment. Forget it! Clearly then,
avoidance is not a solution.
The E legant Solution

I
!

i

If you are willing to nearly double the purchase price of the
machine, the ProFile hard disk is sheer delight. With high
speed access to over five million bytes of stored data and programs, the Profile is certainly worth considering. There is the
limitation of disk back-up, though. How do you channel five
megabytes through that built-in drive, 140K at a time? Depending on your back-up needs, this could lead to prolonged
disk swapping duties! We'd better keep looking.

*"K" here refers to 1024 bytes.
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The "Company" Solution
Apple Computer, Inc. is more than happy to provide up to
three external drives (daisy-chained, one behind the other),
to give the system up to 560K bytes of floppy disk storage.
J ust think of the pile of units three high, the cost of all that
hardware, and loading up to four diskettes into the drives.
This isn't the optimum solution either.
In a nutshell, the problem is this: Apple fell behind badly by
not offering disk drives with higher-capacity than 140K. Yes,
the 140K drive was great when it was introduced, but that
was 1978or 1979 (I have trouble remembering dates that far
back). Apple's engineers went to work on higher-capacity
drives for 1980 introduction; 870K(!) drives were announced
late in 1982, and can be seen on early production Lis as. Unfortunately, their combination of uniqueness and frailty led to
rethinking, interesting internal memos, and reorganization
of the division involved. Apple is now recovering from its case
of NIH disease (Not Invented Here), and is looking at alternatives. In the meantime, the IBM PC has had 390K drives for
more than a year, which is one factor that has led business
software developers to favor the Baby Blue unit over the
Apple///.
The Micro-Sci Solution
(The answer to my problems and maybe yours, too!)
Micro-Sci sells sever al disk drive models for the Apple ///
computer. Their hottest unit is the "A-143", which offers
560K of floppy storage. Don Norris, President of the Business
Apple Group (which started as the "Original Apple ///rs")
provided me with the answer; the perfect solution to the problem of getting adequate storage on-line. (Don sells these
units, as a club function; they're also at many dealers.)
Features of the A-143 include double-density, doublesided (quad density) operation that boosts the Apple /// to
700K with the first external unit (.D2). With three of these
(.D2 thru .D4) plugged together, the maximum on-line storage becomes a whopping 1.82 megabytes!
One external drive gives adequate storage for most applications. Pascal is completely "up", requiring no disk swap-

For Line Surge Suppression
The SYSTEM SAVER provides essential protection to hardware and
data from dangerous power surges
and spikes

For Cooling
As soon as you add 80 columns or
more memory to your Apple II you
need SYSTEM SAVER
Today's adva n ced peripheral
cards generate more heat. In addition, the cards block any natural air
flow through the Apple II creating
high temperature conditions that
substantially reduce the life of the
cards and the computer itself

For Operating Efficiency
SYSTEM SAVER c on t ains two
switched power outlets . As shown
in the diagram , t h e SYSTEM
SAVER efficiently organizes your
system so that one convenient,
front mounted
power switch
MONITOR
controls SYSTEM
~
SAVER, Apple II,
ffi
.
d .
APPLE II
>momtor an pnnter.
~

EJ

Available in 220/240 Volt. 50 Hz

By connecting the Apple II
power input through the SYSTEM
SAVER, power is controlled in two
ways• 1) Dangerous voltage spikes
are clipped off at a safe 130 Volts
RMS/175 Volts de level. 2) High frequency noise is smoothed out before reaching the Apple II. A PI type
filter attenuates common mode
noise signals by a minimum of
30 dB from 600 khz to 20 mhz, with
a maximum attenuation of 50 dB.

SYSTEM SAVER provides correct cooling. An efficient, quiet fan
draws fresh air across the mother
board, over the power supply and
out the side ventilation slots.

Easy Installation

Compatible with Apple Stand

The heavy duty switch has a
pilot light to alert when system is
onYou'll never use the Apple power
switch again I

$89.95 at your local dealer or order direct
by phone or mail.
For phone or mail orders include $2.50 for
handling . New York State residents add sales
tax. VISA and MASTERCARD accep ted
Dealer inquiries invited .

Just clips on.
No mounting or
hardware required.
Color matched
to Apple II.

Kensington Microware Ltd.
919 Third Avenue, New York NY 10022
(212) 486-7707 Telex 236200 KEN UH

ll'Afl KENSINGTON
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ping at all! The drive can also be addressed as .X2, so that
standard 140K diskettes can be read into the system (no writing, thank you). This enables two-disk copying, or running
canned programs requiring two-drive systems.
Initial setup is easy. The required SOS drivers are included. The instruction manual is complete, and gives additional
informative tips. One important note here is that the manual
says (ever so clearly) that the first "System Parameter"
should be set to ONE (1) Disk/// drive. "The MICRO-SCI SOS
DRIVER controls all external drives". If that number should
read "2" (because you didn't read that point in the instructions the first time through) then little happens when you try
to read from the .D2 diskette. The system won't find much
worth reading, and there will be a list of 1/0 errors indicating
that things aren't going well.
Backing up the Profile? A maximum of nine diskettes is
required. This is a far cry from the sheer volume of 140K diskettes needed for the same task.
What about double-sided, double-density diskettes? Expensive? Exotic? Hard to find, perhaps? The answer was provided by an Original Apple ///rs member. It seems that most
quality diskettes aren't much different on either side. They
are usually checked on one surface. Many are certified on that
surface, and for an extra fee, certification can extend to the
back side as well. Certification can be either single, or double
density. The 'bottom line' seems to be that just because your
diskette hasn't been certified for double-density on both sides
doesn't necessarily mean that it won't pass muster. The easy
way to find out is to 'FORMAT' and then 'VERIFY' the diskette for full 1120 block operation. If there is a problem, you
will be informed!
That does not mean that "bargain" diskettes will work; one
Scottish soul found the verification going OK; then the next
day the disks didn't work, because of temperature changes.
He switched to quality disks, and has had no problem
since.
A word of warning from Micro-Sci. There are two Read/
Write heads on the A-143. They are offset from one another. If
a 35 track diskette (one with a smaller length hole) is used,
then one head will 'crash' into the jacket material ifthe other
is fully extended. Words of wisdom from the same friend are
that he hasn't seen 35 track openings for a very long time.
Nearly all diskette jackets are cut for full 40 track operation,
and have a 1 %-inch long head access hole in the jacket. (Just
be aware!)
Conclusion

There is a number of solutions to disk storage on the Apple
111 computer. Not all are equal in scope or cost. An effective
solution is to shorten the daisy chain by using a high density
external disk drive for program and data storage. This solution is not only cost effective, but allows the Apple /// computer to perform a variety of tasks which would normally
require a 'hard disk'. We now hear that the Catalyst is being
modified to control these disks in addition to the ProFile;
can't wait.
•
Micro Sci is located at:
2158 So. Hathaway St.
Santa Ana, CA 92705
(714)662-2801
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Don Norris can be reached through:
The Business Apple Group
P.O. Box 813
San Francisco. CA 94101
(415)921-3774

When you're ready
to expand ... will your
system let you?
One of the most dramatic changes in the Apple Ile compared
with the II+ has been the lower cost of doubling your
available text area for use with spreadsheets. word-processing
and other business programs.
But buying a conventional 80-column card for your Ile can
still be an expensive enhancement You 're faced with the stark
choice of buying a card with no on-board memory now (and
being left with a costly piece of junk later when you want to
upgrade) or paying today's high prices for a card with
64K RAM which you may not even need yet.

Now Dark Star offers you
a better choice ...
The NOVA-80'" eighty-column card forthe Apple Ile comes
with eight empty sockets which accept standard RAM chips.
You benefit from the increased versatility of 80 columns now
and can simply plug in 64K RAM when you want it. NO
CUTTING OR SOLDERING!
Suggested Retail Price ........ $89.95

If you want that extra power right now .. .. no problem! For
just $60 extra, you can have the SUPER NOV A-80'" with
64K RAM ready installed.
Suggested Retail Price .... ... $149.95

If you want yet more power, our RAMrod'" series of large
memory expander boards are coming soon. The RAMrod
cards will give your Apple up to half a megabyte of low-cost
memory and let you take advantage of the new generation of
high-powered software becoming available now without the
need to buy a new system.
For more information on the Dark Star Systems range of
products, just leave your name and address with our 24-hour
answering service at (413) 584-7600. We regret we cannot
return all calls.
TO ORDER: Mail check payable to Dark Star Systems.
Add $3 for shipping in the U.S. ($15 elsewhere). Mass.
residents add 5% tax. COD costs £5 extra (not available
outside U.S.)
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SYSTEMS
P.O Box 140, Amherst, MA 01004
Apple is a reg. trademark of Apple Computer.
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Only one copy system
lets you tiackup
641i programs
in 20 seconds flat ...

-S
...the Snapshot Copykir
for Apple Ile and II+
While other manufacturers have been making wild promises,
we've been quietly developing the superior copy system you've
been waiting for: the SNAPSHOT COPYKIT.
THE FLEXIBLE CARD - The SNAPSHOT COPYKIT is a board
for all systems. It sits in any slot on the Apple lie. II+ and II as
well as software-compatib le machines like the Basis 108 and the
Franklin Ace. So, yo u can upgrade your system without paying
for anot her ca rd.
Although NO LANGUAGE CARD116K CARD IS REQUIRED,
the SNAPSHOT COPYK IT can be used w ith any memory card
and a ll peripheral cards.
The SNAPSHOT COPYKIT is the only copy card that stays up-todate. Because all it s so ftware is in RAM, rather than infl exible
ROM, the new enhancements we cont in ua ll y develop are made
avai lable to you at nominal cost - immediately.
THE USER-FRIENDLY CARD - We refined backup techniques
for two years to make the SNAPSHOT COPYKIT just right for
you, whether you're new to the Apple or a seasoned pro.
Other copy cards force you to use complex, unreliable procedures
and repeated booting of 'u tility disks' to copy programs larger than
48K. Outdated 'nibbl e copier' programs involve frustrating trialand-error parameter changes. Only the SNAPSHOT COPYKIT
backs up all 64K memory-resident programs (and most larger
programs too ) w ith one simple menu and one press of the trigger.

can view its graphics, print them (if you have a graph ics card) and
much more. You can even temporarily suspend one program while
you use another.
All backups are automatically BRUNnable files that you can move
to hard disk. Our state-of-the-art compression facility lets you put
a number of backups on one floppy.
With powerful features like these, it's no wonder that BYTE
magazine called SNAPSHOT 'The Ultima te Unlock System".
The SNAPSHOT COPYKIT has many more features for
programmers, gamesters and others. Write for our in fo packet or
leave your address and questions with ou r 24-hour answering
service at (413) 584-7600. A ll SNAPSHOT owners receive our
Technical Hot-Line' number for in stant technical gu id ance.

PRICE: $139.95
(S napshot Two is still avai lable for the Apple 11 + and Franklin
Ace at $119.95. 16K Card requ ired; please specify brand when
ordering).
TO ORDER: Mai l check payable to Dark Star Systems. Add $3 for
shipping in the U.S. ($7.50 to Canada. $15 elsewhe re). Mass.
residents add 5 % tax. COD costs $5 extra (no t available outs ide
U.S.).

THE POWERFUL CARD - The SNAPSHOT COPYK IT gives
you back the power over your computer that some programs try
to take away. You can interrupt a running program. make a
backup, li st the program (even if it's 'unlistable'), disassemble it,
step and trace it , modify it and resume running it. The program is
not disturbed in any way and never knows it was interrupted. You
Circle HelpCard No. 1 6
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A Comparison of

Programming Languages Available
for the Apple II
by Ronald Kennedy
Suncoast Tampa Apple Group

A

recent issue of Byte magazine included an article
which compared several high level languages on
different computers. The article interested me since
it listed the benchmark program as written in the various languages. For my own curiousity, I wrote a simple program
which uses an inefficient algorithm to determine the prime
factors of an integer. The program was written in several
languages all availab le to Apple II owners including Applesoft, Pascal, TransForth, Microsoft Basic-80, Microsoft Fortran-80, and MicroMumps.
The purpose is merely to compare how to write the same
routines in these languages. For example, what does a FOR
... NEXT loop look like in Fortran or TransForth. The program uses IF ... THEN, Subroutines (with parameter passing if needed), Console I/O, and Comments. Obviously this is
not an exhaustive list, but it will suffice for a simple comparison. The program has not been optimized for each language but is structured so that a line-by- line comparison can
be easily visualized. For example, the entire program could
be reduced to six lines of code in Mumps. All the listings produce the same console input/output formatting and the same
answers. Examine the program listings; perhaps you will
find a language more intriguing than Applesoft.
Tab le 1 lists execution time comparisons. These timings
should be interpreted with caution since the program deals
heavi ly with integers, which are easily handled by Forth or
Fortran. They ignore the graphics of Applesoft, text manipulations of Mumps, etc. I find most benchmarks less usefu l
than the actual program listings; after all, if I can't comprehend the language, who cares how fast it is?
Operating
System
DOS
CP/M
UCSD
CP/M
DOS
CP/M
CP/M

Language

Code

Execution time
(sec)
Name
Type*
for integer-1000
Applesoft
interpreted
18
Mbasic-80
interpreted
26
Apple Pascal intermediate
10
JRT Pascal v3 intermed iate
70
TransForth
machine
8
Fortran-80
machine
6
MicroMumps interpreted
265
Table 1

*An intermed iate code type means that the text file is compiled to a pseudo-machine code which is then interpreted.
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Listing 1:

BASIC (Applesoft and Mbasic-80)

10 REM t PRIME FACTOR t
20 REM

30 REM THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE
40 REM PRIME FACTORS OF AN INTEGER
50 REM
70 Z = O:S = O:I = 0
80 GOTO 4000: REH MAIN
1000 REM DISPLAY
1010 IF S = 0 THEN 1050
1020 PRINT I;
1030 PRINT "'";
1040 PRINT S
1050 RETURN
2000 REM CALCULATE
2005 x = z
2010 FOR I = 2 TO
2020 s = 0
2030 IF (Z i Il = INT (Z I Il THEN
Z = Z I l:S = S t 1: GOTO 2030
2040 GOSUB 1000: REM DISPLAY
2050 NEXT
2060 RETURN
3000 REM NUM
3010 PRINT
3020 PRINT "NUMBER: v;
3030 INPUT "";Z
3040 IF Z = 0 THEN 3070
3050 GOSUB 2000: REM CALC
3060 GOTO 3010
3070 RETURN
4000 REM MAIN
4010 HOME
4020 PRINT "PRIME FACTOR ROUTINE"
4030 PRINT 'ENTER A ZERO TO END"
4040 GOSUB 3000: REM NUl'I
4050 PRINT
4060 PRINT
4070 PRINT "GOODBYE'
4080 END

AND SOFTWARE.
Celtic's VFR 2000 Computer Camera does
more than turn computer generated graphics
into full color 35mm slides. It does so in
seconds. For a few pennies each. And it
doesn't miss.
·
You won't find better image quality anywhere. And thanks to Celtic's unique Image
Preview Port, working along with a LED
display of the film frame and a "ready" indicator, there's no guesswork to the system.
And you won't find any other computer
camera that's so easy to use. Because unlike
most, the VFR 2000 requires absolutely no
software. Just take it out of the box and put it
to work. Besides, .your entire office will enjoy
convenient advantages like a fully automatic
film wind and rewind capability. And our
Color-Enhanced Monochrome (CEM), a
feature that lets you make color copies even
when your display is in black and white!
Use standard slide film, including new
Polachrome®Instant 35mm film for immediate
developing
. . . -... . . .--...--~~--~:::::·
.
.~ ~~
and

mounting of your slides.
Use it to project crisp, clear images as big
as wall size, the perfect way to dramatize
business graphics for management
meetings, training programs or just about
anything. The VFR 2000 is a natural addition
to your personal computer or computer
graphics system capability. It hooks up
universally to a large number of computer
systems, from PCs to mainframe workstations like the IBM® 3279. It's also adaptable for use with a wide range of graphics
terminals. And just like your color monitor,
it accepts either RS 170 or TTL inputs.
We price our VFR 2000 model under
$2,500. And we're ready to match its value to
that of anybody else's computer camerahigher priced or lower. Because we're ready
to work as is. Others aren't.
For a hands on demonstration call
Celtic Technology at
(213) 884-6767 or
CELTIC
TECHNOLOGY
return the coupon
below.
Innovation in Computer Photography

r-----------------------------,
Celtic Technology, Inc., 6265 Variel Avenue
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 (213) 884-6767
D I would like a hands on demonstration.

D Please send me a product brochure.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-

Title _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Telephone _ __

_ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City

State _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

© 1983 Celtic Technology, Inc.
Photography Examples Courtesy of: 1) Ramtek Corporation of Santa Clara, CA, 2) XIPHIAS,
Santa Monica, CA, using their Software System, Videograph .
IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.
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Listing 2: PASCAL (UCSD Apple Pascal and JRT Pascal 3.0l

Listing 3:

PROGRAM PRIME;

!

THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE

PRIME FACTOR

I

\ THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE )
( PRIME FACTORS OF AN INTEGER i

\l PRIME FACTOR tl
(l

FORTH (TransForth Ill

ll

(t PRIME FACTORS OF AN INTEGER ll

VARIABLE Z
VARIABLE S

VAR
Z:

REAL;

S, I : INTEGER;

PROCEDURE DISPLAY;
BEGIN

: DISPLAY
S Wf 0
0 IF
I .

PRINT

,,,

"

s w~ .

iF S 0 0

THEN BEGIN
WRITE m;
WRITE (,,., l;
WR ITELN (5);
END;
END;

II

CR

THEN ; ( END DISPLAY )
CALCULATE

z ii~
1+

2

PROCEDURE CALCULATE;
VAR X : INTEGER;
BEGIN
X := TRUNC(l);
FOR I := 2 TO XDO
BEGIN
S := O;

WHILE (WI) = TRUNC (Zf I)) DO
BEGIN
Z := Z I I;

s := s + !;

END;
DISPLAY;
END;
END;
PROCEDURE NUH;
BEGIN
REPEAT
WRITELN;
WRITE('NUHBER: 'l;
READLN(Zl;
CALCULATE;
UNTIL lZ=Ol;
END;

DO
1
0SW

BEGIN
Z Wd I I
DUP INT
= WHILE
Z Wt I I Z W1
S Wt ! . + S W1
REPEAT
DISPLAY
LOOP ; ( END CALCULATE )
: NUM
BEGIN
CR PR INT • NUHBER:
PAD READLN
PAD SETNUM
DUP Z W!
(I

> WHILE

CALCULATE
REPEAT ; ( END NUH )
: MAIN
HOHE
PRINT PRIME FACTOR ROUTINE
CR
PRINT • ENTER A ZERO TO END "
CR
NUM
CR CR
PRINT " GOODBYE '
II

BEGIN (l llAIN tl
PASE WUTPUTl;
WRITELN('PRlHE FACTOR ROUTINE'!;
WRITELN('ENTER A ZERO TO END'l;
NUM;
WRITELN;
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WHAT DO YOU GIVE
THE APPLE THAT DOESN'T
HAVE EVERYTHING?
Begin by giving it PEELINGS II.
Then you can equip it with the
best software, hardware, and computer products that money can
buy!
We are THE magazine of Apple

J•

software and hardware evaluation.
That means we tell you the inside story on major software
packages in clear, readable
and straightforward
language. We rate
software using
standards that
are updated and
revised as technology changes.
We publish tutorials, glossaries and
comparison charts.
We explain HOW TO
buy software and hardware. In short, PEELINGS II
gives you the facts so you can
avoid costly mistakes and make
the right decisions.

•
••
•
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ID
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Give your Apple what it has always
wanted and YOU'LL receive the
benefits. Take advantage of our holiday special now. Subscribe to a year
of PEELINGS II and save 33 % off the
newsstand price. It couldn't be
easier. Fill out the attached postagepaid card and drop it in the mail.

SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE EVALUATION

P.O. Box 188, Las Cruces, N.M. 88001

Apple is a tradem ark of Apple Compute r. Inc.
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Listing

4:

c

PRIME FACTOR

c
c

1020
1030
1040
1050

FORTRAN \Fortran-80i

Listing 5:
PRIME

THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE
PRIME FACTORS OF AN INTEGER
SUBROUTINE DISP tI,Sl
INTEGER I, S
IF (S.EO.Ol GO TO 1050
WF:ITE ( 3, 1020 l I
FORMAT (' ', 15!
WRITE ( 3, 1030 l
FORMAT (' l l
WRITE ( 3, 1040 l S
FORMAT ('l', 15 )
RETURN
END

SET Z=O,S=O,I=O
SOTO HAIN
; DISPLAY
IF S=O SOTO DSP+5
WRITE I
WR !TE • ·'-"
WRITE s, I
DUIT
;CALCULATE
SET X=Z
FOR I=2:1:X SET S=O DO CLOOP DO DSP
QUIT
IF (Z/Il=(Z I! SET Z=Z/I,S=S+l SOTO CLOOP
QUIT
;NUl1
WRITE !
WRITE "NUMBER: "
READ z WRITE I
IF Z=O GOTO NUl1+7
DO CALC
SOTO NUl'I
QUIT
;MAIN
WRITE I
WRITE "PRIME FACTOR ROUTINE", 1
WRITE "ENTER A ZERO TO END", 1
DO NU11
WRITE !
WRITE !
WRITE "GOOD8YE", I
QUIT

DSP

Id

CALC

CLOOP
NUH

s = (I

I

IF ! (Zf Il . NE. (INT WI l l l GO TO 2040
Z= Z I I

s =s + 1

I

2040
2050

3000
3010
3030

3070

4020
4030
4070

;t PRIME FACTOR l
;

;THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE
;PRIME FACTORS OF AN INTEGER

SUBROUTINE CALC (Zl
INTEGER I, S,
REAL
Z
X = INT m
DO 2050 I = 2,
2030

MUMPS !Micr0Mu1psl

GO TO 2030
CALL DISP ( I,S l
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE NUH
REAL Z
WRITE ( 3, 3010 l
FORMAT ('0NUl1BER: 'l
READ ( 3, 3030 > Z
FORMAT ( FS.O l
IF (Z.EO.Ol 60 TO 3070
CALL CALC ( Z )
60 TO 3000
RETURN
END
PROGRAM PRIME
CALL HOME
WRITE ( 3, 4020 )
FORMAT (' PRIHE FACTOR ROUTINE'>
WRITE ( 3, 4030 )
FORMAT (' ENTER A ZERO TO END'l
CALL NUl'I
WRITE ( 3, 4070 l
FORMAT (' SOODBYE'i
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APPLE®Utility Program
COPY II PLUS

The Ultimate

.
i
.i

Now you can back up your protected soft ware .
Copy II Plus is the most sophisticated bit copy program available . It handles synchronized tracks, half
tracks. nibble counting , bit insertio n and other protection sche mes. It also includes a comprehensive
discussion of disk format and protection techniques,
and instructions o n how to back-up dozens of
popular programs. A disk syste m a nd speed check
assure your drives are running in top condition
a nd a nibble editor will allow you to rep air damaged diskettes. analyze protection schemes . etc .

I

For your convenience. Copy II Plus is not copy protecte d for backup .
Available at fine computer and software stores or direct from :

I

.I
.
.'I
.i

r? ~ttDll'mi&lL

i

.
I

The last DOS utility disk you will need . Fully
menu driven, the Copy II Plus utilities include a
catalog display with binary file addresses a nd
le ngths , a disk usage map , and the ability to verify
and compare files for differences. It can copy,
lock , unlock and delete files and DOS can be
copied . or removed from a disk to free up space.
You can change the greeting program on a DOS
disk , or initialize a disk from scratch . The Copy II
Plus sector editor will allow you to view a nd
modify data in either hex or ASCII format .

[9>©] [tD'jj'

~Software, Inc.

P.O. Box 19730-203
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244-5782

s399s

(Plus $2 s/ h)

Attention current Copy II Plus owners: Return your o riginal disk with $19.95 for an update to Version 4.0.
A ttention IBM PC owners: Call us about backing up your protected software with Copy II PC!

-·-·-·-~-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-•ca•-•-•-•-•-•-•-•-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-•-•
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College Board SAT*
Exam Preparation Series
Review by Michael and Lenore Wolgelenter
I

'

I

!

From:Krell Software Corporation
1320 Stony Brook Road
Stony Brook, NY 11 790
$299.95
*Krell Software Corporation has no official ties with the
College Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) or the
Educational Testing Service (ETS).

P

Parents often learn that when the
Apple computer first arrives, games
are " it". Kids tend to stay home and
never leave the computer except for food,
school and forced sleep. Keeping score
of the latest top ten games, exchanging
games and cracking coded software
(merely because it is a forbidden challenge) become all-important One day,
usually around the age of 16, keeping
score takes on another meaning. The
SATs (Scholastic Achievement Tests)
are rapidly approaching, and admission
to college means attaining high scores
on these tests. This software package is
an excellent example of the computer as
a study tool.

Background
The PSATs (Practice Scholastic
Achievement Tests) and the SATs ( Scholastic Achievement Tests) are timed tests
in a multiple choice format The SATs
takes three hours to complete. These
tests are structured into two parts. The
verbal part consists of vocabulary, reading comprehension, sentence completion, standard writtenEnglish, _anc! word
relationships. The math section includes
arithmetic (whole numbers, fractions,
decimals, percent, average and motion,
and ratios) alegebra and geometry.
Most high school students take the
PSATs early in their junior year to gain
experience in this type of test and to
evaluate their strong and weak academic
areas. ·The actual SAT results are what
colleges use to evaluate a student for
admission. The SAT is traditionally taken
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in the spring of a student's junior year. If
the score is not satisfactory, the test can
be taken again early in the senior year.

Program
The Krell Exam Preparation Series
consists of 6 diskettes, a short introductory manual and a limited warranty. The
diskettes are organized in a SAT multiple
choice format For study purposes, the
scoring method and cumulative scores
are displayed on the screen after completion of a problem set An Automatic
Learning Feature (ALF) is described in
the manual. However, we found it confusing as it was poorly documented. A
telephone call to Krell Corporation shed
light on its use as a tool to analyze the
student's performance. By using the ALF,
the computer will personalize the questions in areas where improvements are
needed.
Once a problem set is chosen, a computer prompt will ask how many questions the student wants to answer (from 1
to 1000), and will give scoring information. After each multiple choice question,
the student can call up the solution to the
present question or go on to the next
question. If the answer was incorrect, the
options include asking the computer to
select either a question of the same
problem type or a random selection.
When a problem set is complete, the
computer will automatically display the
score for the correct, incorrect and unanswered questions. This allows the student
to immediately see his/ her progress.
Another valuable feature of this software
is the inability to "sneak" answers from
the back of the book Each question must
be answered, either with knowledge or
guesswork before a solution appears on
the screen.

Drill and Practice · Diskettes

Verbal. This diskette contains three different types of problem sets: word relationships (aviator: radio) with five choices for
the answer closest to the example. After
the question is answered, the screen will
either show an agreement or print out the
correct answer. In addition, the screen
displays what the word relationship is for
that particular question. A dictionary
close at hand is a valuable tool for this
study section.
The sentence completion portion also
has up to 1000 choices per problem set
Each sentence has one or two blanks to
be filled in from the multiple choice given
("Obviously, his
behavior
was abhorred by all.").
Reading comprehension problems refer the student back to the manual for any
one of 14 reading selections. The computer will give the number of the selection
and will prompt with questions specific to
that reading selection. As with all tests,
the scoring is for right, wrong and unanswered questions.

TSWE · Test ofStandard Written English.
This is a two diskette problem set TSWE I
contains programs set 1 thru 6 and
TSWE II, 7 thru 12. Both these diskettes
give practice in the following subjects:
subject-verb agreement, pronoun, verb
tense or mood, diction, sentence fragments, dangling modifiers, completeness
and consistency, punctuation and parallelism. Each diskette has an instruction
set, listing the above subjects and stating
that there are 15 sentences per problem.
After selecting an answer to each sentence, the computer will display the correct form of the sentence and reason for
the grammatical change along with the
score.

T
. 51;.1" Floppy Disk Drive in Apple Colored Case with Cable

APPLE COMPATIBLE

DISK DRIVES
Fr({))m

$22595
Serial Board & Phone Modem
in Assembled & Kit form
Call for Prices.
Quality Tested
90 Day Warranty
VISA & Mastercard Accepted

Circle HelpCard No. 3 9

Travel With Your Apple ••.
Call (800} 847-41761

0

PA SS ~E'

BACK-UP PROTECTED
PROGRAMS WITH THE
PUSH OF A BUTION!

APPLE SOFTWARE COPY SYSTEM

ABS Storage

• PASSKEY easily backs up most
protected programs - even those
which the "nibble copiers" can't
handle.

& Carrying Case
with

Removable Cover
$69.50*

• PASSKEY is a hardware card and
diskette that dumps the contents
of your 48K Apple memory to a
copyable backup disk.
• Uses your 16K RAM card.

"UPS Shipping Included.

Apple

•IBM
• Epson
Call for Complete Computer Case Catalog.
Credit Card Customers Call Toll Free

Fiberbilt

lkelheimer-Ernst, Inc.
601 West 26th Street
New York, New York 10001-1199
(212) 675-5820 (N.Y.C. area)

COMPARE OUR PRICE

$5995

TO ORDER:
1) Mail or phone orders accepted
2) Check, M.0., VISA or MC
3) Add $3 shipping in the U.S.
4) IN. residents add tax
5) Specify brand of your RAM
card when ordering
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
- 48K Apple II + or FRANKLIN
- One disk drive
- 16K RAM card
-(Not compatible with Apple llE)

SENECA SYSTEMS
2515 E. Michigan Blvd.
Michigan City, IN 46360
219 874-5076

• Copies "total load" programs in
which the entire program resides in
memory and does not need to reaccess the disk. Ideal for most games.
• Simple push button operation.
• No programming knowledge needed.
• Creates autobooting disk in just 32
seconds.
• PASSKEY card not needed to use
copies. RAM card requi red to boot
and run copies.
•Self-promptin g i nstruct io ns incredibly simple to use.
•Works with FRANKLI N Ace 1000
too! No RAM card needed for
FRANKLIN.

PASSKEY is offered for m ~k ing personal
archival copies only. Apple II is a reg is·
tered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Circle HelpCard No. 25
Circle HelpCard No. 56
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TSWE II consists of a long paragraph
or a series of paragraphs. Each gram ma·
tical problem is taken sentence by sen·
tence as the paragraph grows longer. As
with the TSWE \,once the answer is typed
into the computer, it will display the
correct answer and the type of error
contained in that sentence. After several
sentences are done, the screen will dis·
play the entire paragraph( s) to that poin~
then continue till the end. At the end, the
score will appear on the screen with the
entire correct text, if requested.

Vocabulary. This Diskette contains eight
problem sets and like all other programs
is user selected. Once a particular set is
chosen, the screen will display the scor·
ing system as well as the suggestion that
a dictionary be used for unknown words.

I'11'

,

I'

The student selects from 1 to 1000
words per set The problem is to select
the word " most nearly opposite in mean·
ing to:" and five choices are given. For
each question the correct word is given;
however, the word meaning is not dis·
played. Upon completion of the se~ a
total score is put on the screen and a
prompt to continue. Vocabulary problem
set # 8 has the option of attaching a
printer to print out the questions and
answers in hardcopy format

Mathematics. The math program con·
sists of two diskettes with seven problem
sets on one diskette and eight sets on the
second diskette. The computer prompts
the user to use paper and pencil for
diagrams and calculations when neces·
sary. Problem sets 11·13 and 15 are
labeled as more difficult than the stan·
dard SAT questions and set 11 can be
used with the printer.
All of the problem sets give the correct
answers after the student types in a
response. An option is available to see the
solution as well as the choice, to repeat a
problem type, or to get a next random
question. The geometric diagrams for
problem set 9 and 13 are printed in the
manual with on\ine descriptions of how
to draw the diagrams.

proprietary use rights and backup disk·
ette policy. All of this information is
followed by booting instructions (soft·
ware can be used on the Apple, Atari,
Commodore, Franklin, IBM, RadioShack
and Tl computers).
One page is devoted to a listing of the
diskette and general study area. Unfor·
tunately, there is no way to catalog the
disk on line, making it important to keep
written records of the program set sub·
ject matter.
As previously mentioned, the reading
comprehension selections and three
math diagrams are printed in the manual.
(We were not able to find the on line
problem for one of the diagrams.) The
remainder of the manual is devoted to
example worksheets covering the differ·
ent practice drills.
The math problem sets could use
greater clarification and other features
would make this manual a more useful
tool. As a home study produc~ general
information about the SATs tests, how to
study for a timed test and the creation of a
" test situation" would be welcome. Most
parents do not have the educational
background to provide the learning envi·
ronment of a classroom teacher. For use
in the schools, this program can be a very
effective tool, giving the instructor an
opportunity to personalize a student's
study program.

Backup and Updates
Krell Corporation will provide replace·
ment diskettes for $10.00 and the return
of the damaged diskette. Updates are
available as released and the cost is the
difference between the new and previous·
ly purchased price. As this package is

The math section appeared to be the
most difficult to use. There is no way of
knowing what the subject matter will be
with a particular problem set It is difficult
to go directly to a specific study area. If
the manual listed the subject per pro·
blem se~ this inconvenience would be
eliminated.

Documentation
The manual isa 5 x 7·inch spiral bound
notebook and is extremely brief. It lists the
aims of the software package, special
features (four of which are optional and
one of which was not yet available),
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Michael Wolgelenter is a student preparing for
the SATs. Lenore Wolgelenter maternally wishes
him good luck on the test and is the former
Director of Sales Support for Syntauri Corp.

valuable during specific times of the
school year, it is important that updates
be released with enough lead time to be
effective for the coming SATs.
Given the cost of this program, I inves·
tigated several other .. SAT study pro·
grams". College admission is very com·
petitive and much is riding on a high SAT
score. The organizations in my local area
charge between $300 and 400 for a 40
hour course plus homework. Each pro·
gram includes stress situations for prac·
ticing test skills and reporting procedure
to the parents. Some of these programs
offer a combined computer/ teacher cur·
riculum. None of these courses will guar·
antee a score increase; however, they all
hint at a substantial increase with their
study program. Krell Corporation (with
very complex stipulations) will guarantee
a combined math and verbal 70 point
increase. For the extremely motivated
studen~ the program offers sufficient drill
and practice. Until the actual test is given
on computers, any home study program
for the SATs needs to contain written and
timed practice sessions with some meth·
od for progress checks.

Summary
The use of this software can in no way
hurt a student's chances at getting (or
improving) a good score. They will need
to go beyond the scope of th is software in
some areas. As a classroom tool, this is
an excellent component to a personal·
ized SAT study program.
For the parent working with their high
school studen~ be prepared to find out
how much you have forgotten over the
past 15·20 years and how much your
child presently knows. Be on guard ...
your adult ego may be in for a big
surprise.

•
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Input/Output Made Easy!
The µD-1000 ™ 1/0 Sys~m for Apple II* simplifies
computer control. Software support allows control of all
inputs and outputs using simple BASIC variable names.
System includes two boards shown, cables, 60-page
manual and disk.
Special introductory price ..............

Stock Option Software
Takes Just 18 Seconds
To Evaluate 96 Options
and that's NOT its best feature

$299.

FREE BROCHURE
OpVal can help reline your grasp of option strategies,
locate better trades, and track your risk/reward
potential.

Apple Interface Board
User Interface Module
I 4 Analog Input Generators
2 8 Digital Input Switches
3 8 Digital Output Indicators
4 Uses 9-V Battery. No External
Power Required
5 Jacks to User Circuits
6 Parallel Jack to Computer

Adjustable Reference
8 Channel A/D
8 Analog Inputs
8 Digital Inputs
8 Buffered Digital Outputs
Gold Plated Connector Plugs
into Your Apple
7 Digital Buffer
8 Peripheral Interface Adapter

2
3
4
5
6

ff{f-~r:!l!L~f~~~~rE~rzTM

•
•
•
•
•
•

Black-Scholes forecasts
Puts/calls/warrants
Stocks/ convertibles
Indexes/ commodities
Graphs ANY position
Electronic book displays

•
•
•
•
•
•

Recalls ALL data
Dow Jones access
Auto-calendar
1 key printing
FORECAST volatility
Newspaper displays

Electronic book displays make menu mazes obsolete.
Manual/demo disk: S35. Dur demo is a working program, not just a display. For Apple Computers. Can be
tax deductable.

CalcShop, Inc.
Box 1231R, W. Caldwell, N.J. 07007
24 hour hotline: (201) 228-9139

4860 East 345th Street • Willoughby, Ohio 44094 • (216) 953-8414
•Apple II 1s a registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

Circle HelpCard No. 40

Circle HelpCard No. 9

Spoiled
You've invested a substantial amount of money in your personal computer
equipment. The last thing you need is extensive damage to spoil that investment.
Protect it with Personal Computer Insurance's low cost program.
We offer very complete coverage through one of the nation's top
insurers, Aetna Insurance Company.
For just $50 annually and no deductible, you can protect your
hardware, software and media up to $7500. You probably won't find
our list of coverage under your homeowner or businessowner pol icy
at twice the price.
We offer the only insurance program designed just for personal
computers by personal computer insurance experts. After all,
we designed the program for one of the nation's leading personal
computer manufacturers.
Since you can't afford to be without comprehensive protection-act today. Just ask your local user group for an application
or write: International Apple Core,
908 George Street,
Santa Clara, CA 95050.
Don't let uncovered
loss spoil your Apple.'

1

·Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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A Data Base
for the Masses (of Data)
A Layman's Exposure to dBASEII
by Al Azose

W

hen the company I work for bought an Apple three years
ago, we decided we needed a data-base program for
some of our smaller data-base applications. These were the
applications that couldn't be handled by our IBM mainframe
because either the scale was too small, or it required intense
user-interaction more suitable to micros. The only Apple data
base software available at the time was an unwieldy, slow; and
cumbersome program called CCA-DMS (for Creative Computer Applications - Data Management System). It cost all of 100
dollars, so I guess we got what we paid for, as the saying goes.
The program was awkward to use and the documentation was
utterly useless. In fact, the manual would make an excellent
example of how not to write a manual. Still, we used it to a large
degree simply because we became accustomed to it, not
because we fell in love with it.
A year or so later, there were several data base programs
available for the Apple, such as DB Master, PFS Report, Data
Factory, and VisiFile. We decided it was time for a new one
since we now had a choice, so we flipped a coin and chose
VisiFile in the belief that anything had to be better than CCADMS_ VisiFile proved to be somewhat of a disappointment
even though it was a quantum leap ahead of CCA-DMS in
performance, sorting time, ahd documentation. First of all,
VisiFile didn't waste time physically sorting files, it " indexed"
them. Indexing is an old mainframe technique wherein you
only sort one or more fields, and then refer to the main data
base for a file search through the record number. Also, VisiFile
featured the fancy "horizontal menu" system, where the menu
appears horizontally at the top of the screen, and you simply
press «RETURN » while a menu selection is highlighted by the
cursor.
Another winning feature of VisiFile was its ability to perform
its functions by merely selecting options with a minimum
number of keystrokes. With CCA-DMS, you had to type in your
options interminably, and it was very unforgiving of any errors
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made in the process. As a friend put it, any options you entered
were " chiseled in granite''. However, VisiFile, like CCA-DMS,
was limited in its data search and manipulation abilities to the
boundaries of the program' s built-in features, such as they
were.
A couple of months ago, we decided to upgrade our Data
Base system again, this time with a CP/ M system. Thanks in
large part to the recommendation of the "Answer Man" in our
Apple Club Newsletter, one Bruce Perelman, we purchased a
CP/ M data base program called dBASE II. This time I think
we've struck paydirt, and it looks like the mother lode.
dBASE II is not merely a data base program, it's a data base

language, using commands in honest to goodness English,
and the syntax is refreshingly simple to learn. As a result, the
user has a choice of processing data either by a direct query
mode, or by writing programs using essentially the same
commands as in the query mode. dBASE II is powerful and
flexible enough to process practically any application that
requires manipulation of data. Thus, if programmed appropri·
ately, it can handle jobs like a general ledger, payroll, inventory
control, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and so on, in
addition to your more customary databases such as mailing
lists or whatever. The publishers claim that programming in
dBASE is considerably simpler and faster than programming
in either COBOL or BASIC, and takes considerably less coding
space.
One feature that's come in awfully handy is its ability to
accept text files from VisiFile and CCA-DMS (and undoubtedly
from any other Apple/ DOS Data Base program). Needless to
say, this has enabled us to continue updating our old files
without having to re· enter tons of data. This transfer of files was
accomplished by using a CP/ M program supplied by Microsoft
called APDOS, which enables you to transfer any Apple text file
from an Apple DOS disk to a CP/ M disk. It's an extremely
convenient feature, and a very useful one for which Microsoft is
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to be commended. Thereafter, to make the transfer complete,
it's simply a matter of following some simple directions in the
dBASE manual.
Once dBASE is up and running and you want to create a file
(this is all without any programming, mind you), you simply
type "C REA TE", and respond to the prompts to name.the file
and define the fields. To add records, simply type " APPEND"
and yo u' re on your way. dBASE allows you to have up to
65,535 records per data base file, but it's not likely that the
average user will ever have anywhere near that amount If you
do, better do it with 8-inch floppies or a hard disk drive. Your 5
1/ 4-inch disks will give you a " Disk Full" message long before
you approach the 64K maximum. dBASE also allows 1,000
characters per record, 32 fields per record, and up to 254
characters per field, but this depends on which comes first In
other words, if all your field sizes are the maximum 254
characters, then you're limited to but 4 fields (instead of 32)
because you will have already reached the maximum record
length of 1,000 characters.
dBASE was built to be used with at least two disk drives, but if
you only have one disk drive, don't despair. If you don't mind
squeezing your file data onto the program disk, it can be used
with a one drive system. However, a one drive system means
that yo u ca n't have any extra-large data files since each disk
only has about 64K left to play with after allowing for the
dBASE program itself. This also m eans that you have to do a
lot of creative (i.e. , constant and careful) deleting of old index
files in order to assure that there' s always enough room for your
main data ba se file and any updated index files. Copying entire
disks is no problem with a one-drive system, but copying
individual files is a little trickier, and involves using the CP/ M
DDTutility (Dynamic Debugging Tool). It's also interesting to
note that dBASE doesn't care whether you use a 40 or 80
column screen - although the latter is highly recommended.
The fun part of using dBASE comes from its extraordinary
data manipulating abilities. Here are some typical examples of
the syntax:
LIST ALL NAME FOR CITY = "BOSTON"
DELETE ALL FOR AMOUNT = 0
REPLACE ALL GROSS WITH NET * 1.065
It will sort (and/ or index) a 500 record file in a matter of a few
minutes, depending on the length of th e key field. It can find
any record on an indexed key almost instantaneously, replace
whole fields with specified data or values, display, compare,
find, delete, compact, append from other files, and much
more using a potentially unlimited variety of designated
specifications. But the real beauty of dBASE lies in the fact that
it lets you manipulate the raw data directly without the necessity
of going through a slowpoke, inflexible, intermediary program
with its interminable menu selections. And if you're resourceful
enough to write your own programs, they can be custom
tailored to meet your minutely specific requirements. In order
to write dBASE programs, you have a choice of using either a
CP/ M text editor (such as WordStar) or a built-in program
editor. The built-in editor should only be used for " quick and
dirty" programs since it doesn't contain the standard text·
editing features like global search and replace, among others.
Still, it's very easy to understand why over 50;000 copies of
dBASEll have been sold since it first came on the market two
years ago.
Yielding to temptation, I brought the program home for
several weekends to practice on. The mere fact that it was in my
possession, even temporarily, caused me to think of all the
applications that I have at home for data bases, and that's when

L

I really went overboard. In addition to th e useful, rational things
like a checkbook, a budget, and a household inve ntory, I
planned on doing databases on all my Apple disks and
program s, on my books, m y record collection, audio tapes,
video tapes, vacation slides, etc. etc. . .. and that was just the
beginning. The thrill finally wore off when I calculated that I
would be keying in data until the year2007 if! completed all my
planned data bases. I finally settled on just the checkbook ·
even though that alone took up considerable data entry tim e.
When I first started playing with th e data manipulation
features of dBASE, it was more enjoyable than Choplifter and
Pac Man combined. All I wanted to do was manipulate data ("I
can't eat dinner now! I'm doing a triple sort!"). After I entered
my checkbook data, I then proceeded to manipulate the bleep
out of the file, indexing it seventeen ways from sundown just for
the sheer enjoyment of flexing my software " muscles". I even
did data searches on practically every piece of data in every
field even though I knew what the results would be. (Example:
DISPLAY FOR "CALIF" $PAYEE· to find how many payees
had the string 'Calif in their name.) It was a pleasure to use a
program that amply provided what good software should:
Power.
Would I ever go back to using those older data bases? Not
likely now that I have seen the light
dBASE II was written by Wayne Ratliff, and is distributed by
Ashton-Tate of Culver City. The price has ranged all the way
from the list price of $700 to a special sale price of $459
provided by several different vendors. A special Apple 48K
version is available for $400, but it' s somewhat more limited
than the 64K version. At any price, dBASE is one hell of a data
~~
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KoalaPad and
the Micro Illustrator
Reuiew by Barry D. Bayer

Y

ou've tossed away your broken game paddles, and
your joystick's a little rusty, and not all that precise?
Graphics Boards and Light Pens look interesting,
but in the $300 or $500 or $700 price class, they are more than
a bit expensive? You've been drooling over Lisa's Mouse, but
nobody makes one for the Apple II or ///, yet, and who can
afford a Lisa? Your 8 year old runs circles around you with
Logo's Turtle Graphics?
Well, don't despair. A hot new product called the KoalaPad
Touch Tablet, with a manufacturer's suggested retail price of
$125, may be just the gadget for you.
An easy to carry, wedge shaped instrument20 cm by 16 cm,
and 4.5 cm at its highest, the Apple version of the KoalaPad
plugs into the Apple game port (no D9 connecter is available
for the // e backplane as of this writing) with electrical connections to PDL(O) and PLD(l), SW(O), and SW(l). Your
Apple thinks that the KoalaPad is a joystick or a pair of paddles, and no special drivers are necessary to use it.
The drawing surface of the KoalaPad is roughly 11 cm
square. Pressing a part of this area vigorously with a finger,
or with the stylus provided with the product, causes readings
theoretically from 0 to 255 to appear at PDL(O) and PDL(l). 00 is in the upper left hand corner of the surface, and 255-255 in
the lower right. PDL(O) reads the vertical axis and PDL(l),
the horizontal. The left pushbutton is connected to SWO
(memory location -16287) and the right pushbotton to SWl
(memory location -16286).
The buttons are large, easy to depress and very responsive,
and may be your instrument of choice for Pinball, or other
games that make extensive use of the buttons. On the other
hand, although the KoalaPad will supply input which is recognizable to any games which would ordinarily use Paddles
or the Joystick, many games just don 't "play" well with the
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KoalaPad. The "starship feel " of a joystick just isn't there.
The KoalaPad is or will shortly be available for IBM, Commodore and Atari computers, also. This review is based solely
on my experience with the Apple version.
KoalaPad comes with the Micro Illustrator, an excellent
drawing program written by Steven Dompier, which utilizes
the instrument's capabilities, and shows how the KoalaPad
can be used in programs that have nothing to do with drawing. Upon booting the program, one can select between 18
colors (9 in each of two "sets"), 8 drawing modes (including
boxes and circles, points and lines) and 8 different drawing
" brushes". A small illustration of an option is included in
each menu box, so you don't have to know how to read to
operate the program. A " HELP" screen is even available, (I
guess you do have to know how to read to get any help)
although as the operation of the program is not terribly complex, a lotof"HELP" should not be needed. Each option has a
separate box on the menu screen. Pressing on the KoalaPad
will cause a cursor to appear on the screen. Touch the stylus
to the KoalaPad at a spot which is analagous to the position of
the box containing the option to be selected, press one of the
buttons on top of the KoalaPad, and a corner of the selected
box will turn white, showing the selection.
Pressing a button without pressing the drawing surface
will switch your monitor to the high resolution graphics
screen. Now, anything you "draw" on the KoalaPad will
appear on your monitor sreen. (Some drawings must be coordinated with a push button, but that's a relatively minor matter.) Any enclosed areas on the screen can be "filled" with a
selected color. Of course, when you've completed your "picture" you can save it to disk as a standard DOS 3.3 binary picture file. The Micro Illustrator is similar to a number of other
programs on the market, but combined with the KoalaPad it
really stands out.

After several days of moderate abuse. my 8 year old and
his friends were unable to seriously damage the KoalaPad.
which is enclosed in a sturdy plastic case. They were entranced by the Micro Illustrator which immediately surpassed a
variety of computer games as the program of choice. And
yours truly, an artistic illiterate, was able to create several
aesthetically pleasing, non representational displays in only
a few minutes.
The KoalaPad was invented by David Thornburg who. you
may not be surprised to learn, is an alumnus of the Xerox Corporation's Palo Alto Research Center, commonly known as
Xerox PARC. The work of other former employees of this well
known artificial intelligence think tank is visible today in
Apple's Lisa. and VisiCorp's announced but as yet undelivered VisiON. to name two. and is responsible for much of the
excitement surrounding "mouse" pointers. While the KoalaPad is, in one sense. just another device which can be used to
"point" to parts of a computer screen for drawing and menu
selection purposes. Thornburg claims that it is easier and
more convenient to use than any of the other "pointing"
devices.
If a template is placed on the KoalaPad drawing surface,
the cursor may be placed directly over a specific portion.
without moving through other points of the screen, something
that is difficult or impossible to do with Mouse or joystick.
One can also place a drawing over the KoalaPad surface. and
trace it into the computer. Because the KoalaPad is light
enough to hold in the hand. one can sit back in a chair. and
draw, something that is difficult to do with a light pen. As far
as I am concerned. however. the real breakthrough of the
KoalaPad. compared with the other standard pointing devices. seems to be the extremely reasonable cost and ease
of interfacing.

50 merely insures that neither X nor Y has a value greater
than tolerated by Applesoft. A block. once plotted. remains
on the screen until cleared.
RUN ning the program. and using the stylus to hit a specific
intersection on the overlay show the repeatable resolution of
the KoalaPad to be good. (Occasionally a box appears quite
far away from the appropriate spot on the screen. I don't
know whether this is a result of a distortion of my particular
copy of KoalaPad. or endemic to the product. generally, but
although it was clearly visible in the test, it didn't seem to
bother the drawing program.)
The manufacturer. Koala Technologies Corporation. envisions a steady stream of software utilizing the capabilities of
the KoalaPad in a number of different ways. and plans to
market a package containing subroutines to be used by interested programmers. A music tone recognition teaching program was demonstrated. and should be available by the time
you read this. And I am reasonably certain that programs
utilizing KoalaPad capabilities will soon begin to appear in
User Group public domain software.
Of course the KoalaPad is not perfect. (I've already mentioned the lack of a D9 connector for the //e.) Also in the
"wouldn't it be nice to have" department. how about a coiled
cord. Also, the attractive packaging promises a little more
than it delivers. The KoalaPad as packaged will not enable
you to "Make music. play strategy games. and learn new
alphabets .. ." Presumably. you might do all of these things
using the KoalaPad. but you'd better figure out how to write
or obtain the software first. But if the reaction of my test
group of8 year olds is any guide. the KoalaPad is going to be a
big seller.

ti

Easy to interface? The owner's manual suggests a variation of the following program to read the KoalaPad :
10
20
30
40

X = PDL (0)

Q=SIN (123)
Y = PDL (I)
PRINT X, Y

(Line 20. of course. merely inserts a delay to insure proper
reading of PDL(l). as the two paddles should not be read one
immediately after the other.)
The left and right push buttons can be read with a PEEK (16287) and PEEK (-16286). respectively. with a value greater
than 127. if the button in question has been depressed.
As a rough test of linearity and stability of KoalaPad. I
placed a square of graph paper on the drawing surface. and
ran the following program:
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

GR
COLOR= I
X=PDL (0): X=X/6.2
Q=SIN (123)
Y=PDL (I): Y=Y/6.2
PLOT X, Y
GOTO 30

For those of you who have never delved into Apple's Low
Resolution graphics. lines 10 and 20 turn the machine into
Graphics Mode and set a color. and line 60 causes the display
of a small box (40 to the line) at position INT(X). INT(Y). Line
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Why Your Apple Needs DAVID-DOS'"
Your Apple is easier to use and runs much faster with
this new, licensed by Apple, DOS 3.3 update.
DAVID-DOS (rhymes wirh moss), is rated AA,
(top of its class), by the highly respected software
review magazine PEELINGS II.

Novices and Pros
DAVID-DOS is licensed by programmers for inclusion in the software they sell. 30 out of 60
b ought it on the spot when DAVID-DOS was
demonsrrated at the Original Apple Corps, UCLA.
DAVI D- DOS receives applause from Apple
novices. That's why you need DAVID-DOS.

100 Sectors in 7 Seconds
Speed Load Applesoft, Integer & Binary 100
sector programs in 7 seconds. Tload Random
and Sequential Text Files at the same speed with
a simple command.

Automatic Card Support
Automatically supports an Integer or Applesoft
Rom Card in Any slot (withour configuring).
Single key stroke Catalog and Catalog Abort.
Shows Free Sectors Left on each Catalog.

1 OK More Memory
These nine commands operate identical to existing DOS commands. Use A or A$ fo r address
and Lor L$ for lengrh . Enter new commands on
the Keyboard and use them in Basic programs with
the fam iliar D$. Use HIDOS in H ello program
for turnkey sranup, adding ! OK free memory.

Variable Speed Scrolling
TLIST, DUMP, and DISA Features are:
I. Print wirh PR#.
2. Key operated variable speed control.
3. Instant pause wirh Space Bar.
4. Exit anytime with Return Key.

What's Going On

Nine New DOS Commands

Compatible

Every Apple II/Ile boors up wirh DOS 3.3 software." DOS 3.3 is right there on the first three
tracks of all your program disks. Your Apple is
supervised co nstantly by DOS 3.3.

I . TLOAD speeds loads all Text Files.
2. TLIST lists a ll Random/Sequential Text Files.
3. DUMP Binary/Ascii to screen or printer.
4. DISA dissembles Binarv to screen/ printer.
5. AL p rints program Address & Length.
6. I Single keystroke, second Catalog command.
7. HIDOS moves DOS to rhe Language Card.
8. FIND hex group in 64K memory in 3 seconds.
9. DATE prints out. Use wirh Mtn. clock card.
Commands 8 & 9 in Hidos onlv.

All DOS entry addresses have been preserved.
DOS is Same length and compatib le with most
software. David-Dos is copyable and creates fully
copyable updated disks. !nit areas were used for
David-Dos. Works with all Appl e !ls including
Il e 80 Col. Requires 48K. Complete documentation for screen or printing and many utilities
are on the disk.

Easier and 5 Times Faster
Our Installation Program goes in and makes specific permanant improvements to DOS 3.3 o n all
your disks in a few seconds. (The programs on
your disks are not touched). From then on your
programs load up to 5 times faster. And you have
new features that make your Apple easier to use.

California residents
add 61>% sales tax.

To Order: Send Check To
*Exceptions are Pascal & CPM Operating Systems.
Apple II and Applesof1 are rrademark" M Apple Comp111er inc.

$39.95
Foreign add $2.00.

12021 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE 212D
(DAVID DATA) LOS
ANGELES, CA 90025 (213) 478-7865
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A Personal TutorTM
Will Awaken the
Sleeping Giant in Your Computer

d
~~~~FEATURES~~~~~~~~-ORDERING1~~~~

Whether you are a new user or experienced and looking to
round out your expertise you will be impressed with Personal
Tutor'" Training Tapes. Each package includes three detailed
instructional tapes that will allow you hands-on-experience at
your own pace. Our audio courses don't take control of your
computer away from you, but gently guides you to master your
system and the most popular software packages on the market.
Now you will learn how to use the power of the system you have
invested in.

• 3 audio-cassette tapes
[No computer hook-up
necessary]

Add $2.50 shipping each item
VISA/MC Accepted
Check (allow 2 weeks )

• Effective step-by-step
instruction in noncomputerese language
• Quick reference summary
card

COD

• Sturdy vinyl protective case

~

Payable to:
Personal TUtor'" Associates
A Division of ExecSystems
Corporation

PO. Box 246

• Written by technical
consultants in coordination
with an educational specialist

Clinton, MD 20735
( 301) 856-2280
Specify system when ordering .

• Diskette with examples for
Apple & IBM versions

Note: Open packages not
returnable.

PERSONAL TUTOR™ DISTRUCTIONAL TAPES

WORD PROCESSING:
Apple Writer II®
Screen Writer II®
Bank Street Writer®
Super Text®
Easy Writer II®
Letter Perled®

DATABASE:
39.95
39.95
39.95
39.95
49.95
39.95

dBase II®
DB Master®
PFS®: File/ Report
Easy Filer®
Visifile"'
Data Perfect®

59.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95

SPREAD SHEET:
VisiCalc ®
TK! Solver'"
SuperCalc®
MultiPlan®
1-2-3®
Easy Planner®
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49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95
49.95

COMPUTERS:
Apple® lie
IBM® PC
Commodore 64®
Vic 20®

49.95
49.95
49.95
39.95

From the IAC Office ...
Ken Silverman, Executive Director

able to the members of these user groups. This doesn't happen in every user group. Some don't have the facilities to
duplicate, package, and distribute this type of software. This
has caused some dialogue with end users as to how they can
obtain these "public domain" disks.
It would be impossible for the IAC to duplicate and sell all
the software that is currently in "public domain", but what
we can do is make available, at a minimum cost, the best.
Each "Best Of" will be in the form of a theme and packaged in
the new 3Pak.

The first of the new 3Paks will be on the theme of EDUCATION. The three disks will be the following: 1) AppleSoft
Tutorial, a self help program to help learn how to program in
AppleSoft. 2) Machine Language Tutorial, another program
to teach the ins and outs of machine language programing
with some tools like an assembler to help. 3) A disk full of
math programs, programs like Hex Converter, Metric Converters, etc. A full listing of the programs will be in the ad in
the December issue. If you wish a head start on getting your
3Pak just write or call the IAC and order yours. The price is
$24.95 for all three disks. We will accept calls that wish to
charge the order.

In the next issue of the Apple Orchard you will see several
ads dealing with the availability of good "public domain"
software through the International Apple Core. The IAC has,
and still plans to continue, to give a disk each month to our
member user groups of "public domain" software - FREE.
The software is then to be included in the disks made avail-

In the future we will have a LOGO TOOL KIT 3Pak, a
GAMES 3Pak and we hope very soon a HOME FINANCIAL
3Pak. Please do not order these until we notify you that they
are available.
The IAC is planning to release, before Christmas, its own
CALC program. It will have all the features of VisiCalc plus
more. The planned price will be in the range of $84.95. Look
for the introduction of IACalc.

Available from the IAC:
Apple Orchard Back Issues
Apple /// Software
Apple-CON (verter)
from Apple Computer, Inc.
Converts Applesoft programs to

Business BASIC ..........•... $ I0.00

RS232 Drive, slot selectable ...•
DOS to SOS Converter ...... .
File Cabinet/// ............. .
CP/M -> SOSText Mover .. .
BASIC Compare /// ......... .

I0.00
I0.00
I0.00
25.00
25.00

Apple][ Software
Pascal Attach-BIOS disk ..... $ I0.00
Hi-Res Games (9 on disk) . . . . . I0.00
Applesoft Tutorial . . . . . . . . . . . I0.00
Machine Language Tutorial... I0.00
Pinball Games . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I0.00
Educational Disk . . . . . . . . . . . . I0.00
IEEE Pascal Attach Diskette . . . I0.00

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Vol.

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
4

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

I
2
4
I
2
3
4
5
I
3
4
5
6

.................
.................
.................

. ................
.................
.................
.................
.................
..................
.................
.................
.................
.................

2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery
• California residents add 6Y.%sales tax for all software. (No tax
required on back issues.)
• Any orders to be shipped outside of the U.S., Canada, or Mexico must include additional shipping costs of $2.50 per disk and
$3.50 per back issue ordered.
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International Apple Core
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050
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International Apple Core
Officers
Dave Alpert
Harlan G. Felt
Louis H. Milrad
Allen G. Sneider
Joseph H. Budge
Kenneth D. Silverman

President
Vice - President
Vice - President
Treasurer
Secretary
Executive Director

(312)
(408)
(416)
(617)
(408)
(408)

648 - 1794
554 - 5211
222 - 8447
742 - 6100
554 - 5071
727 - 7652

(415)
(805)
(215)
(214)
(312)
(215)
(617)
(216)
(612)

571 - 7370
492 - 3391
356 - 6183
324 - 2050
798 - 6496
356 - 6183
546 - 3104
942 - 7086
389 - 2994

Regional Directors
Stephen Lloyd
Jim Simpson
Mike Kramer
Bob Sander-Cederlof
Barry Bayer
Neil Lipson
Robert Ramsdell
Torn Wysocki
Roger Keating

~

I

I

Auby Mandell
Dr. Steve Bellamy

(Region 1)
(Region 2)
(Region 3 & 4)
(Region 3 & 4)
(Region 5)
(Region 6)
(Region 7)
(Region 8)
P. 0. Box 448
Double Bay 2048, NS W Australia
409 Queen St. W.
Toronto, Ont. Canada M5V 2A5
#402, 5-7-13 Tajiri
Ichikawa, Chiba, Japan

(416) 593 - 9862
0473 - 79 - 3610

Region Information
Region
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

Area
CA zips 94100 & up, WA, OR. NV, HI, AK. & American Samoa
Southern California, zips 93999 & lower
AZ, MN, TX, OK, AR, MO, LA, MS, TN
ID, UT, MT, WY, CO, ND, SD, NE, KS, MN, IA
WI, IL, MI, IN, KY
PA, NJ, FL
ME, CT, MA, NH. RI. VT, NY, DC
OH, WV, MD, DE, VA, NC, SC, GA, AL

Committee Chairmen
SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS:
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Co-ordinator
Agriculture
Apple Ill
"Cale" Applications
Data Management
Dental
Education
Family
Garnes
Ham Radio
Handicapped
Health Services
Investments
Languages
Lisa
Telecommunications

Louis H. Milrad
Susie Allen
Don Norris
John C. Hunter
Malcolm Slovin
E llis D. Neiburger
Ted Perry
David Ste rn
J im Eatherly
James Hassler (WB7TRQ)
David P. Szetela
Terry Mitiken
John McMullen
Ed Titlebaum
Gene Pope
Craig Vaughan

(416)
(408)
(415)
(416)
(213)
(312)
(916)
(301)
(202)
(307)
(617)
(512)
(914)
(716)
(303)
(703)

222 - 8447
746 - 0636
921 - 3774
292 - 2590
837 - 3741
244 - 0292
485 - 1690
881 - 2543
232 - 6046
632 - 4934
259 - 9710
691 - 6367
245 - 2734
275 - 4061
690 - 7559
471 - 0572

COMMITTEES
IAC Librarian
Software
Club Activities
New Club Assistance

Maj. Terry N. Taylor
Dr. Charles Smith
Ransom Fields
Karen Zinsmeister

(213)
(416)
(415)
(408)

372 - 4134
297 - 3575
863 - 1093
727 - 7652
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INTERNATIONAL APPLE CORE
SPONSORING MEMBERS
IAC Sponsors are a special breed. They are the organizations
who contribute to and support many IAC activities. In addition, they provide us application notes concerning their
products-notes that show new and different ways to utilize
the sponsors' products with modifications for special purposes. When you consider a software or product purchase,
give our sponsors special consideration; they have shown
that they care about their customers.

Apple Computer, Inc.
10260 Bandley Dr.
Cupertino, CA 95014

Howard D. Sams Co. Inc.
4300 W. 62nd St.
Indianapolis, IN 46268

Omega Microware
222 S. Riverside Dr.
Chicago, IL 60606

AVS Electronics PTE Ltd.
Block 9, 11-A First Floor
Kallang Place, Kallang Basin Ind.
East Singapore 1233

Interactive Structures
P.O. Box 404
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

Rana Systems
20620 South Leapwood
Carson, CA 90746

Leading Edge Products
225 Turnpike St.
Canton, MA 02021

Source Telecomputing
1616 Anderson Rd.
McLean, VA 22102

Burtronix
1667 N. O'Donnell Way
Orange, CA 92667
East Side Software Co.
344 E. 63rd Street
Suite 14A
New York, NY 10021
Electronic Arts
277.Campus Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94403

Legend Industries, LTD
2220 Scott Lk. Rd.
Pontiac, MI 48054
M & R Enterprises
910 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Steve Blackson Productions
4613 Redwood Dr.
Garland, TX 75043
Sundex Software Corporation
3000 Pearl St.
Boulder, CO 80301
SVA, Inc.
11722-D Sorrento Valley Rd.
San Diego, CA 92121

General Microcomputer, Inc.
52303 Emmons Road # 11
South Bend, IN 46637

Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
82 Second Avenue S.E.
New Brighton, MN 55112

Hayes Microcomputer
5835 Peachtree Corners
Norcross, GA 30092

Nestar Systems, Inc.
2585 E. Bayshore Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Vagabondo Enterprises
1300 E Algonquin 3G
Schaumburg, IL 60195

Houston Instrument Division
8500 Cameron Rd.
Austin, TX 78753

Nibble-Micro-Spare, Inc.
P.O. Box 325
Lincoln, MA 01773

Verbatim Corporation
323 Soquel Way
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
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Sub logic
Synetix
Syntauri
Townsend Micro
Tran send
Transwestern Inc.
Trutec Software
Utilico Software
Videx
Virtual Combinatics
Zoom Telephonies

Help#
038
039
040
041 , 042
043
044
045
046
014
047
048, 049
050
051
024
053, 073
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070
071
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FIND
OUT
MORE
FREE!

Name

Title

Company
Address
City

State _ _ Zip

Please check one box in each category:
1. This copy of Apple Orchard
came to me through
O User Group
O Computer Store
O News Stand
O Borrowed
D Subscription
D Book Store
O School

Apple Orchard
provides
these
.
1nqu1ry cards
to help you
get answers!

2. I personally use most:
D Apple 11111 Plus

.

D Apple If I
D Apple Workalike
DApple / /e

D lisa
D IBM PC or workalike
DDon't own yet
O Other

3. I have owned a
microcomputer si nce
D before 1977
01 977
01 978
01 979
01 980
01981
01 982
01 983
D not yet

SEND IT IN .....

4. I use my computer
pri marily for
D Home
D My Business
OHobby
DEducation
D O!her

5. I use my computer
prim arily with
OWord Processor
D Business Software
DModem
D Graphics
OElectronic Spreadsheet

O Data Base
O Games
D Control of other Devices

6. I spent on software In the
past 12 months:
D less than $1 DO

0 $100 - $300
0 $300 - $600
0 $600 - $1 ,000
D More than $1,000

7 . Regarding User Groups:
0 I belong to a local group
O l'm active in a User Group
0 I have never belonged to a local g;oup
DI used to belong to a local group, but
don't now

8. My vote for the best article
in th is Issue is

9. My vote for the best ad In
this issue is (Reader Service)
number .

Check each advertisement for co rresponding
number and ci rcle below:
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050

081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020

051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060

091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
360

021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030

061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

361
362
363
365
366
367
368
369
360

031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040

071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080

111

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

361
362
363
364
365
366
367
997
998
999

364

NOTE:
To speed the processing of your inquiry, please provide
all of the information requested on the card. This will
make it easier for the companies to follow up on your
request as soon as possible.
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Name

PASS IT ON..,.

Title

Company
Address
City

Please check one box in each category:

Use these conven ient inquiry
cards to request free informati on about the products or
services advertised in th is issue
of Apple Orchard.
For information about specific
advertisers or products, circle
the number on the card that
matches the Help Number
shown with the item, or in the
Advertisers' Index.
Just drop one of the postage
paid cards in the ma il and your
request will be immediate ly
forwarded to the company or
companies.

State ___ Zip

1. Th is copy of Apple Orc hard
came to me through

1

D User Group
DComputer Store
O News Stand
O Borrowed
D Subscription
O Book Store
O School

2. I personally use most:
D Apple 11111 Plus
D Apple 111
D Apple Workalike
D Apple / le
D lisa
D !BM PC or workalike
DDon't own yet
DOther

3. I have owned a
microcomputer since
D before 1977
01 977
01 978
01979
0 1980
01981
0 1982
01983
Dnot yet

4. I use my computer
primarily for
O Home
O My Business
O Hobby
O Education
O Other

Check each advertisement for corresponding
number and circle below:
001
002
003
004
005
006
007
008
009
010

041
042
043
044
045
046
047
048
049
050

081
082
083
084
085
086
087
088
089
090

121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130

161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170

201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210

241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

011
012
013
014
015
016
017
018
019
020

051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060

091
092
093
094
095
096
097
098
099
100

131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180

211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220

251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
360

021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030

061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110

141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150

181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190

221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369
360

031
032
033
034
035
036
037
038
039
040

071
072
073
074
075
076
077
0-18
079
080

111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120

151
152
153
154
15'5
156
157
158
159
160

191
192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199
200

231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240

361
362
363
364
365
366
367
997
998
999

5. I use my computer
primarily with
O Word Processor
D Business Software
D Modem
O Graphics
O Electronic Spreadsheet
D Data Base
D Games
DControl of other Devices

6. I spent on software in the
past 12 months:
O!ess than $100
0 $100 - $300
0$300 - $600
0 $600 - $1,000
O More than $1,000
7. Regardi ng User Groups:
0 I belong to a local group
D l' m active in a User Group
D I have never belonged to a local group
D I used to belong to a lac~} group, but
don't now

8. My vote for the best artic le
in th is issue is

9. My vote for the best ad In
th is issue Is (Reader Service)
number .
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PDQ II MAKES YOUR
APPLE MICRO PERFORM
LIKE A MINICOMPUTER
PRODUCTIVITY INCREASE
PDQ II will make your Apple II or lie
outperform itself. It will fly through
tasks which used to take hours. It
will perform multiple tasks at the
same time. Most Apple software
programs will exhibit a 200 to 2,000
percent increase in speed , without
reprogramming.

NEXT GENERATION
CAPABILITIES
That's not all-when you plug a
PDQ II into your Apple, it will provide the advanced features of the
16/32 bit MC68000 microprocessor.
Your App le will be capable of utilizing sophisticated , "next generation"
software products.

ONE SIMPLE SOLUTION
PDQ II eliminates the need for
numerous add-ons - it includes an
integrated high speed pseudo-disk,
printer/communicatons buffer,
memory extension capability and a
powerful 16/32 bit processor. PDQ II
consists of two system boards
which simply plug inside your
Apple, making your Micro think it's
a Mini.

INSURANCE FOR THE
FUTURE
PDQ II provides a powerful p-System
run time environment, making it possible for your Apple to take advantage
of many of the hundreds of highquality p-System applications ... the
same applications available for Digital,
IBM, HP, and other computers.
PDQ II technology makes your current investment in software and training more productive, while providing
an almost unlimited growth path.
Now wouldn't you like to have the
PDQ II performing for you?
PDQ II comes with a full one year warranty and
wil l be available th rough your loca l Apple dealer
beginning in July. If you simply cannot w ait, send
your check or M.O . for $1495 (postage included)
to: Enhancement Techn olo gy Corporation, P.O .
Box 1267, Pittsfield, MA 01202. Mass residents
must include 5 % soles tax.

We'll send you the PDQ II. P.D.Q. !

II

1he Ultimate Perip heral

PDQ II SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
Standard Features
Microprocessor

• 16/32 b;t MC68000
• 10 MHZ
User M emory

• 256K Bytes RAM
Integrated Functionality
• Multiple printer/ communications buffering

• Pseudo-disk operations
• Tra c k buffering (p -Syslem)

O ptional Features

ETC Software
• ETC MC68000 Assembler

• I Megobyte RAM lf oll 1983)

• ETC MC68000 System Monitor

• ETC p-System lvers;on IV) to Apple DOS
Interface Utility

Hardware
Software
• UCSD p-System Development System

;oAi~l~se~f~BiJ1C't'i~ep~f~f1~: ~us°te~~e~p

• UCSD Poscol
• FORTRAN
• BASIC

• Apple DOS 3.3
• UCSD p-System (version IV) Interpreter- executes
UCSD Pascol, FORTRAN-77 ond BASIC P-Code

• Unix-like Operating System
• Artificia l Intelligence Laboratory incorporating a
Deductive Reasoning System (Spring 1984)

Apple II and A pple lie a re registered trademarks of A pple Co mputer, Inc. UCSD p-System is a registered
trademark of the Regents of the ,University of Ca lifornia. Dig ital is a registered trademark of Digital
Equipment Co rparatian. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corpo ration.
O sbo rn e is a registered trademark al O sbo rne Computer Corporatio n.

Ci rcle He lpCa rd No_22
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ENHANCEMENT
TECHNOLOGY
CORPORATION

Mac Inker
by Neil D. Lipson, P.E.

I
From:
Computer Friends
100 NW 86th Ave.
Portland, OR 97229
(503) 297-2321

M

aclnker is such a simple, yet cost effective device,
I wonder why no one has thought of it sooner. It
is simply a device to re-ink your printer ribbons.
If you use your printer a great deal, you can appreciate
the savings.
When I received my Maclnker, I immediately tried reinking some ribbons. I ordered the Prowriter version for my
dot matrix printer. At first I didn't add enough ink to the
rollers, but after a few tries I figured out how much to add (I
merely added enough until the ribbon started to get darker).
This is the toughest part of the entire process. From then on,
it is simply a matter of adding a little ink to the roller, and you
are done for life.
One thing that I did notice (boy, did I notice!) is that the little motor underneath the device gets quite hot. Be careful
when handling it. I was told by the manufacturer that they
are providing a different motor which runs much cooler, so
expect to see this on the market very shortly. I immediately
began re-inking some ribbons, and it worked perfectly. When
I looked at the ribbon after it hit the roller, I was expecting it
to be soaked with ink. However, there were only little spots
inked. This is all that is needed, however, as the ink will
spread evenly in a few hours.
The basic instructions are to ink the rolls in the following
fashion: The rolls have a small aluminum tube which protrudes from one end of the felt pads. The end which protrudes
will be used in the up position over the two posts on the inker
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table. The top half of the roll acts as a reservoir for the ink and
the bottom half to hold the roll upright. The quickest way to
ink these rolls is to hold them by the extended tube and drop
some ink on the felt pads while turning them during this process. The ink will be quickly absorbed by the pad. Continue
doing this until it takes quite a while for the ink to be absorbed. You then add ink to the top reservoir and in about 15
minutes you're ready to go.
I would use this inker only for dot matrix printer ribbons,
as I never liked the quality of fabric ribbons for daisy wheel
printers. But if you use these fabric ribbons on your daisywheel, the Maclnker is excellent for it.
At first glance, the cost of $54.95 seemed a little high, but in
figuring out how much ribbons cost me ($8 each), the unit
paid for itself in 7 applications, which is very quick indeed. It
is very cost effective. Jimmie Moglia mentioned in his letter to
methat the ribbon he used forthe letter was re-inked about32
times. Needless to say, you will save money the minute you
buy it.
Computer Friends, which manufacturers the Maclnker,
makes units for just about every printer. The price varies
from $54.95 to $69.95 depending on the printer. The ink comes
in 2 oz. bottles and costs $3 a bottle. A pint is $18.50 and a
gallon is $75.50. You conceivably go into the ribbon inking
business. I didn't ask them the prices of a 55 gallon drum of
ink. Be forewarned that once you buy the Maclnker, you will
become a very popular person and many sudden friends will
want you to ink their ribbons.
The manufacturers are concerned that the user does not
overink the ribbon during first time operation. This point is
made repeatedly in the instructions. Since very little ink is
required to re-ink properly, their concern is justified. However. even if the user over-inks the first time, no damage
occurs to the ribbon and he will get a direct feel for how little
ink is required at the next re-inking.

e

See tour dealer . ..
cir write or call for more Information. For,direct 1;,rders please add $1.50 for
· shipping and sp!iltjfy,UPS or first class mail delivery. American Express, Diner's
Club, MasterCard( and \lisa accepted.
•
·
""

~
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Orde~- Line:

800/637-4983
Circle HelpCard No. 61

Corporation
· 71.3 Edget;>rook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(217)359-8482Telex: 206995

Announcing

SuperSpri'te.

Plug arcade excitement
into your Apple computer
Super Sprite is an amazing peripheral card that plugs easily
into the Apple's expansion slot. It magically transforms your Apple
into an exciting entertainment center for colorful and dramatic
animation. realistic sound effects and actual speech.

Sprites Galore
Only Super Sprite has multi-plane graphics for life-like 3-D
animation. Watch your screen come alive with animated characters
(sprites) that flit and fly, intersect and interact. and never get in the
way of each other. And sprite action can join standard Apple
graphics on the screen at the same time.

Software Support
Every Super Sprite package includes the Ampersprite™
software language that lets you devise sprites in seconds from the
keyboard. Plus sound effects and speech! Or. simpler yet. you can buy a
commercial game that's already written around the Super Sprite.
Your computer store should have Super Sprite in stock If
not. ask him to order one for you. Suggested retail is only $395.

--

Super Sprite package includes
operator's manual.
Ampersprite programming utility
and demo diskettes.

,....._
I.~

~ & Synetix Inc.
15050 N.E. 95th, Redmond, WA 98052, (206) 881-7110

1-800-426-7412

'" Super Sprite 1s a reg istered trademark of Synetix Systems, Inc . 1983
'" Ampersprite is a reg istered trademark of Avant-Garde Creations, Inc.

•Apple is a registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

Circle HelpCard No. 62
~

The

New
Stuff
New Products For The Apple

Edited by
Mark L. Crosby

Producers of products for Apple Computers should send news releases two
months in advance:

NEW PRODUCTS EDITOR
Apple Orchard
908 George St.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
, The IAC cannot be held responsible for
, claims made by manufacturers.

·Contents:
HARDWARE
Input Output
Memory
Printers/Plotters
Miscellaneous
SOFTWARE
Business (General)
Communications
Educational
Financial
Games/Simulations
Graphics
Languages (Programming)
Personal
Utilities
BOOKS/CATALOGS
MISCELLANEOUS

The most comprehensive listing and description of new temptations, delicacies, and
necessities for your Apple. Notice too that
we've made it even easier for you to find out
more about these items; just circle the corresponding number on the Apple Orchard
Direct Help Card a bitfarther ahead in this
issue. We 'llforward the requests directly to
the manufacturer.

HARDWARE
Input/ Output
For the first time, all Apple graphics or
text screens can be copied by any printer,
at any time, by pushing a button. A software-independent color-graphics printer/
plotter card called PRINT-IT! for any
Apple II or look-alike computers has the
unique feature of being able to pause any
program, print whatever appears on the
screen, and continue processing the interrupted program or game. A partial list of
standard and color printers already supported includes the IDS Prism; Transtar
and Canon color printers. Standard printers include Epson, Nee 8023P/C; Okidata
82, 83, 84, Apple, Star Gemini 10, lOX, 15.
In single quantity the price is $299.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 101
Texprint, Inc.
8 Blanchard Road
Burlington, MA 01803
(617) 273-3384
The Fast Point is a new light pen and controller designed for the Apple II Plus and I
/e. The pen can be used for cursor control
and menu picking applications, as well as
low-resolution graphics tasks. The pen

has a touch-sensitive switch that generates a signal when the tip is placed
against an un-blanked spot on the CRT.
Comes complete with software, controller,
instructions and a demo disk $240.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 105
HEI, Inc.
Victoria, MN 55386
(612) 443-2500
Hard Disk II system consists of up to 2
full height, 5 megabyte Winchester disk
drives, heavy duty enclosure, disk controller, field proven power supply, I/O
adaptor, and applicable cabling. 5+5 system is $1,590.00, 10 system $1,249.00,
10+ 10 $1999.00, 15 system $1,449.00,
15+ 15 $2,299.00. Adaptor modules for
most popular microcomputers are $150.00
each. HD-505 Winchester includes Fixed 5
megabytes, removable 5 megabytes, the
adaptor module and a free removable disk
cartridge for $2,490.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 106
VR Data
777 Henderson Blvd.
Folcroft, PA 19032
(215) 461-5300 (PA) ; (800) 345-8102
Mini Taur II disk drive is hardware and
software compatible with the Apple II,// e
and lookalike computers. Features half
and full track accessing capability, 35 and
40-track operation. A band stepper provides faster and more precise head positioning. Gives twice the storage in the
same space as a standard Apple drive (if
you get two of them). User selectable write
protection switch features three modes:
normal write protect operation, read only
always write protected, and write protect
disable allows use of opposite side of
the diskette.
November 1983
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Circle HelpCard No. 107
RGB Designs
3375 Woodward Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 748-0400

A new 12-bit Analog/Digital data acquisition card plugs directly into a slot in
the Apple II, II Plus, //e or Apple/// personal computers. It provides 16 singleended or eight differential inputs, which
are software selectable. On-board firmware eliminates the headaches of machine
language driver routines. Simple BASIC
statements are sufficient to address the
converter through .routines located in the
on-board ROM. True 12-bit operation over
+!- 5 volt input range yields resolution of
2.4 millivolts while maintaining a maximum system nonlinearity of less than
0.012 percent. Full 12-bits conversion time
is 25 microseconds and a short cycled 8-bit
conversion only 15 microseconds. The
price of $599.00 includes instructions.
Circle HelpCard No. 103
Columbus Instruments Int'!. Corp.
950 N. Hague Avenue
Columbus, OH 43204
(614) 488-6176

GET STARTED ON
THE APPLE lie IN
UNDER AN HOUR ...
Yes ...

at last, computer instruction is
ava ilable on v ideotape.
If the computer newcomers in your family
are overwhelmed by technical manuals, we
have made it easy. We have extracted the
most-needed facts and put them in an easyto-understand form . We cover:
• Unpacking and set-up
• Insta ll ation of c ircuit boards and
peripherals
• Functions of RAM and ROM
• Running software (word processing,
electronic spreadsheet, data base
management, computer music and
computer games)
• And much more.

The Rainbo-256 is a Hi-Resolution analogue RGB interface card designed to
interface from any Apple II computer to
Electrohome, Taxan, and other similarly
interfaced color video monitors. The video
output is clean and distinct. Text output is
pure white with no color hues. It is also
programmable. It may be programmed for
256 individual colors by addressing 16
additional memory locations that the
Rainbo-256 adds to the Apple. Specify
monitor type $279.00
Circle HelpCard No. 111
Microtek, Inc.
4750 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego, CA 92123
(619) 569-0900

The PCS/2000 Networking Modem
features auto-dial, auto-answer, Bell compatible 212A error-detecting and errorcorrecting communications for micro-tominicom puter communications. Contains
a LCD clock and 32K file buffer that combine to permit unattended file transfer.
Transmission and reception of information is even possible when the computer is
turned off or while busy at another task.
Remote, password protected, access of
messages stored in the PCS/ 2000 is permitted from any ASCII terminal to protect
against unauthorized data use. Complete
with two RS-232 ports and local communications at speeds up to 9600 bps. Supported by MICRO/Courier software for
the Apple /// and TRS-80.
Circle H elpCard No. 104
Microcom
1400A Providence Highway
Norwood, MA 02062
(617) 762-9310

which can be externally disengaged to
allow for positive true positioning movement. In addition, the Mach III joystick is
constructed with a stainless steel ball as
its main pivot and offers a push button
switch on the stick handle to give the competitive edge for games, business and
graphics applications. The Mach II is
$39.95 (Apple II), $44.95 (Apple //e, IBMPC). The Mach III for $49.94 (Apple II),
$54.95 (Apple //e, IBM-PC).
Circle HelpCard No. 108
Hayes Products
1558 Osage Street
San Marcos, CA 92069
(619) 744-8546
This new printer interface has both
serial and parallel interfaces on a single
card. It allows Apple II and Franklin Ace
computers to be connected to local and
remote printers, display terminals, modems and other computers and accessories.
The parallel interface provides direct connection to Centronics compatible printers.
It accommodates most parallel-mode dot
matrix printers and may also be used for
other accessories. The Serial Interface is
the standard RS-232C operating from 45.5
to 389,400 bps. Includes switches for programming RS232C control signal options,
eliminating the need for special cabling in
many installations. The serial data format
can be selected using the computer keyboard. Menu showing choice of speeds,
character lengths and parity and stop bit
options. can be displayed on the user's
monitor. $299.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 102
Franklin Computer Corporation
2128 Route 38
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(609) 482-5900

This videocassette enables the computer
newcomer to begin with confidence.

I

Price: $60.00
~

.

'"

r·•·l

~

MasterCard and Visa holders call toll free:

83~-~~46
t±~
Ext. 35

Lewis Video Productions
601 West End Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10024
(212) 496-0223

Circle He lpCard No. 37
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Avai lab le in VHS and Beta 11
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The Hayes Mach II and Mach III joysticks provide the greatest precision and
accuracy, more features and longer life
cycles. Both have coordinated 360 degree
cursor control with fine trim adjustments
on both axes. and a self centering feature

The EPS Keyboard is now Apple lie
compatible. Plug-in modules reconfigure
the keyboard for popular software packages, vi1tually eliminating complex command sequences. 12 Special Function Keys
give up to 48 commands for popular software packages when used wi th these modules. Modules are available fo r WordStar.
VisiCalc, AppleWriter II, dBASE II. Pascal and other packages. Unit comes with
special BASIC and DOS commands which
saves keystrokes. Interface board plugs
into keyboard socket on motherboard - no

Buy Micromodem IleMwith Smartcom I™software
right now, and get this $140 value FREE!

their toll-free.number. And you're
already well on your way to getting
on-line!
It frees up your time. This offer also
entitles you to $20.75 worth of connect
time-at no charge. Use it as you please!
Check the latest news and sports.
Look up your flight schedule. View
your stock portfolio. You name it. The
time is yours! Sixty minutes worth. or
more. depending on the day and
hour.
Giving you lots of connections. THE
SOURCE has
assembled the
most comprehensive programs available on any system. For
fun and practical applications. From games
to commodity news.
Electronic mail
to telecon..i ferencing.

Discount shopping to abstracts of articles
from business magazines. And everything
you need to know is right there in your
comprehensive, illustrated User's Manual.
It's included with your free membership
to THE SOURCE during this special,
limited time offer from Hayes.
Plus the last word on communications.
Now here's a book that delivers what it
promises! In Alfred Glossbrenner's best
seller. THE COMPLETE HANDBOOK OF

CD Haues®
1,·

Between Nov. l-Jan.15, you and
your Apple can make the big break.
From isolated desktop computing.
To the exciting world of telecomputing. With Hayes Micromodem Ile
and Smartcom I communications
software. A complete telecomputing
package for Apple II, III. Ile or Apple
Plus computers. Let Micromodem
Ile connect you, via telephone
1'0
lines, to computers. terminals
and information services all
across America. Including THE
SOURCE~M AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY.'M
This offer takes you right to THE
SOURCE! And you won't have to
pay to join! The same day you purchase your Micromodem Ile with
Smartcom I. call THE SOURCE on

PERSONAL COMPUTER COMMUNJCA TIONS, you'll find a thorough, informative

study of miaocomputer communications.
Worth every cent of
the $19. 95 this hardbound book sells for: And yours absolutely
free! Ifyou act now! See your dealer soon.
Buy Miaomodem Ile with Smartcom I.
and get the best telecomputing system for
your Apple. Plus a $140 value FREE.
Hayes Microcomputer Products, Inc.
5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd .. Norcross .
Georgia 30092. 404/449-8791.

r-------------------------,
I Here's all you have to do:
I
1. modem
When you purchase your MicroIle with Smartcom I. save

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
1
I
I

your sales receipt and Hayes registration
card (packed inside the box).
Pic..1<: up the phone and call THE
• SOURCE, on their toll-free number:

2

1 800 336 3366

•
Tell THE SOURCE representative that you
are participating in the special Hayes promotion, give the serial number of your
Micromodem Ile (on the modem), and your
credit card number (VISA, MasterCard. or
American Express).t You will get your
password to THE SOURCE, right on the spot!

3•

Within a week you will receive an
agreement from THE SOURCE, along
with your New Member Kit. Sign the agreement, and return it within 10 days to THE
SOURCE, along with your sales receipt for
Micromodem lle/Smartcom I, and Hayes
registrationcard. Remember,sendnomoney.
Your membership is free!
That's all it takes! Look for your User's
• Manual and free communications book
within two weeks of receipt of the agreement, sales receipt and registration card.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

t THE SOURCE requires a major credit card forbilling of
hourly connect time to individual mem bers. Corporate
membe rs may apply for direct billing.

I

4

I

L- - -- -- -------------------~
*Suggested retail price. •*60 minutes or more connect time, depending on the day and hour.
©1983 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. Micromodem Ile and Smartcom I are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
THE SOURCE and AMERICA'S INFORMATION UTILITY are service marks of Source Telecomputing Corporation. a subsidiary ofThe
Reader's Digest Association. Inc. Apple Computer is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

Circle HelpCard No. 27

1/0 slot is required. Includes a 6 ft. cord
and telephone style jack to provide convenient placement and portability. 21-key
numeric pad allows easy data entry.
Works with any Apple II or Franklin computer $349.95. Optional Softswitch allows
added flexibility by enabling both the
Apple and EPS keyboard to operate interchangeably. Modules are $32.95 each.
Circle H elpCard No. 109
Executive Peripheral Systems, Inc.
800 San Antonio Road
Palo Alto, CA 94303
(415) 856-2822
The Gorilla 12-inch Greenscreen monitor has crisp, clear images with a far denser dot pattern to give you easy-to-read
text and vivid, extremely precise grap hics.
Special phosphors switch fast, yet glow
evenl y to .prevent eyestrain due to flicker.
Scrolling characters (or darting space
ships) won't appear smeared or streaky.
Built-in nonglare screen that reduces eyestrain and all the other related headaches
that evolve from poor images. Features a
minimum of 800 lines center resolution
that will support up to 80 columns x 25
lines; Bandwidth is 22 MHz. Requires only
25 watts and weighs 14 lbs. Built-in tilt
bracket lets the user adjust the monitor to
a comfortable and convenient angle.
Circle H elpCard No. 110
Leading Edge Products, Inc.
225 Turnpike Street
Canton, MA 02021
(800) 343-6833; (617) 828-8150 (MA)

The ComMander deluxe joystick controller is compatible with Apple and Franklin computers. and wi ll be compatible
with the IBM-PC and other computers in
the near future. The contoured joystick
has been desig ned electronically and ergonomically to give beginners and enthusiasts the ability to improve their skills and
to play lon ger with less fatigue. They are
designed for maximum performance by
left- and right-handed players and the design blends with eith er computer or video
game systems $44.95. Features a single
gimbal that actuates dual lOOK potentiometers. one in each axis.Trimmable X
and Y axes allow fine tun ing of respon se.
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Switchable self-centered or free-floating
stick movements. Four discrete snap-action
microswitch firing buttons have user-definab le functions that permit personalized
control. A coiled cord prevents wire
tangle. The manufacturer also makes a
less expensive standard controller for
Atari and Commodore computers $19.95
(right in photo).
Circle H elpCard No. 112
Comrex International Inc.
3701 Skypark Drive
Torrance, CA 90505
(213) 373-0280

The Digit-Ball is a 360 degree hig h-resolution digital computer input device that
replaces awkward CRT touch-membranes,
CRT lig ht pens, digital mice, optical mice,
etc. With its optional parallel interface
card, the Digit-Ball is a direct replacement
for joysticks and is 1003 software compatible. Card allows for auto-centering and
faster response time. Features X and Y
quadrature encoding, cursor movement in
direct proportion to ball movement in a full
360 degrees, 256 pulses (counts) per revolution (high or lower counts optional). Provided with 3 switch closures. With the
Interface Card you can also auto center,
sense ball position, program selections of
centering positions for X and Y axis and
move at dual speeds with 1: 1and4: 1 ratios
for sensitivity/resolution.
Circle H elpCard No. 113
Interfirm Systems Corporation
1899 Montford Court
San Jose, CA 95132
(408) 923-3338
The Operator 110/300 baud Direct
Connect Modem for the Apple II computer plugs directly into telephone wall
jack wh ich elimin ates audio noise pick-up
related to acoustic couplers. Supports
Pulse Dialing or Touch Tone. It is compatible with ex isting software and allows one
way or simultaneous sending and receiving. No add itional serial interface card is
required. Features half and full duplex
modes. auto-answer and auto-disconnect
capabi lities. Easy installation with immediate video displays from the modem.
Eve rything is all on the interface card
which fits into any slot (exceptO). Includes
a six-foot telephone cable with standard
modular plug (RJ-11) for direct connection. Works with ASCII Express Pro. Data

Capture, Modem Magic II, TermExec,
Transcend I, II, and III, VisiTerm, Z-Term,
and many more.
Circle HelpCard No. 114
T.I.M.E.C.O.R
P.O. Box 8928
Boston, MA 02114
(617) 720-4090
With the ECHO speech synthesizer,
whatever you type on the keyboard, your
computer can say. And now a diskette of
fixed, natural sound ing words is avai lable
to enhance the ECHO II's voice output.
The ECHO's text-to-speech system gives
your computer an unlimited vocabu lary
while using a minimum of memory. It contains nearly 400 language rules, which
enable the computer to pronounce most
correctly spelled words. When in the textto-speech mode the user can select any of
63 different pitch levels, and have words
spoken either monotonically or with intonation by using simple control character
sequences. The rate of speech can be fast
or slow; words can be spoken in their
entirety or spelled letter by letter. It also
can pronounce punctuation and numbers.
Optionally, words can be encoded using
phonemes and diphthongs. Complete stand
alone unit which is compatible with most
any computer, Echo sells for $299.95. The
ECHO II, which plugs into the Apple II, is
priced at $149.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 115
Street Electronics Corporation
1140 Mark Avenue
Carpinteria, CA 93013
(805) 684-4593

Printers/Plotters
Now, even home computerists as well as
personal computer users can afford to
make professional-looking 4-color graphic
printouts with the new $695.00 Model CX
4800 printer/plotter. The resulting
printouts can be extremely detailed : the
pen can be moved in fine steps of 0.1or0.5
millimeter. less than the thickness of a
fine-point ink line. Plotting is also relatively fast at up to 4.8 inches per second.
Covers an effective area of up to 7.6" x 8".
Co lor changes can be made automatically
under command of the user's computer.
Prints a standard 80 character line wth a
character size of 2.4 x 1.6 mm at a printing
speed of8 characters per second . A total of
1677 key characters are available. including upper and lower case. letters. numbers. pu nctuation marks. graphic symbols
and foreign alphabets. Printing and plotting can be intermixed on the same page.
Uses both sin gle or fan fo lded sheets of
standard sprocket-feed paper.
Circle H elpCard No. 116
Leading Edge Products. Inc.
225 Turnpike Street
Canton. MA 02021

(800) 343-6833; (617) 828-8150 (MA)

medium to low level signal source such as a
microphone. The board output can drive a
speaker either directly or through an amplifier. Sound reproduction quality is
claimed to be "very good to excellent".
Includes the printed circuit board, an
operations manual, and a floppy diskette
with effects and twenty-two pre-recorded
sounds $239.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 119
Decillionix
P.O. Box 70985
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 732-7758; (408) 735-0410 (Demo)

Miscellaneous Hardware
Model DX-I Sound Processing System is a hardware/software package for
the Apple II for recording, processing, and
playing back real sound. The record and
playback technique used is 8 bit AID and
DI A sampling. Though this technique offers limited sound duration (1 to 10
seconds), some amazing feats are accomplished with the software program. For
example, one of the six software "menus"
allows a collection of pre-recorded drum
sounds to be played in real time on the
Apple keyboard. Another provides "random" reproduction of real sounds. Other
software menus enable the user to record
and reproduce any sound, and include the
ability to program variations in pitch,
volume, and sequence. Sounds can be played in reverse if desired. Sounds recorded
can also be saved on diskette. The printed
circuit board will interface directly to any

The RS232 Analyzer allows for the easy
diagnosis, monitoring and connection of
any device or computer utilizing the RS232
interface. It monitors 9 signals and displays their status using bi-color LEDs. In
this way inactive, high and low as well as
changing signals can be monitored. An
additional LED can be tied to any line.
Switches allow for the easy interconnection of the most common computer-tocomputer interface, etc. Cross-wire any
connection necessary to connect devices.
It may be left permanently wired in any
circuit. The manual contains a detailed
example of using the RS232 Analyzer to
hook up a computer and intelligent printer $149.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 117
Personal Computer Products
1400 Coleman Avenue, Suite C-18

Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-0164

VideoSlide35 computer graphics camera system enables personal computer
and graphics workstations users to produce high quality color 35mm slides. A new
24 kilohertz line rate version, which is required by such recently announced systems as the Apple Lisa, the NEC Advanced Personal Computer, the Vectrix
128 and 384 display systems, etc. The original VideoSlide35 is compatible with systems requiring between 15 and 19 kHz line
rates, such as Apple II, IBM-PC, etc. Both
versions allow users to obtain 35mm color
slides at a cost of less than 50 cents a slide,
in as little as one-half hour, from images
generated by their personal computers
and color terminals. The 24 kHz VideoSlide35 is available for $3,049, which includes the complete camera unit and a
TTL RGB video interface. The original
VideoSlide 35 is priced from $2,799.
Circle H elpCard No. 118
Lang Systems, Inc.

PROTECT YOUR APPLE* KEYBOARD
WITH

PLEXA-LOK
PROTECT YOUR EXPENSIVE INVESTMENT
OFFERED FOR THE FIRST TIME PLEXA-LOK COMES WITH A
30-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT SATISFIED!
PLEXA-LOK slips up and over the keyboard then gently snaps into position.
• Your valuable computer is protected from objects and spills directly on top of keyboard
which could cost hundreds of dollars to repair'
• PLEXA-LOK allows your secretary to go on break without having to worry about visitors
accidentally destroying their hours (and your$) of work.

• ENHANCES looks of
your system

• PROTECTS keyboard

from dust

• ALLOWS computer to

remain on while unattended

• TM APPLE COMPUTER Inc

MON.- FRI. 9:00-5:00

-='"!

~

MasterCard and Visa Accepted

LAST ELECTRONICS

Allow 4-6 Weeks
Delivery

P.O. BOX 1300S
SAN ANDREAS , CA 95249
(209) 754-1800

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

Circle HelpCard No. 35

INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL
APPLE II
$19.95
APPLE Ill
$24.95
FROSTY
APPLE
1.50 extra
Prepaid UPS
Continental USA
CA Residents Add 6% Tax

(appleicenter)

•l

Call or write for additional information:

DOSS INDUSTRIES

1224 Mariposa, San Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 861-2223
Apple is a registered trade mark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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1010 07Brien Drive
Menlo Park, CA 94025
(415) 328-5555
Applescope Digital Storage Oscilloscope and Data Acquisition System uses
the CRT monitor to graph the digitized
input signals on a 280 x 160 dot grid with
an additional three lines of text at the bottom of the screen used to display the current settings. These three text lines include
all of the trace parameters which would be
read off the front panel of a standard oscilloscope wth some notable additions.
Applescope can acquire up to 64 screen
displays for each sweep in the DMA mode.
The monitor display is only a window
which can l:Je scrolled through the acquired signal trace. Features high speed A/D
inputs, 8 bit or 14 bit resolution, single
sweep or continuous trace, external trigger capability, 4 channel software support, waveform storage on disk, pretrigger
viewing, hardcopy output. Scope Driver
Library offers data analysis software:
Spectrum Analyzer, Pulse Rate Meter,
Interspike Interval Histogram, Frequency
Meter, Transient Recorder, Digital Voltmeter, Chart Recorder, Signal Averager,
Time Interval/Latency Mesurement and
Autocorrelator. Configure your Applescope system to automate your test and
experiment procedures creating a personalized data acquisition system. Complete with hardware, Scope Driver software, Reference Manual, external trigger
and ENC input connector. Some Scope
Driver software is at additional cost. Basic
dual channel system $795.00 to $995.00,
probes $45.00, Demonstration Diskette
$10.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 120
R.C. Electronics, Inc.
5386-D Hollister Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93111
(805) 964-6708

B.O.B . is a fully expandable personal
robot designed to entertain, communicate
and be a useful addition to the home
environment. B.O.B.s on-board "native
intelligence" derives from Intel 8086 microprocessors combined with 3-megabytes
of memory capacity. The robot will navigate a living space and talk in a humanlike voice, randomly choosing over one
hundred stored words and phrases. Infrared sensors attract B.O.B. to humans.
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whom he may follow at will ; in the process,
he'll avoid inanimate objects in his path
via his ultrasonic sensing devices. One
additional feature of note: B.O.B. can retrieve a beer or softdrink from an optional
AndroFridge, and bring it to wherever his
master may be waiting. (At least it has its
priorities straight!-PCW.) It is able to
accommodate a range of additional cartridges and plug-in boards, such as those
for memory and CPU expansion, as well as
for specific functions (i.e., voice recognition or text-to-speech modules). Includes a
high-level program language. Optional
Androwagon attaches to the robot's midsection enabling it to transport books,
beverages or the baby's diapers from room
to room. B.O.B. $2,995.00, AndroWagon
$95.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 121
Androbot, Inc.
(213) 462-3539

Now you can have full IBM communications capability through one of
innovative Data Technology's 1/2-inch
magnetic tape peripherals. Featuring
industry-standard interfaces, rapid data
transfer rates, full operating and command subsets and a wide selection of models and configurations, IDT's magnetic
tape subsystems provide economical and
reliable data/ program interchange, 40M
bytes of storage and disk back-up. All subsystems come complete and include tape
transport, formatter, intelligent controller, computer resident coupler, cables,
documentation and software.
Circle HelpCard No. 122
Innovative Data Technology
4060 Morena Blvd.
San Diego, CA 92117
(619) 270-3990
Many of the best hardware and software
products on the market today are compatible with Thunderclock Plus, because
Thunderclock Plus makes them much
more versatile. Just plug Thunderclock
Plus into your Apple II, //e or/// and it can
do any number of t asks automatically. In
the office. the lab or at home. For in stance.

with business or communications software, your Apple can access a data base or
send electronic mail when the rates are
lowest. Thunderclock Plus can also time
and date stamp your disk files to the
minute, time experiments and even water
your lawn. But that's just the start. No
matter how you use your system now, it
can work much more efficiently with
Thunderclock Plus. On-board batteries
keep it running accurately for up to four
years without battery replacement.
Circle H elpCard No. 123
Thunderware, Inc.
44 Hermosa Avenue
Oakland, CA 94618
(415) 652-1737
Replay II is an Apple program copy and
development system. Users can stop a program, examine and change memory, or
copy the program, and restart. Control of
the Apple is obtained by pressing the
remote switch which comes on an 18 inch
cord outside the Apple. Replay II does not
copy the original disk, rather it copies the
program executing in memory. Replay II
does not change any memory. Extra memory is buffered to allow copying and
analysis without altering the original
memory contents. Standard DOS 3.3 files
are created automatically for storage on
floppy or hard disks. A RAM card is needed for this. Fully documented in a 60 page
manual. Utility programs supplied with
the Replay II card include Program Analysis, Comparisons, Packing and Compression. It can automatically move protected
Applesoft programs to a standard DOS 3.3
disk for listing or modification. Save a
game at any level and quickly restart with
this card. Users can freeze games, change
variables to obtain unlimited ships or
power, etc., then restart the program
$130.00
Circle HelpCard No. 124
Micro-Analyst, Inc.
P.O. Box 15003
Austin, TX 78761
(512) 926-4527
No longer do computer game players and
programmers have to worry about disturbing their families or roommates with
the beeps and buzzes of computers. The
Whisper Volume Control is an easy to
install p:ug-in unit which allows the Apple
or IBM-PC computer owner to regulate the
sound level of his personal computer. The
Whisper Volume Control is a compact 3.5
inch x 2.5 inch x 2.25 inch unit. It plugs
directly into the main board, so it does not
require a slot or game port. Also available
is a model with a standard headphon e jack
for complete listening privacy. Cost is
$22.95 or $25.95 with additional headphone jack.
Circle HelpCard No. 125
Information Dynamics Corp.
1251 Exchange Drive
Richardson, TX 75081

The MetaCard co-processing system
for any Apple II or look-alike includes an
8088 microprocessor operating at 5.12
MHz, 64K ($850.00) to 128K ($980.00) of
onboard memory with parity, and its own
external power supply. It allows many of
the software applications for the IBM-PC
to run on your Apple, plus it enables continued use of your existing Apple peripherals and software. Both Microsoft's
MS-DOS and SoITech Microsystems'
UCSD p-System Version IV.I operating
systems come standard with MetaCard,
plus Digital Research's CP/M-86 operating system is available separately. The
manufacturer also provides a variety of
hardware and software products to complement MetaCard.
Circle HelpCard No. 128
Metamorphic Systems, Inc.
8950 Villa La Jolla Drive, Suite 1200
La Jolla, CA 92037
(619) 457-3870 (CA); (800) 228-8088
Three new lab interfaces are available
for Apple computers - Heat, Light and
Sound. These interfaces can be used for
classroom physics experiments. Each package contains a kit of parts that can .be
plugged into the game connector, a disk
for calibration, and documentation for
several experiments. Light Experiments
include timing a pendulum, measuring the
acceleration of gravity, measuring light
intensity, and the efficiency of a light bulb.
Four phototransistors are included. Heat
experiments include graphing temperature vs time, thermal radiation, cooling
curves, and specific heat. Four thermistors
are included. Sound experiments include
sound intensity, simulated oscilloscope,
and Fourier spectrum analyzer. A speaker, microphone, potentiometer, transistors
and a capacitor are included. Each is
$60.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 126
Cross Educational Software
1802 N. Trenton Street
P.O. Box 1536
Ruston, LA 71270
(318) 255-8921
Individuals who are designing cards for
the Apple, IBM-PC and STD BUS will find
it easier to develop and use the Artec
breadboards because the layout of the I/
O area is less complicated. Each breadboard is manufactured to Artec's high
standard of quality. The boards feature
FR4 glass epoxy, plated-through holes,
reflow solder-plated circuitry, and nickel/
gold-plated connector fingers. The price of
the breadboards are $12.00 for the Apple
or STD BUS boards and $30.00 for the
IBM-PC board. They also carry other perforated boards, and associated items.
Circle HelpCard No. 127
605 Old COunty Road
San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 592-2740
Artec Electronics, Inc.

718 Mariana Blvd.
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 483-8770

Designed for use in systems where use of a
full Apple computer may not be necessary
or desired, the Appleseed bus system
allows you to make use of almost every
plug-in board available for the Apple II
without requiring you to be committed to
use an Apple, Franklin or similar computer with its built-in keyboard, consumer
oriented packaging, and graphics subsystems. Now you can design a system using
an Apple II and then market it using
Appleseed Bus products. The Appleseed
CPU, RAM, and PROM boards are valuable tools to debug standard Apple II computers. Simply insert the CPU board into
any slot in an Apple II motherboard; the
6502 on the mother board will be defeated
and the Appleseed CPU will be in control
of the computer. They also carry extender
boards and general purpose breadboard
and wire-wrap panels.
Circle HelpCard No. 129
Douglas Electronics, Inc.

Multiport Controll is a code activated
one to four serial port expander. Features
separate and independent USRTS, buffers
and handshaking. Each port can operate
with a different configuration, i.e. different baud rates, stop bits, etc. These
features also permit two or more devices to
communicate with the Model 524 simultaneously. Provides full duplex with EIA
RS-232 protocol, baud rates up to 19,200,
expansion to 16 ports by cascading, peripheral ports may be configured by user
software. Includes a one year warranty
$249.00. Model 524A has 256 byte rx/tx
buffers per port $279.00. Model 524D adds
continuous polling of each peripheral device for data transfer requests. On, Busy,
and Off messages are sent to the peripheral device.
Circle HelpCard No. 130
Bay Technical Associates, Inc.
Highway 603
P.O. Box 387
Bay St. Louis, MS 39520
(601) 467-8231
Guardian Angel uninterruptable power source switches to 150 watts of backup
power in l/lOOth of a second or less while
alerting you of blackout or brownout conditions. Its rugged 12V battery gives you

I

I
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APPLE TEES!
,-----........ Style B
"My Apple Has Juice '"

"My Apple Is Programmed
To Byte'"

Stand up and be counted with
these great 50% cotton I 50%
polyester T-shirts, light blue with
red lettering . Adult & child sizes.
A great gift for that Apple-lover in
your life!
Make checks payable to:
SINEQUANON

P.O. Box 235 H
Cedarhurst, New York 11516
Please rush me _ _ shirt(s) at
$8.50 each (shipping included).
Circle style and size below:
Style: A or B
Adult: S M L XL
Child: S M L
NAME
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY_

(Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery)

Circle HelpCard No. 7

FRUSTRATED
by complex
word processing?? It's in the
bag with the BROWN BAG.
Introductory Price
Only $19.95

* Simple to use--learn in 15
minutes

* Runs on any system equivalent
to DOS 3.3 and APPLESOFT
* Built-in file dater
* All important word processing
functions
* Visual editor--see exactly
what will be printed-even without an 80-column card!
The New Abacus
P.O. Box 342
Arlington Heights
Illinois 60006 0342
(Illinois res. add 6%)
Applesoft is a trad ema rk of Apple Computer, Inc.
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Finger Print turns an ordinary Epson
printer into a more versatile, harder working, problem solving match for your computer. It is a plug-in module th at puts 10
special print functions at your fin gertips.
Tap your printer's panel buttons to instantly select the function s you need.
Features compressed, double-si zed, emphasized print, perforation skipover, ita lics, fine print, etc. Works with MX80/ 100,
MX & FX/ RX or IBM-PC printer $59.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 132
Dresselhous Computer Products
837 E. Alosta Avenue
Glendora, CA 91740
(800) 835-2246 ext 441;
(213) 914-5831 (CA)

_

_ _ _ STATE _ _ _ ZIP _ _

Circle HelpCard No. 45

up to six minutes (15 at half-rated power),
enough to save your data and shut down
your system if line power does not return .
Its transient voltage suppressor also prevents system damage from power spikes .
It simply plugs in between your power
source and your microcomputer. Its compact size permits either desktop use or out
of the way placement.
Circle H elpCard No. 131
R.H. Electronics
566 Irelan Street
Buellton, CA 93427
(805) 688-2047

Get a head st art in robotics. Try the Tasman Turtle, an inexpensive and easy to
control mobile robot, which allows you to
explore all the concepts of robotics. Tasman moves, turns, draws, beeps, blinks
and "feels" with its touch sensors - it can
even talk with the addition of an optional
speech board. From the novice programmer to the artificial intelligence expert,
Tasman Turtles provide a fun way to try
out even the most sophisticated robotics
concepts. Easy to control in BASIC, LOGO
or any other high-level prog ram ming language, Tasman Turtles come complete
with software and documentation. power
supply and interface. Available in both
Apple and RS-232 port versions from
$299.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 133
Harvard Associates, Inc.
260 Beacon Street
Somerville, MA 02143
(617) 492-0660
The Fan is a single unit with a very quiet
and efficient cooling fan. It has all the
necessary connectors and fits neatly on
the back of your Apple. It also fi lters out
surges and spikes in the main supply
which can damage yo ur hardware and corrupt data. A single switch ensures that all
peripherals are turned off at the same time
as the Apple II. Includ es connectors for
disk drives, tape outputs, monitor or TV
and other external peripherals. $155.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 134
Hiteck USA
111 East Drake, Suite 7061
Fort Collins, CO 80525

SOFTWARE
Business (General)
DISPATCH, an order processing system
for the mail order industry, is now available
on microcomputers. Designed to simplify
mail order fulfi llment, DISPATCH utilizes a
unique perforated multi-purpose form which
incorporates two mai ling labels, a packing
list showing products and financial summary, a VISA/MasterCard sales draft, and a
refund check or credit memo. It maintains
inventory records. supports on-line customer
service, and produces marketing reports
about source codes, back order, and inventory. Back orders are maintained automatically. The system also contains mailing list
and accounting fun ction s. Runs on CP/M and
MS-DOS systems with 64K. Requires two
flopp y drives or a hard disk, as well as an 80
column screen.
Circle HelpCard No. 135
Professional Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 199
San Carlos, CA 94070
(415) 593-9119
Client Organizer is a business address
book. an appointment calendar and a mail
list organi zer. Thi s system stores inform ation about a client in a format that is easy to
read and logical. The inform ation consists of
company name. address. phone number. the
name of the contact at the client's office and
information about the contact. Date and time
of appointments can be entered as can any
inform ation regarding th e cli ent. Each file
holds up to 100 individual client records with
15 vital fields per record. Features user friend
ly data entry with easy editing capabilities. It
informs the user of appointments with precise date and time with minimum keyboard
interaction. Produces screen or hard copy
printout for all records, mai l list labels with
three options and variable lin e separations
between labels. Written specifically for use
on Apple II computers with 80 column cards.
$99.99 suggested retail.
Circle HelpCard No. 136
Great Divid e Software, Inc.
7475 West 5th Avenue, Suite 303
Lakewood, CO 80226
(303) 238-5258
BRAINSTORMER is a powerful software
tool for generating potential solutions to
complex problems. It works by building a
description of a prob lem in terms of the
themes and variations which affect its solution. The description of the problem is
"probed" by the program to generate ideas
about potential solutions to the problem. The
user refines the process by controlling the
occurrence of particular themes and vari ations until a suffi cient quantity of potential
solution strategies is produced. Up to ten
billion " idea probes" can be generated for
any user specified problem. Potenti al applic-

ations include: increasing flexible thinking,
discovering new products, targeting new
markets and exploring organizational problems. Requires CP/ M on the Apple II $50.00.
Includes a User's Guide and example files. A
program with concurrent group license for 210 machines used by a single organ ization
costs $100.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 137
Soft Path Systems
C/ 0 Ches hi re House
105 North Adams
E ugene. OR 97402
(503) 342-3439
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in any of the formats. Sort will alph abetize
500 records of 100 characters each in one
minute and four seconds. Search using logical combinations of AND's and OR's with I. l.
= substring or first character comparisons.
Five HELP menus provide on-line assistance .
Includes manual $29.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 139
Hoyle & Hoyle Software, Inc.
716 S. Elam Avenue
Greensboro, NC 27403
(919) 378-1050

regardless of weights or feed ing program.
Several different price and cost levels can be
evaluated sim ultaneously $80.00. Land
Lease evaluates both the tenant's and land
lord's side of the picture for several types of
leases. These lease options include crop
share, fixed cash rent, custom incentive leasing, and variable cash rents. As such it can
prove useful to both land owners and renters,
lenders, and extension agents $80.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 140
Harvest Computer Systems
102 S. H arrison Street
Alexandri a, IN 46001
(317) 724-9527

Decision Series for the Apple II includes
Land Lease and Feeder Cattle. Uses sophisticated "what if?" features to give the farmer
immediate analysis of changes in any input
value. Reporting options include Profit
Statements, Cost/Profit Tables and "what
if?" Analysis Reports. The programs also
print out inpu t sheets to make data compil ation easy. The Feeder Cattle program can be
used for any type of feeder cattle purchase,

Daisy Professional, now availab le for the
Apple II Plus and Apple / /e, is a new and
enhanced version of Statistics with Daisy,
which performs over 50 statistical functions
overall, including: Basic Descriptive Statistics, Correlations, Nonparametric Statistics,
Hypothesis Testing, Data Transformations,

NEW! EXTENDED PROTECTION
AGAINST SPIKES, SURGES
AND LINE NOISE!

TERM

The P harmacist's Assistant is designed to
hand le a ll of the prescriptions, billing a nd
inve ntory of a pharmacy. The initi al release
of the package is des igned to work with any
App le II and a hard disk drive. With a 5MB
hard disk drive The Pharmacist's Assistant
has the capacity to handle 16.000 prescriptions, 6.000 invento ry items. 10,000 customern. 200 doctors and up to 10 prerogrammed Special Billing Plans. With a
lOMB hard disk these numbers double. The
program prints a ll prescription labels, keeps
track of reorders. hand les a ll we lfare and
insurance billing, provides management reports. and a ll ows rapid price updating. The
program has been designed for ease of operation, is fu lly menu driven and wi ll a lso hand le
the special needs of nurs in g home prescriptions. Optional bi-weekly disk update to keep
up with rapid price changes.
Circle HelpCard No. 138
Superex Business Software
151 Ludlow Street
Yonkers. NY 10705
(914) 965-1469
Query! Ge neral Database Management
System permits the user to create as many
as 255 fields with 255 characters each. The
Printer routine permits the user to select
many new options in sending records to the
printer. Labels can now be printed from 1to4
across the page, a llowing the use of 4 up labe l
sheets. Select continuous feed or single sheet
operation or stop t he printing by pressing
any key and contin ue printing by pressing
«RETURN». The View program a llows the
user to send the current record to the printer

SCOOTER's new XP-4 GUARD-IT™ CONTROL CENTER
with state-of-the art fail-safe design.
SCOOTER's new XP-4 GUARD-IT
CONTROL CENTER features electron ic
components and design so advanced it
eliminates the possibility of surge damage (both normal and common mode) to
your equipment and prog rams Plus it
filters line noise and functions as a oneswitch control center.
Here's how it works: Combining a
new surge protection wit h solid state
devices, SCOOTER 's XP-4 reduces
sp ikes as high as 6000 amps and filters
line noise. In the unlikely event of filter
module failure due to repeated surge
hits, the XP-4's fail-safe design goes to
work blocking all unprotected power to
your equipment. But the XP-4 filtering
modul es are so reliable, the unit has an
extended three-year protection warranty
against failure.
Ask your loca l computer supply
source for SCOOTER 's new XP-4
GUARD-IT CONTROL CENTER. Get
fail-safe extended protection for your
expensive equ ipment and valuabl e
programs now'
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High Grade Electronic Components
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C irc le HelpC ard No. 47

Other SCOOTER products include:
cable assemblies , connectors, fl at cable,
semiconductors, switches, surge protected out let strips, integrated circuits &
sockets and electronic components &
hardware.

Visa & MasterCard accepted.

,·--------~
FREE SCOOTER ™T-SHIRT! ~

~

ohm/ electronics
746 Vermont • Palatine. IL 60067
(312 ) 359-6040

SPECIFICATIONS:
•Rated at 15 amps, 125 volts
•Maximum spike current: 6000 amps
(8x20 ms)
•Clamping spike voltage: 225 (lpk =
100 amps; 8x20 ms)
• Let-through voltage: 400
•Pulse life: 108 cycles
•N oise fil tering: more than 20 db,
2-100 mhz
•Power indicator light
• Push-to-reset circu it breaker
•Heavy duty 6-ft. grounded cord
• 4 protected outlets
• 3-year warranty

SEND p1 oof of purchase (sales recei pt ) •·
for Scoote r me rchan di se
OR SEND the na me of your computer
deale r 1f he does not ca rr y th e Scooter'"
H ig h Grade Electronic Co mpon ent lin e
WITH THIS COUPON
d
an your name.
address. T-shirt size and computer make to:

I
I
I

ohm/ electronics
A 0 -98 3
746 Vermont St. . Palatine IL 60067
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Regression Analysis, and produces seven
different screen plots and graphs. It also
allows for missing data and cross tabula
tions. You can transfer data to and from
VisiCalc, VisiPlot, DB Master, Multiplan and
General Manager. There is also a utility that
sends data from mini and mainframe computers to your Apple for processing. Optionally uses an SO-column board or a 132 column
Ultraterm board, 128K RAM card and the
special function keys of the Apple Ile; yet it is
fully compatible with the48K or64K Apple II
Plus.
Circle HelpCard No. 141
Rainbow Computing, Inc.
9719 Reseda Blvd.
Northridge, CA 91324
(213) 349-0300

FilePro is a top-notch database file manager with a strong family resemblance to its
popular predecessors. It was created for the
non-programmer who wants to set up a mailing list or a customer account file within a
single work day. Files can be quickly constructed by even novice users thanks, in part,
to the handholding tutorial approach to documentation. Similarly, reports and label formats can be painlessly custom designed $300
plus $10 shipping and handling. Requires
any Apple II with CP/M. A catalog of other
products is available upon request.
Circle HelpCard No. 142
The Small Computer Company

230 West 41st Street, Suite 1200
New York, NY 10036
(212) 398-9290

MEDl/FORM-83 and PCC/FORM-83
are new programs designed to make a pharmacist's life much easier than it could be
before. The programs store patient data,
doctor data (MEDI/FORM-83 only), and
drug data that normally the pharmacist
would have to look up manually. They then
use this information to print the forms necessary to have a prescription or MediCal
claim processed. The programs (sold separately) are priced so that the corner pharmacist can afford them, and they can pay for
themselves inside of six months through lower labor requirements. Statement Printer
computes the charges. Each program 1s
$399.00. Requires any Apple II
Circle HelpCard No. 143
Vertical Software Group
P. 0. Box 16284
Long Beach, CA 90806
(2139 427-7225
An Invoicing Application Template is
available for the VersaForm Business Form
Processor/ Database. The template is the
third in a series offering screen formats, form
print formats and report instructions for configuring VersaForm to specific applications.
The templates, in conjunction with VersaForm, will check data entered for accuracy, automatically extend prices from quantity

and unit prices, figure sales taxes and invoice
total charges. Customer payments are automaticaly subtracted from invoice amounts to
show current balance due. The template may
be modified by the customer to use VersaForm' s look up tables and list check features. A starter set of business forms are
included in the package along with form
ordering information. It you have a preferred
invoice form, the template can be modified to
print onto it. $49.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 144
Applied Software Technology
170 Knowles Drive
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 370-2662

VisiCalc Formatting Aids 4.5 adds
print-using to the earlier features of printing variable width columns, formula reading and file handling. The new global
features are as easy as selecting from a
menu. No more pasting or retyping. Reads
files just as VisiCalc does, but instead of
taking up memory for calculating power, it
is dedicated solely to file handling and
report formatting. In fact, it can process
huge files created on expansion RAM
boards quickly and easily. Provides floating$ sign, commas, and parentheses. For
any Apple II or the Apple///.
Circle HelpCard No. 145
Data Security Concepts
P.O. Box 31044
Des Peres, MO 63131
(314) 965-5044

Communications
Bible study aids from Bible Research
Systems include the com- ·
plete KJV Bible text on
disks. THE WORD processor can search the
Scriptures for any word or
phrase. Any portion of the
Bible can be printed or
displayed. Create your own
library of research materials
or use ours, called TOPICS.
TOPICS contains cross-reference indexes on over 200
of the primary subjects discussed in Scripture.
Bible Research Systems applies computer technology
to personal study of the Scriptures.

TOPICS
$49.95

Bible Research Systems
9415 Burnet, Suite 208
Austin, TX 78758
(512) 835-7981

THE WORD
processor

$199.95
Plu s $3 postage/handling

Requires APPLE II+, IBM-PC, TRS80-III, OSBORNE, KAYPRO, or CP/M 8"
Circle HelpCard No. 6
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RTTY Machine is designed to minimize
the interface hardware. Audio tones fed
into the Apple cassette input will be demodulated and decoded in software, and
sent to the screen as text. Keyboard input
will be encoded to Baudot and sent to the
cassete output as MARK (2125 Hz) and
SPACE (2295 Hz) tones. All that is necessary to run standard TTY is a pair of audio
cables with the necessary connectors be
tween the speaker output and microphone
input of an SSE or FM transceiver and the
cassette ports of the Apple. Two modes are
offered; absolute for AFSK and a second
mode that can be used to match the software discriminator frequency to the center
of the receiver audio passband so that increased selectivity may be used. Tra nsmits key by key or pre-edited messages.
D.C. output through the Game 1/0 connector is available to drive frequency shift
keying circuitry and transmit/receive
switching. Two printer drivers are included. For any Apple II using DOS 3.3. Diskette and full instructions included
$29.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 14 7
COT EC
13462 Hammons Avenue
Saratoga, CA 95070

•
Your best buy in modem history. The
Networker~M a plug-in single-slot direct connect modem for your Apple II ,
II+ , and lie (or Franklin, Albert, or
other Apple compatible computer).
You are immediately linked to the
vast network of computers - data
bases like the Source'.'> Compuserve'.'> or Dow Jones ~ friends , banks ,
businesses , and hundreds of local "bu lletin
boards ." For only $129. There 's absolutely
nothing else to buy. And it even comes with
software.
This is the modem that does it all, and does
it for less . The Apple Communications Card is on
board , so you won't need to buy one. That will
save a bunch. It's 300 baud, the most commonly
used type of modem. It comes complete with its
own communications software on Apple compatible disk , giving you features no modem offers.
Like " data capture" to lock the messages
into your Apples' RAM , and then move the information onto a disk for easy reference and review.
A terminal program that turns your computer into
a communications command center, displaying
on-screen " help " menus, continuous updates of
memory usage, carrier presence, baud rate,
communications status, all while taking in and
displaying information from any computer.
The Networker supports both originate and
answer modes, so you can send and receive information , in full or half duplex modes . And its
all easily programmable right from the keyboard
of your Apple computer. All you do is plug Networker into any slot (except 0) in your Apple
computer. It'll even ask you what slot it's in.
It's that easy to use.

NETMASTER™ COMMUNICATIONS
SOFTWARE
For $179 we include the even more incredible
Netmaster software for advanced users. Netmaster is a " communications freeway" that
lets you speed any Apple file to another Apple
through noisy phone lines, without errors . Netmaster even includes its own Disk Operating
System to control the flow of information and
leave you over 40K of " buffer" memory from
your 64K RAM. And there 's always help when
you want it. On screen. Status indicators keep
you fully updated.
Netmaster will let you transfer games ,
computer graphics, programs, sales reports,
documents, any DOS 3.3 file , all directly from
disk to disk, all with computer (not telephone)
accuracy. Netmaster is completely configurable
to understand any computer, even mainframes.
File size is unlimited.
But Netmaster is not stuffy. It will talk to
the other communications packages like Visiterm® or ASCII Express® Of course they don't
support Netmaster's superb error checking,
that guarantees you won't miss even a comma.
It doesn 't only talk to the Networker either. It
will also talk to those more expensive modems
from Hayes and Novation.

Circle HelpCard No. 71

And Netmaster is fast. It transfers information disk to disk three to
five times faster than the others. Of
course Netmaster is fu lly compatible
with them. But if you want things to
happen really fast , talk to another
Netmaster .
We sel l Netmaster by itself fo r $79 ,
and even if you have another modem for your
Apple , Netmaster is an outstanding value. It will
even support auto dial and auto answer. Netmaster requ ires 48K of Apple memory, disk
drive and DOS 3.3, and ZOOM 's Networker
modem or another modem . It can also be used
without a modem when two Apples are hardwired together, using a 6850 or 6551-based interface card.
Networker, Netmaster, and Networker I
Netmaster combo are all produced in the USA
by ZOOM Telephonies , producers of the popular
DEMON DIALER. The Networker is FCC registered , and all products come with a one-year
warranty .

HOW DO I GET ONE? OR TWO?

Check with your computer dealer. Or call us
direct at 1-800-631-3116, and we'll let
you know where to get them in your area.
Massachusetts residents call 617-423-1288.

The following are trademarks: Apple by Apple Computer. the Source
servicemark by Source Telecomputing . Compuserve by Compuserve.
Dow Jones by Dow Jones & Company. Visiterm by Visicorp . ASCII Ex·
press by Southwestern Data Systems. DEMON DIALER by ZOOM
Telephonies. © 1983 ZOOM Telephonies. Inc.

ZOOM Telephonies, Inc.
207 South Street Boston, MA 02111

Hello,
Central!
supports
communications with other computers, dial-up
information services, computer bulletin
board systems, and electronic mail systems. It also permits uploading and down
loading of programs, and offers a built-in
text editor. A well-illustrated program
manual recommends user reponses in a
variety of situations. Sample screens are
shown and appropriate command keys are
highlighted in the manual's simple approach. Requires an Apple II with DOS
3.3, 48K and one disk drive and acoustic
coupler or direct-connect modem $99.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 146
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 298-5400

Net-Works II is an electronic bulletin
board that automatically answers and
records each phone call. Asks for the
caller's password or assigns one to the
first-time caller. The system operator may
screen the caller prior to password validation, or even charge a membership fee.
Eight "General Interest" bulletin board
topics can be customized as you desire.
Provides a "welcome" message and "help"
information for new callers. "Expert"
callers see fewer menus and instructions.
Callers may send private mail to each
other, post or read public bulletins, receive
programs or text files, and view the membership list. Requires a 48K Apple II or
Franklin Ace, Micromodem II, one disk
drive and monitor. Optional hardware includes a clock, second disk drive, printer,
hard disk drive, reserve power supply.
Upper/lower case, and 40/80 column video
capabilities are supported $99.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 148
High Technology Software Products, Inc.
1611 N.W. 23rd Street
Oklahoma City, OK 73146
(405) 524-4359

Educational
Teacher's Apple is a grade tracking program for teachers that tracks up to 50

Pack your Apple:

A safe, convenient way
to tote your Apple II® from
home to office or classroom.
This attractive, dark tan case is
weatherproof, padded and lined for
extra protection. Features exterior
pockets for two disk drives , an
interior pouch for diskettes, and
safety handle and shoulder strap for
ease in transporting your computer.
Suggested retail price $39.95.

Contact your computer store or write:
Trans Western Industries, Inc.

31619 10th Ave. South
Federal Way, WA 98003
Dealers call (206) 941 -0888 or
(206) 941-3473 Telex 152450

Apple 11® is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.

©1983. Trans Western Industries. Inc .

Circle HelpCard No. 66
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students with up to 200 assignments per
student. An assignment consists of an
assignment name, assignment number
points possible, points received, and th~
date of the assignment. It will print the
assignments in many formats; highest to
lowest grade, grade book column format
just percentages, any range of assi~
ents, and complete printouts. Optionally,
the data may be printed on the screen or
the printer. Includes an editor to change
data that has been entered incorrectly
$34.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 149
Simple Software Systems
P.O. Box 41069
San Jose, CA 95160
Decimals is an interactive software program aimed at the able elementary student, the regular junior high student the
high school student applying decim;ls in
the science laboratory, or the remedial
community college student. The eight
topics in Decimals each contain two programs. The "A" programs provide an interactive inquiry into a topic that lets the
student give the computer problems to
solve and then in turn presents practice
problems given by the computer. The "B"
programs are enrichment extensions of
the concepts presented in the "A" programs, often in a game format. The final
"B" program is a review test for the en-tire
series.
Circle HelpCard No. 150
Quality Educational Designs
P.O. Box 12486
Portland, OR 97212-0486
(503) 287-8137
MasterType allows each user to develop
mastery of the keyboard at an individual
rate through 18 progressive lessons. Each
row of keys is separately introduced, presenting individual keys first, and building
up to words. After each lesson, a report
in?icates the number of words typed per
mmute and words misspelled or destroyed. For individuals who want to experiment in creating their own lessons a
Make Lesson feature is provided. It all;ws
users to program custom spelling and
vocabulary games as well as keyboard
practice exercises. The package includes a
manual that contains directions for running the program, descriptions of the options and their educational implications,
hints for winning the game. finger charts
for the keyboard, suggestions for successful touch-typing, directions for customized
lessons, and descriptions of the 18 preprogrammed lessons $49.95. Requires any
Apple II with 48K and DOS 3.3.
Circle H elpCard No. 151
Lightning Software
P.O. Box 11725
Palo Alto. CA 94306
(415) 327-3280
Sound Training is audio cassette based
in struction in the use of major software

packages for microcomputers. Available
for WordStar, MailMerge, CP/ M. Addi
tional topics will be available shortly. A
special feature of these training kits is
their adaptability to any microcomputer
using the relevant sotfware package. Each
kit is price at $69.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 152
Information System Resources, Inc.
1444 Balsam Street
St. Paul. MN 55122
(612) 452-7913
Participative Management Skill is a
computer-based training program designed for managers, supervisors, or team
leaders. Objectives of the program are to
provide participants with the techniques
and skills they need to: build a participative work environment; communicate effectively with team members and other
company members; develop and utilize the
problem solving skills of all team members; improve employee job satisfaction;
increase product/service quality and productivity and create a teamwork environment. Participative Management Skills is
designed for use with any Apple II or IBMPC computer. It consists of an instructional text and the necessary computer
software
Circle HelpCard No. 153
Concourse
2626 East 82nd Street, Suite 215
Minneapolis, MN 55420
(612) 854-8848
No need for a dusty chalkboard when you
have Apple Function Explorer: Understanding the Sense and Shape of
Equations. This function plotting tutorial
is designed to help students understand
the relationship between graph and equation. The computer turns the drudgery of
practicing graphing into a challenging
and entertain ing experience. Students will
find it helpful in pre-calculus courses such
as Algebra and Trigonometry. The disk
contains programs for use both in the Cartesian and polar coordinate systems.
Equations of your choice can be entered
and plotted. Two or more can be plotted on
the same graphic screen, permitting the
student to see how, when equations are
superimposed upon each other, the resulting curve's appearance changes drastically. A 16-page manual is included $36.00
plus $1.80 P&H. A School License Agreement (includes 3 copies of the program and
6 manuals) is available for $76.00. Additional student manuals are $2.00 each.
Circle HelpCard No. 154
K-12 MicroMedia
172 Broadway
Woodcliff Lake. NJ 07675
Managerial Finance in Action is a new
interactive learning course for the Apple II
which will teach you the language of finance and accounting; how to interpret
and use financial reports and statements;
how to improve your business decisions

and financial well-being; how to measure
profit, evaluate your financial condition,
and judge your business performance;
how to communicate better with financial
specialists; and how to use your Apple as a
financial tool. A series of audio cassettes
explains and guides you through ten computer diskettes. Includes over 120 pages of
text, exercises and work sheets, 10 floppy
5.25-inch diskettes, 5 audio tape cassettes,
a3-ring binder and 90 day warranty. Your
Apple computer produces and controls
text with complete graphics, makes computations with you, compares your exercises to the correct responses and then
patiently shows you how to make adjustments and corrections $375.00 plus $4.95
P&H. Requires any Apple II with 48K and
DOS 3.3.
Circle HelpCard No. 155
The International Management Institute,
Inc.
300 Lost District Drive

New Canaan, CT 06840
(201) 522-1213
Algebra Arcade provides a whole new
formula for having fun while learning or
practicing algebra. The game consists of
the villainous Graph Gobbler, the auto
cratic Committee, the Whirlwind, and ten
little critters called Algebroids scattered
over a coordinate system. The player's job
is to construct an algebraic equation that
will zap as many Algebroids as possible
with the resulting graph. After entering
an equation, the Whirlwind rushes along
the path of the graph knocking down the
Algebroids and racking up points. But be
alert! Collide with the Graph Gobbler and
the graph will be devoured, sending the
player to the Committee to lose some
turns, or, if the Committee is lenient, to
return to the game without penalty. Beginners can play just by using straight lines.
Math sophisticates can create complicated

Software and llipperware:
These days, most everyone stores their leftovers until
they can think of something to do with them. Now.
Micro Cookbook does the thinking for you. Tell Micro
Cookbook what'.s in your refrigerator and it'll tell you what
you can make. Micro Cookbook includes hundreds of
delicious recipes using common leftovers and ingredients
most every home always has on hand. Micro Cookbook
stretches your food budget by helping you stretch your food.
Micro Cookbook also lets you select a recipe by name
(Veal Picatta), by ingredient (veal), by classification (Italian)
or a combination of the above. Plus, Micro Cookbook
allows you to enter your own recipes, create your own
cookbook and prepare your shopping list. Add a glossary
of cooking terms, calorie and nutrition guide, table of
measurements, ingredient substitutions and food buying,
storage and cooking guide, and you see why Micro Cook·
book is an appetizing program for you.
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VIRTUAL COMBINATICS
P.O. Box 755, Rockport, MA 01966 (617) 546-6553

Versions available for APPLE 11 +, APPLE lie (80 col) and IBM PC
(64K, PC DOS). The cost $40. Advanced Functions Package for IB M PC
(128K, PC DOS or MS DOS) and APPLE II+ , lie (64K, BO col). The cost
$70. Soups & Salad, Appetizer or Dessert options, $12 each. Check with
your favorite dealer first. MCN ISA phone or mail orders. Checks accepted.
Please specify computer and add $2 hand ling.

Circle HelpCard No. 70

APFU. IBi\1 and Tupperware are registered trademarks 91 Apple
Computer, loc., IBM Corpo<a ticm and Dart lndustne5 Inc.
respectively_
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curves using the ten algebraic functions
provided. User-friendly, with visual and
audio prompts. scoreboards and graphs.
Algebra Arcade comes with a complete
rules and instructions booklet which tells
the user how to get started, offers tips on
strategy and lists winning equations
$49.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 156
Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Comp.
8 Davis Drive
Belmont. CA 94002
(415) 594-1900 (CA); (800) 831-6996

Written English. This multi-disk program
first tests the student to identify specific
areas for further study. The student may
then practice. at his or her own pace. on
randomly-generated problems in selected
subject areas. The computer analyzes re
sponses and gives hints on test-taking. A
full-length post-test and analysis assesses
the student's progress. Complete with 96page workbook and additional practice
exams $150.00
Circle HelpCard No. 157
CBS Software

Mastering The College Board Achievement Tests: English Composition is
designed as a means to prepare high
school students for entrance into selected
colleges and to qualify them for advanced
placement in college English courses. The
five-disk program contains over 1,000 problems that offer practice in rewriting sentences, phrasing, identification of gram
matical errors and pointers on sentence
structure. This self-paced program provides an approximate score and error
analysis to indicate areas for further study
$175.00.
CBS Software

Success With Math series contains four
programs that allow students to learn at
their own pace and choose the level of difficulty of the problems they wish to solve.
The programs are never judgmental, always encouraging, simple to use, and require little or no use of printed materials.
Addition/Subtraction is for elementary
students and older. It offers practice in the
fundamental operations of these two
skills, including carrying and borrowing.
Multiplication/Division permits users to
practice on randomly-generated problems
with up to three digits in the divisors or
multipliers in each of these skill areas.
Linear Equations for students in the
seventh through tenth grades can practice
on equations in the form: AX + B = C,
where A, B, and Care integers. Quadratic
Equations for students in the eight
through eleventh grades offers practice on
advanced math problems with this program. Solving for X by factoring unfolds in
logical progression with detailed explanations of errors and problem solutions.
Each is priced at $24.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 158
CBS Software
Greenwhich, CT
(212) 683-7810

Mastering The SAi is a comprehensive
program that provides practice in all skill
areas tested on the imp0rtant college entrance exam: Math, Verbal, and Standard

*DOUBLES Dl'SKETTE
STORAGE SPACE!!
I

REDUCE YOUR DISKETTE
COSTS BY 50%
*The back of
your 5%" single
sided diskette
has recording
medium. All you
need is an
ACCURATELY
placed "write
enable notch"
to use it, on many systems.
1\'lllll£B1\'ln'Cll'" is a precision
· engineered tool designed for
this purpose.

IT'S A MONEY SAVER!
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT!
ONLY
-

$14.95

Add $1.50 Postage/Handling
($4.50 Foreign)
Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax -

ORDER TODAY!
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO :

•\'llllll~B

•\'llTtll '"

Division of Cortran International

4211 N.W. 75th Terrace, Dept. 1O 11
Lauderhill, Florida 33319
PAT. PENO.

Circle HelpCard No. 14
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Financial
Farm Ledger farm accounting program for the Apple/// is a translation and
enhancement of the same program on the
Apple II and IBM-PC computers. The program offers check writing, checkbook reconcilement, and a flexible enterprise
analysis. It takes advantage of the Apple I
//'s extra memory and special keyboard.
Entries can be categorized into 20 income
and 40 expense categories, with up to 6
sub-categories each. Open accounts,
notes, or investments can be monitored.
Other farm programs include Farm Analyst, Depreciation Log, Hog Management
Package, Field Manager and Dairy Journal.
Circle HelpCard No. 159
Harvest Computer Systems
102 S. Harrison Street
Alexandria, IN 46001
(317) 724-9527

Time is Money is a financial and management tool for the person with no accounting or bookkeeping backgro und who
wants a fast. no-nonsense financial management system. It is extremely flexible.
suitable for a single personal checkbook or
an entire small business. The system will
balance your checkbooks, calculate and
monitor budgets. calculate your net worth,
and record tax deductible expenses. Full
report generation and graphics capabilities are included. Most instructions re
quire only a single keystroke. Time is
Money runs on any Apple II or compatible
computer. Requires 48K RAM a nd a single
disk drive. Printer is optional. but recommended.
Circle HelpCard No. 160
Turning Point Software. Inc.
llA Main Street
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 923-4441
EZ-Ledger uses the simplest form of
bookkeeping possible. Single entry bookkeeping requires only posting transactions either under INCOME or EXPENSE.
It will keep track of expense items under
any one of 99 user selected tax codes plus
all ytd and monthly running totals for each
of the selected items. Expense items may
be entered under DEDUCTIBLE or NONDEDUCTIBLE type codes. Invoices may
be produced with an automatically incremented invoice number and then automatically post the data to an Accounts
Receivable holding file or directly to Income and upd ates all totals. The accounts
receivable and payable files are " holding"
files with their own running ytd totals.
Transactions in these files may be auto
matically posted to Income or Expense
and all respective totals will be automatically updated. Supports 80 or 132 column
printers and one or two disk drives. The
printer is needed for producing invoices,
but optional on all other reports. Requires
48K RAM, Applesoft ROM and DOS 3.3
$60.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 161
Highlands Computers
14422 S.E. 132nd
Renton, WA 98056
(206) 228-6691
PA YPAC job cost management package
and payroll system tracks every dollar. It
will prepare your entire company's payroll, tax deposits and reports quickly,
easily and inexpensively as it simultaneously updates personnel files and job cost
records. Use P AYP AC to compare product
lines, operations, etc.; prepare customer
billings; see where your money is earned
or wasted; increase your competitive edge.
Tracks up to 1000 job numbers. 300 job
codes, 5 departments, 8 division s within
each department and 7 earnings categories. Handles up to 225 employees; maintains sick and holiday pay, 2 overtime

APPLESEEDT.M.

BX-DE-12 Mother Board

Appleseed is a complete computer system. It is designed using the bus conventions established by Apple Computer for the
Apple][. Appleseed is designed as an alternative to using a full Apple][ computer system. The Appleseed product line includes
more than a dozen items including CPU, RAM, EPROM, UART, UNIVERSAL Boards as well as a number of other compatible
items. This ad will highlight the Mother board.
BX-DE-12 MOTHER BOARD
The BX-DE-12 Mother board is designed to be fully compatible with all of the Apple conventions. Ten card slots are provided. Seven of the slots are numbered in conformance with Apple standards . The additional three slots, lettered A, Band C,
are used for boards which don 't require a specific slot number. The CPU, RAM and EPROM boards are often placed in the
slots A, B and C.
The main emphasis of the Appleseed system is illustrated by the Mother Board. The absolute minimum amount of circuitry
is placed on the Mother Board; only the four ICs which are required for card slot selection are on the mother board. This
approach helps in packaging (flexibility & smaller size), cost (buy only what you need) and repairability (isolate and fix problems through board substitution).
Appleseed products are made for O.E.M.s and serious industrial/scientific users. Send for literature on the full line of
Appleseed products; and, watch here, each month, for additional items in the Appleseed line.
Appleseed products are not sold through computer stores.
Order direct from our plant in California.
Apple is a regi stered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.

DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS • 718 Marina Blvd., San Leandro, CA 94577 • (415) 483-8770
Circle HelpCard No. 20

Apple II I User

/

CP/M ~SOS TEXTmover
System
Configuration
Features

>
>

Apple Ill computer
Two Apple Ill disk drives
> 128K of memory

>
>
>
>
>

Does not require softcard
Ready to run-just boot
Source Code
Character filters
Reads only CP/M floppies using Apple drives

Cost

> $25°0 (California residents add 6. 5% Sa/es Tax)

To Order

>

Send check or money order to:
International Apple Core, 908 George Street, Santa Clara, CA 95050.
> Make check or money order payable to International Apple Core.
Payment must accompany order and must be in US. funds and drawn on
US . bank.
> Dealer inquiries invited

App le and Apple Ill are registered trademarks of App le Comp uter, Inc.

Circle HelpCard No. 30

rates, employment history, age, etc.;
prints paychecks, detailed employee ledgers, time card labels, mailing labels, W-2
statements, and much more. No bookkeeping skill is required and it can be up and
running in a few hours. Sample reports
and demonstration disk $10.00, or with the
Operating Manual for $30.00 (creditable
towards purchase).
Circle H elpCard No . 162

Sky Software
103 Lexington Avenue
Passaic, NJ 07055
(201) 779-3399
SoITax is now being used by professional
tax preparer to perform the preparation of
individual, corporate, trust, and partnership returns. In the new 1983 version, SofTax is available in the following packages:
Individual Version for the user who wishes
to prepare his own tax return $199.00;
Preparer' s Version for the professional
preparation of all 1040 forms and schedules for multiple clients. This version contains new features including a batch print
capability and an organizer form $499 .00;
Professional Version adds to the Preparer's Version the corporate, partner
ship, and trust returns $850.00. For any
Apple II or the ///. A new demonstration
package is also available for $25.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 163

Design Trends
P.O. Box G

Wilton, CT 06897
(203) 834-1560
The Accountant Finance Data Base System features up to 4,000 tran sactions per
disk, 63 user codes and up to 900 automatic
transaction s which can be implemented at
any time yo u choose. Double entry system
does not require an accounting background. You may interrupt at any time
while printing on a standard 80-column
printer. Optional VisiCalc interface. This
system is very fast a nd it comes up running
in little more than a half-minute. Apple II-/
le Personal Version $129.00. Apple II-//e
The Business Accountant $255.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 164

Decision Support Software, Inc.
1438 Ironwood Drive
McLean, VA 22101
(703) 241-8316; (800) 368-2022

Games/Simulations
Hundreds of practical joking space critters are falling from the sky! Can you help
Arnold Strump, the loc al dog catcher,
snare them before they take over the entire
city? Armed with only a net and your own
skills, its yo u and Arnold vs. Trompers!
Increas ing difficulty as yo u progess makes
things pretty hectic sometimes. Excellent
graphics with smooth, colorful animation.
Circle H elpCard No. 165

THE DATA BANK

TM

Multifunction Database System
• We 've included all the features most asked for and then added many more like the automatic update key , the default key, global calculation formulas and
flexible searches and sorts to save you time and to make your data more interesting.
• •We've included a powerful report generator that fully uses your printer 's
capabilities and an easy way to interface your data with other programs, such as
Visicalc and word processors.
• You get a simple and flexible editing feature for changing, deleting and adding data, and a powerful revise file option.
• We 've used standard apple files, plus we 've left the program unlocked so you
can make back-up copies and custom modifications if you wish.

Best of all it is simple and easy to use , plus you get a step-by-step tutorial manual
to show you all of its capabilities .

THE DATA BANK for only

$170 .00*

Requires APPLESOFT, 48k , and one or more disk drives .
Runs on APPLE II+ and APPLE lie . ••(Without report section for only $89. 99.) ' Plus
$3.00 shipping. CA residents add 6% tax .

564 Tara Court
Manteca, CA 95336

(209) 239-2116

· Applesoft and Visi cal c are Trade Marks respectively of Apple Co mputer, Inc. and Visicorp .

Circle HelpC a rd No. 26
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Avant-Garde Creations, Inc.
P.O. Box 30160
Eugene, OR 97403
(503) 345-3043

... _~\/ANT-GARDE

Geopolitique 1990 is a comprehensive
simulation of international diplomacy and
military confrontations. As President of
the United States in the 1990's, you face a
world that is economicall y troubled and
caught up in the tense power struggle between the two major powers, your country
and the Soviet Un ion (played by the computer). The game has two phases, The
Diplomatic Phase and The Military Phase.
It is a "peaceful" struggle for domination
between the U.S. and t he Soviet Union.
Raw materials (food, energy, metal), military alliances, capital, econom ic concessions are all excha nged/traded. Your
political savvy in intern atio nal haggling
will make or break yo ur attempt to gain
world dominance without a shot being
fired. The Military Phase sim ulates conventional (non-nuclear) warfare and
boasts realistic features such as air
strikes, amphibious landin gs, air superiority and terrain considerations . Complete
with a rulebook, data card and di sk with
program on both s ides $39.95. Requires
any Apple II or the Apple///.
Circle H elpCard No. 166

Strategic Simulations. Inc.
883 Stierlin Road, Bldg. A-200
Mountain View, CA 94043-1983
(415) 964-1353

INFIDEL is a contemporary action adventure that will introduce a growing
audience to a new and exciting genre. Set
in the vast Egyptian dese1t somewhere
near the ban ks of the Nil e River. IN FIDEL
challenges yo u to find the buried entrance
to the last great pyramid and. once inside,
seize priceless treasures that have remai ned hidden for thousands of years. You and
your party are ill-equipped to handle an
exped ition of this magnitude. You are left

FOR APPLE COMPUTER USERS
nEW IMPROVED

* Direct Replacement for
Apple Disk II
* Compatib le with App le
Control ler or other Apple
compatible controllers
* Specia ll y designed electronics
with low power consumption
* DOS 3.3 and 3.2 compat ibl e
* Owner's Manual and Warranty
Card included

JDR 16K RAMCARD

now
WITH onE YEAR $22995
WARRAnTY
CONTROLLER CARD $89.95

JDR COOLING FAN

* Expand your 48K Apple to 64K
* Fully compatible with Apple
Language System - Use in
place of Apple Language card
* Provides extra memory for
Visicalc'"
* Run PASCAL, FORTRAN,
Integer Basic with appropriate
software
* Highest quality card features:
gold edge connector, sockets
for all IC's

* Easy modification - no
modification of Apple required
* Eliminates overheating
problems
* Switch on front controls fan ,
Apple, and extra outlet
* Rotron whisper fan is the
quietest, most reliable on the
market

now WITH SURGE
SUPPRESSIOn

WITH 2 YEAR WARRANTY
ASSEMBLED & TESTED
WITH WARRANTY ....... .

$69.95

$4495

WITHOUT SURGE
SUPPRESSION s59,95

~~TRTS1 ~~~~~~~ti1~NS $4Q 95

VIEWMAX-80
A Full Function
80 Column Card for Apple II *

BARE PC CARD
WITH INSTRUCTIONS ....

$1 495

MONITORS

* Soft Vid eo Sw itch *Shift Key Support

MONOCHROME

2 YEAR WARRANTY

NEC Je1201M -20 MHz GREEN s159
ZENITH zvM-121 -1s MHz GREEN s99
T AXAN 1a_MHz AMBER
s139

NOW ONLY

APPLE COMPATIBLE

$189 95

~s~PE~ $99.95

5114" DISKETTES

VERBATIM DATALIFE
SS/DD SOFT SECTOR .. . .... 29.95
SS/DD 10 SECTOR HARD .... 29.95

nASHUA
SS/SD

SOFT SECTOR
WIT H HUB RING

Ask about our full
line of Nashua diskettes

.... $1995
BEST BUY

COLOR

* Compact Switching Design
* All Outputs regulated
* Short Circuit and Overload
Protec ti on
* Complete with Apple-type
plug-in power cord
* Apple Compatible - Yet higher
output allows more disk drives
and cards without overheating
* +5V@ 5A, +12V@ 3A,
-5V@ .5A, -12V @ .5A
*Shielded enclosure: 103/, " x 3 '12 '

AMDEK coLoR 1- coMPos1TE s335
NO C.0.D . ORDERS PLEASE

x 2 1/ 16 "

•

ACCESSORIES FOR APPLE 111 llE
ALL WITH 1 YEAR WARRANTY BY

·::;;fPERISOFT
••

PRINTERLINK

MESSENGER

TIMELINK

NEW BUFFERLINK

CENTRONICS
PARALLEL INTERFACE

SERIAL
INTERFACE

REAL TIME
CLOCK

ADD - ON
PRINTER BUFFER

* Applications in fil e management, word processing,
communications, etc.
* Exe l usive Alarm Clock
feature
* Battery recharges
automatically

* Saves Time - No more
waiting for printed output
*Connects easily to any
parallel interface

* Simple to use - No
configuring required
* Use with any centronics
printer - EPSON,
OKIDATA , etc.
* Include s Cable & Manual

* Connects to any RS-232
se rial device
* 8 switch selectable
drivers for printers,
terminals and modems
* Includes Cable & Manual

Circle HelpCard No. 34

* Expandable from 16K
to 64K

we Are Not

PIRATES
But we can Show You How
TO

UNLOCK LOCKED-UP

soFi:WARE

with our complete program l1st1ngs
and step-by-step 1nstruct1ons

YOU CAN, TOO!
0

c~re
IN-DEPTH COVERAGE
of
Special Interest Subjects
• GRAPHICS
• DATA BASES
• UTILITIES
• GAMES
For Hobbyists and Advanced
Computists
Pu b lished Ouart erlv

hardc.are
HARD FACTS
on
APPLE SOFTWARE
An Unprecedented and Controversial disclosure of closely-held

COMPUTER SECRETS
How to: Back-Up Disks
customize
commercial Programs
undo copy-Protection & More!

with only a crude map, a cu be with ancient
markings, and a partial hierogl yp hics dictionary. Filled with a series of rooms and
chambers with one death trap after another $49.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 167
Infocom, Inc.
55 Cheeler Street
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 492-1031
Buzzard Bait is a new action game for
the Apple II and IBM-PC personal computers. It pits the player against up to 3
pairs of amusing but deadly birds who
prey on hum ans in order to feed their
young. The player in his ship is on a rescue
mission to save the people from their fate.
The game can be played with either a joy
stick or a keyboard. Requires any Apple II
with disk drive. $39.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 168
Sirius Software, Inc.
10364 Rockingham Drive
Sacramento, CA 95827
(916) 366-1195
Exodus adventu re fantasy game is now
avai lable at your local dealer. Third in the
Ultima saga, Exodus brings a long sought
after freshness to fantasy role-playing.
Adding dimensions to adventure gaming,
Exodus features new a nimated grap hic
techniques, full sound effects, and multicharacter interplay. Step into this fantasy
wo rld created by Lord British and use
your skill and wit to find and destroy the
insidious Exodus. Fo r any Apple II
$54.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 169
Origin Systems
1902 Back Bay Court
Houston, TX 77253
(713) 333-2539
Lady Tut - "Yes, yo u pathetic mortal. You
may curse the day you ever heard the
name, for I am back to repay a debt to all
mankind -you included. Before you can
hide, I am upon you. I am with you as you
sleep and wake. As you drown in your own
fear, I will be holding yo u under. Unless
there is one a mong you with the cunning,
wit, strength and valor to reach me in my
chambers in the heart of my pyramid." Try
to avoid the winged serpents and pet spiders. You will crash through the dozens of
trap doors - fight off the spirits of her
palace guard . In Assembly language requires any Apple II and DOS 3.3; Sound
Enhanced for optional use with the Mockingboard.
Circle H elpCard No. 170
Californi a Pacific Computer Co.
757 Russell Blvd.
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 756-2921
Decisions, decisions ... Make the right
ones and you rule the galaxy! Strategy is
t he heart of Conquering Worlds. As the
Supreme Commander of one isolated
world you have little influence, and less

102 Apple Orchard

power. But, you' re ambitious. You dream
of a united galaxy- united under you r banner. The only solution is to plan, plot,
evolve an effective strategy, then go on the
offensive. On-screen commands and your
star map let you choose where in the
galaxy you want to launch yo ur attacks.
But, to capture 32 sola r systems (with up
to 8 planets each) you must constantly
make major decisions. How many war
ships are you willing to commit? How
many must you hold in reserve to defend
yo ur base? And you must be eternall y
ready to switch tactics with the speed of
thought, as the enemy is intelligent, well
armed and may control many of the plan
ets yo u've marked for conquest. For the
Apple computer at your local dealer suggested $29.95.
Circle H elpCard No . 171
Datamost
8943 Fullbright
Chatsworth, CA 91311
(213) 709-1202
Lode Runner is a game that wi ll never
stop challenging yo u. Th at's because Lode
Runner is more than a spellbinding. fastactio n game with its 150 different mindboggling game screens. It is also an
easy-to-u se Game Ge nerator that let's you
create your own games. Without any
knowledge of programming, you can easily design uniqu e Lode Runner screens,
t hen bring them to action -packed life. You
will maneuver through scene after scene.
ru nning jumping, drilling passages and
outfoxing enemy guards in a secret undergro und hideaway as you pick up chests of
gold stolen from citizens of the Bundeling
Empire. There's no end to the thrills. chills
a nd cha llenge. At your local dealer.
Circle H elpCard No. 172
Broderbund Software
1938 Fourth Street
San Rafael. CA 94901
AIRSIM-3 Airplane Simulator by Ted
Kurtz represents a typ ica l private plane
with a ll the in strumentation requ ired for
instrument flying. There is a stand ard
instrument panel. In addition. there is a n
ADF. VOR display, and dual VOR/HSI
display with glide slope indicator which
can be used for ILS approaches. There a re
numerous navigation aid s in the program
data base, so that long-d istance IFR
flights can be made. There is Distance
Measuring Equipment a nd OM and MM
indicators. The user can create custom
la nding problems, includin g Nav-Aid locations, run way location and direction,
and wind conditions. including a graphics
display of the runway. You are ab le to perform loops, rolls. stalls, and other similar
maneuvers. There is scenery along the
Californi a coast from Los Angeles to San
Francisco, with numerous fields equipped
for instrument approac hes. Requires any
Apple II. $40.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 173

80 COLUMN PRINTER SALE-$149.00*

-

COM-STAR TIF

*STX-80 COLUMN
PRINTER-$149.00
Prints full 80 columns. Super silent operation,
60 CPS, prints Hi-resolution graphics and
block graphics, expanded character set, exceptionally clear characters, fantastic print
quality, uses inexpensive thermal roll paper!

DELUXE COMSTAR T/F
PRINTER-$219.00
The Comstar T/F is an excellent addition to
any micro-computer system. (Interfaces are
available for Apple, VIC-20, Commodore-64,
Pet, Atari 400 and 800, and Hewlett Packard).
At only $219 the Comstar gives you print quality and features found only on printers costing
twice as much. Compare these features.
• Bl-DIRECTIONAL PRINTING with a LOGIC
SEEKING CARRIAGE CONTROL for higher
through-put in actual text printing . 80
characters per second .
• PRINTING VERSATILITY: standard 96 ASCII
character set plus block graphics and international scripts. An EPROM character generator
includes up to 224 characters .
• INTERFACE FLEXIBILITY: Centronlcs Is
standard. Options Include EIA RS232C, 20mA
Current Loop.
• LONG LIFE PRINT HEAD:
character life expectancy.

100

million

• THREE SELECTABLE LINE SPACINGS: 6, 8
or 12 lines per inch.

SUPER·10"

• THREE
SELECTABLE
CHARACTER
PITCHES: • 10, 12 or 16.5 characters per inch.
132 columns maximum. Double-width font also
is standard for each character pitch.
• PROGRAMMABLE LINE FEED: programmable length from 1/144 to 255/144 inches.
• VERTICAL FORMAT CONTROL: programmable form length up to 127 lines, useful for
short or over-sized preprinted forms.
• FRICTION AND TRACTOR FEED: will accept
single sheet paper.
• 224 TOTAL CHARACTERS

Double
Immediate Replacement
Warranty
We have doubled the normal 90 day warranty
to 180 days. Therefore if your printer fails
within "180 days" from the date of purchase
you simply send your printer to us via United
Parcel Service, prepaid. We will IMMEDIATELY
send you a replacement printer at no charge
via United Parcel Service, prepaid. This warranty, once again, proves that WE LOVE OUR
CUSTOMERS!

15 DAY FREE TRIAL
OTHER OPTIONS

• USES STANDARD SIZE PAPER
if you want more try -

Premium Quality
COMSTAR T/F SUPER·10X
PRINTER-$299.00
More Features Than RX-80
For $299 you get all of the features of the
Comstar T/F plus 10" carriage 120 cps, 9 x 9
dot matrix with double strike capability for 18
x 18 dot matrix. High resolution bit image (120
x 144 dot matrix), underlining, backspacing,
left and right margin settings, true lower
descenders, with super and subscripts, and
prints standard, Italic, Block Graphics, special
characters, plus 2K of user definable characters. For the ultimate in price performance
the Comstar T/F Super 10" leads the pack!

Extra Ribbons ..... . ................. ·$ 5.95
Roll Paper Holder ... . ..... _.. __....... 32.95
Roll Paper . . . ...... . .. . ...... ___ . . . . . . 4.95
5000 Labels .................. .... .... 19.95
1100 Sheets Fan Fold Paper ............ . 13.95
Add $17.50 shipping, handling and insuran ce.
Illinois residents please add 6% tax. Add
$40.00 for CANADA, PUERTO RICO , HAWAII,
ALASKA orders. WE DO NOT EXPORT TO
OTHER COUNTRIES. Enclose cashiers check.
money order or personal c heck. Allow 14 days
for delivery , 2 to 7 days for phone orders. 1
day express mail available I 1 Canada orders
must be in U.S. dollars .

PROTECTO

ENTERPRIZES (WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMER
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS 60010
Phone 3121382-5244 to order

ABCDEFGHXJKLMNOPQRBTUVWXVZ
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
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GRAFSTAR (Apple interface card · "Like Grappler Plus") SALE $69.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 73

Mind Systems Corporation
P.O. Box 506
Northampton, MA 01061
(413) 586-6463

WITH

PERSON-TO-PERSON

11 1
·

You know the monsters we mean. Species:
Databasis Commonus. First you program
them, later you can use them. And after
sweating through the manual , what do you
get? Right. A real dinosaur. Painfully slow.
Hard to use.
Person-to-Person is the custom solution for
your most used data. PTP is our simple and
productive phone, mail and memo system. It
does things for you. Right away And fast.
• Autodialer*: Instantly dials person-toperson , via alternative long-distance, or
computer terminal calls (automatic log-on ,
optional use of 80 columns)
• Address Book: Displays any address in 2
seconds
• Mailer: Address a single envelope, print
filing card, prepare mailing list, or mergeprint form letters with individual salutation
and address
• Memos: Conveniently displayed and updated during calls
PTP is totally menu-driven with interactive
prompting throughout. It's simply one of the
fastest , friendliest databases you 'll ever use.
And so convenient to use you 'll never lose
another number.
Person To Person for the Apple II and Apple
lie from Trutec Software··. Only $69.95.
Ask you r dealer for a demo. Or order di rect by
phone or mail.
Cred it card orders accepted by phone. By mail
send check or money order. Add $3. 00/shipping.
California residents add 60/o sales tax. Dealer inquiry invi ted.
Minimal system: 4 8K , 1 disk drive . Optional ha~dware em·
ployed : modem . printer. 16 K c.ard , 2nd disk drive. 80.col umn ca rd, /le features . Capacity (64k) about 1500 listings
per file. Also suitable for general filling.
*Optional modem required tr:-·ir dialing. Uses Haxes M icromodem II or Smart modem with Apple Super Serial Interface
or other compatibles.
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Micromodem 11 and Smartmodem are registered trademarks of
Hayes M icrocomputer Products.

1700 Solano, Berkeley, CA 94707
Orders 800-621-3744 (In CA 415-525-4901)
Circle HelpCard No. 67

Pro Football Stats is a new computerized database and operating program that shows the complete history of
every professional football game since
1970. The user selectable programs can
incorporate every team's win/loss record,
the coach, home or away for every team,
the playing surface, and most importantly,
it shows every team's record against "the
spread". That is the oddsmaker's way of
making every game even. The stronger
team, or favorite, awards enough points to
the underdog, or weaker team, so that in
the eyes of the oddsmaker the two teams
are evenly matched. It can answer questions like the following in seconds: What is
Miami's record against the spread in every
game against Buffalo since 1978?; What is
a particular team's chance of beating the
spread when playing at home after three
consecutive wins against the spread?, etc.
The operating program and database are
regularly priced at $495.00.
Circle H elpCard No. 174
Eastern Computer Consult'g Ass'n., Inc.
11 Dick Drive
Worcester, MA 01609
(617) 757-31 31
Pentapus is a full feature arcade game for
any Apple II with 48K. Your journey begins deep in outer space, in a vast and
uncharted region of another universe. To
return home, you must control the Stargates between universes. However, each
new universe you encounter is guarded by
an increasing devilish mutant army. Wave
after wave of Drangels, Eagulls, and other
mysterious space warriors assault your
Stargate. Your only hope is speed and
intelligence. It you defeat them, you incur
the wrath of the dreaded Pentapus. Utilizes state-of-the-art graphics and incorporates arcade features such as quality
sound generation, high-score editing,
action freeze/ restart at any point, and four
separate skill levels, including a kid's
level $29.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 175
Turning Point Software, Inc.
llA Main Street
Watertown, MA 02172
(617) 923-4441
Charles Goren: Learning Bridge
Made Easy is the first truly tutorial
bridge program. Available on disk for any
Apple II or IBM-PC, the program teaches
bidding, covering such topics as hand
evaluation, opening bids, responses and
rebids, and provides 100 especially selected hands for practice in play. The computer allows opportunities to make the
correct bid before revealing the best
answer and explaining it. Complete with a
144-page book that teaches both bidding
and play of the hands $79.95.

Circle HelpCard No. 176
CBS Software
Match-Wits is a challenging game of
memory, logic, and strategy, for any Apple
II. On disk for one to four players, it
actually lets players program in additional
files of their own devising. Players of all
ages must draw on their mental storehouses of facts in any of six categories:
words, sports, famous people, multiplication, cities, and animals, to match factpairs and uncover pieces of a rebus or
picture puzzle. Whoever can identify the
puzzle first wins bonus points. Players can
add 16 pairs of facts for new rounds in each
category or they can create new files of
fact-pairs in new categories $29.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 176
CBS Software
Murder by the Dozen is a unique logic
and deduction game playable by up to four
would-be detectives. It challenges the
player to investigate and unravel 12 cases
of murder. The sleuth is provided with a
dossier on the crime, a map of Micropolis,
and a clue book containing hundreds of
numbered clues. It is up to each player to
decide where to look for clues and whom to
interview. As facts of the case are uncovered, they may become part of the
police lab report and can be referred to at
any time. Full of false leads that could take
the player on a lengthy wild goose chase
$34.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 176
CBS Software
Greenwich, CT
(212) 683-7810
The Bible Adventure Game Series first
game is The Philistine Ploy. Based on
the biblical Book of Judges, it starts at a
time when law and order have fled from
the hills of Judea. It's a turbulent world of
intrigue and revenge, altars and idols,
heroes and justice. You'll seek the longlost mythical Treasure of the Seven Nations, racing against a dangerous Philistine warrior who is trying to kill you. The
story is filled with people, places and
amazing events right out of one of the
world's oldest history books - The Bible.
With stirring action, startling sound and
dazzling sights. Realistic animation and
hi-resolution graphics. For the Apple II or
/le $34.95 plus $2.00 for shipping.
Circle HelpCard No. 177
Davka Corporation
845 North Michigan Avenue
Suite 843
Chicago, IL 60611
(800) 621-8227

Graphics
With The Graphics Department you can
do the graphics for business presentations

Easy to use to draw flowcharts, floor plans,
Reset protection and provides some high
faster than any graphics staff. It combines
speed disk routines that are up to 10 times
organization charts, engineering drawings,
five major graphics tools into one friendly,
faster than BASIC. Allows access to any
electrical schematics, forms, PERT charts
easy to learn Hi-Res graphics package. All
and virtually any type of chart. Charts
block on a disk. Features array manipulavisuals produced are Hi-Res pictures suittion, insert/delete elements, move sections
created can be quickly changed, rearranged,
able for printing or turning into slides.
of arrays, search arrays. Includes a Charenlarged, replicated or overlayed onto
Chart Generator automatically creates
acter Set Editor to permit you to create
colorful pie, bar, scatter, or line graphs / other charts. Completely menu driven with
your own character sets. Complete instrucfrom your t abular or VisiCalc DIF files. - . built-in HELP screens to answer most user
tion manual $95.00.
questions.
Automatic labeling and direct loading
Circle H elpCard No. 181
Circle HelpCard No. 180
help prevent errors and save time on multiFoxware Products
Charts Unlimited
ple charts. The lettering kit includes 20
165 West Mead Avenue
5084 Mosiman Road
character fonts from Old English to Bold
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Middletown, OH 45042
Modern, from headlines and shadow ef(801) 364-0394
(513) 424-6733
fects to tiny text. You may letter anywhere
on a Hi-Res picture with complete control
over character size, color and direction.
Modula-2 is the advanced new programCut and paste, overlay, merge, flip, shrink,
ming language which evolved from Pascal.
invert, mask, change colors or add patThe module concept is the major enhanceterns. The Slide Projector emulates a stan(Programming)
ment beyond Pascal. This allows programdard slide projector using your game
mers to develop large programs composed
paddle to move "slides" forward or backBASIC Extension for the Apple ///
of small modules which are kept in a prowards or even automatically display them
gram library. Because each module is divipermits you to change file types, gives you
at preset intervals $124.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 178
Sensible Software, Inc.
6619 Perham Drive
West Bloomfield, MI 48033
(313) 399-8877
Navette is a sophisticated pattern design
tool for handweavers - for the Apple II and
// e computers. N avette allows the user to
easily create warp and weft drawdowns
which can be stored on diskette and combined to produce new and unusual block
patterns. In the analysis mode, the user
edits a pattern and its threading, treadling
and tie-up are produced automatically by
Navette. This unique program uses the
Apple's high resolution graphics permitting 16 harness patterns with warp repeats to 66 threads and weft repeats to 48
picks. Two pattern display sizes are available: 140 x 96 and 70 x 48. N avette's colorUnlock a whole new
effect capability means that individual
world of three dimen~
warp and weft threads may be designated
sional graphic imagery
as light or dark, significantly increasing
pattern possibilities. Combined with a
with lmaginator.
printer, Navette can produce full pattern
Now you can
drawdowns simulating tight or open
create,
edit and
weave effects. Any graphics character may
manipulate 3D objects
be used to represent dark threads in the
drawdown printout. Requires 64K RAM
faster and easier than
and one disk drive $39.95.
you ever thought possible. Without programming skills. That's
Circle HelpCard No. 179
what makes lmaginator software unique.
Opcode Software
1909 1/2 Vine Street
Professional applications for scientists, educators and
Berkeley, CA 94709
designers
are virtually without limit. Personal applications are
(415) 525-6997

Languages

lmaginator.'"
The word that's worth
a thousand pictures.

Charts Unlimited is a new software product that offers many computer aided
drawing features normally found only on
systems costing $20,000 - $40,000. This
new $195.00 software package will run on
any Apple // e or II Plus with 64K. Charts
Unlimited lets users define their own objects. The package starts wth 36 predefined objects and 36 predefined symbols. But users can create their own" alternate" objects - up to 26 in one file, and
there's no limit on the number of files.

amazing.
Travel inside a molecule. Enter rooms, pass through walls.
Jet over cities. Define a new universe. All at the down~to~earth
price of$129.00. See your software
dealer first. Or call us direct at the
-et•
number listed below. Put yourself in Professional 30 Graph ics Software
TOWNSEND MICROWARE
the picture today, with Imaginator. . A Division of Shelter Research Institute, Inc.

lm::aainator

P.O. Box 1200-B Port Townsend, WA 98368
(206) 385-4080
lmaginatorruns on the A pple® II , II+, lie computers.

~";,~1~0i~r~rr!~~s~~~~eTr:d~~a;t~fA~j~c~~~~:~~~!~~.1 nc.
Circ le He lpCard No. 64
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IF YOU HAVE A GRAPHICS
PRINTER YOU MUST HAVE A
GRAPHICS INTERFACE.
7DlVJfifiiJ!f.Jlllf/iJIF(g6X I 7DlVJfifiiJ!f.Jlllf/iJIFMJ

GRAPHICS PRINTER INTERFACE

GRAPHICS PRINTER SPOOLER

The Dumpling-GX is a DIP Switch Selectable
Dual Hi-Resolution Graphics Screen Dump
parallel interface card for Apple computers
and most popular printers.
At the flick of the DIP switch, The Dumpling
will interface with: APPLE • EPSON • NEC •

The Dumpling-64 is the next logical extension
to the industry standard Dumpling-GX parallel interface card, allowing the computer to
DUMP vast quantities of data into the Dumpling-64 for later printing, thus freeing up the
computer for additional tasks.

IDS* • ANADEX • C-ITOH • PMC • CENTRON ICS • OKIDATA • MANNESMANN
TALLEY
Selectable Strobe and Acknowledge polarities allow use with any 8-bit parallel printer in
text and block graphics mode.
Microtek's proprietary on-board firmware enables the Dumpling-GX to establish intelligent
communication between your Apple computer
and your printer. Simple commands allow:
• Selection of your printer by DIP switch.
• Selective Dump Page 1, Page 2, or both in
either text or graphics mode.
• Chart Recorder Simulation.
• Left & Right Margin Control.
• Line Length/Page Length Selection .
• Block graphics via 8th bit Control.
• Printer bell Control.
• Skip over Perf.
• 90 degree Rotation .
• Double Size Graphics.
• Emphasized Graphics Print .

The Dumpling-64 allows full use of all Dumpling-GX features. In addition to the standard
graphics features, the Dumpling-64 offers :
• Buffer sizes from 0 K to 64K. User upgradable.
• Graphics Dumps to Buffer. Page 1 and/or 2.
• Multiple Consecutive Screen Dumps to
Buffer.
• Software reset to clear Buffer.
• "Space Compression" saves valuable memory taken up by 'spaces' in text or spread
sheets.
• Automatic Buffer Size Recognition.
• Pause while printing-immediate.
• Pause while printing-delayed.
• Resume printing.
• REMOTE pause-immediate: hooks up to
telephone, switches-etc.
• Buffer ON/OFF control.
• INSERT text editing capability with Pause
and Buffer ON/OFF control.

MORE MICROTEK
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS THAN
EVER BEFORE.
FOR APPLE/FRANKLIN & otfler
11loolc-a-lllces11 (APPLE lie Compatible)

DUMPLING-GX

Hi-Resolution Graphics Parallel
Printer Interface Card with
Graphics Features for all major
printers
DUMPLING-64
64K Spooler Bulfer for Text, Block
and Dot Addressable Graphics.
Works with all major printers
BAM-128
64K/12SK Memory Card
Q-DISC
12SK Disc Emulation System
MAGNUM-80
SO Column Video Card
VISl-PAC
A BAM-12S, a MAGNUM-SO, and
Software for maximum use of
your VISICALC Spreadsheet
RV-611C
7 or S BIT Parallel Printer Interface Card
RAINBOW-256
RGB Board with 256 Output Colors to monitor
BAM-16MM
16K Card with Memory Management System (MOVE-DOS)
VIZ-E-EXPAND
Visicalc Expansion Software
VIZ-E-EXPAND 80 Adds BO Column Features to
VIZ-E-EXPAND
FOR THE IBM PC

The HAL Series of IBM compatible memory boards:
HAL-64, 128, 192, 256 Memory Expansion
without Parity
HAL-64P, 128P, 192P, 256P Memory Expansion
with Parity
The HAL Parallel Printer Cables
The HAL Utility Software Package
THE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64

VIM-8/16

SK or 16K Memory Expansion
Module
EPROM/RAM User Definable
Module
Parallel Printer Cable & Software
for the VIC-20/64

VIM-0
CC-2064

FOR ATARI 400 and 800 COMPUTERS

AMB-16
AMB-32A

16K Memory Card for Atari
32K Slot Independent Memory
Card
Atari Parallel Printer Cable
Atari Serial or Modem Cable

ATC-P
ATC-S
ALSO

SCAMP SERIES

RS-232C Serial Interlace Cables
6', 10', 25 '

NEW!

• Stand-alone Printer Bullers with Auto
Serial/Parallel Conversion up to 256K!
• Serial Dumplings-with and without Buller.
MICROTEK products carry o 2 Yeor Warranty ond ore availoble
from your local Oeoler. For your Dealer's name or for further
deloils coll MICROTEK.

MICROTEl<lnc.
4750 Viewridge Avenue
San Diego, California 92123-1690
(619) 569-0900
Toll Free Outside CA (800) 854-1081
TWX 910-335-1269
BAM-16, DUMPLING-GX, DUMPLING-64, HAL,
MAGNUM-80, Q -DISC, RV-611C, and SCAMP are
trademarks of M icratek, Inc. APPLE and APPLE II
ore registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

ATARI 400 & 800 are trademarks of Atari, Inc.
CPI M is a reg istered trademark of Digital
Research, Inc. IBM P.C. is o trademark of IBM.
YIC -20 is o trademark of Commodore Business
Machines. VISICALC is o trademord of YisiCorp.
Z-80 is o trademark of Zilog, Inc. © M icrotek, 1983

Circle HelpCard No. 42

ded into a definition part and an implementation part, any module may be modified
without affecting its interface to the rest of
the program. Unlike earlier languages,
Modula-2 does type checking between
separately compiled program sections. It
has low-level facilities which allow direct
access to the computer hardware and allow
circumvention of strong type checking. This
new language also has multiprogramming
features - signals, monitors, process creation $100.00
Circle H elpCard No. 182
JRT Systems, Inc.
45 Camino Alto
Mill Valley, CA 94941
(415) 388-9670

Personal
Win At The Races is a thoroughbred
handicapping system that employs the formulas and procedures of the currently
popular book called "Winning at the Races"
by Dr. William Quirin. He has spent several
years in research using the most modern
scientific methods available to develop a
true thoroughbred handicapping system.
His research encompassed over 1,000 computer analyzed races and resulted in a
selected combination of variables that yield
an average 83 return on investment when
playing every race. However, if you selectively bet by playing the overlays and have
a good knowledge of money management
your return on investment could be much
greater (although there is no such thing as
a guarantee). For each race, the program
generates the probability and the probable betting odds of each horse; the results
are listed in descending probability order.
Since this program provides optional hardcopy printouts, you may take your computer listing to the track and compare the
track betting odds with your own. Price of
$49.95 includes the System Diskette and
comprehensive documentation.
Circle HelpCard No. 183
SDL
2612 Artesia Blvd., Suite B
Redondo Beach, CA 90278
(213) 374-4471
Natural Family Planning Personal
Charting Program for the Apple II is
used for the daily charting of a woman's
fertility signs. Each menstrual cycle is displayed with Basal Body Temperature and
Cervical Mucus signs plotted graphically,
as well as text. The program also calculates a statistical analysis of all charted
cycles, giving historical information on
cycle length, peak day, and the postovulatory phase. The statistical information is displayed both graphically and as
text. Only one minute per day is needed to
enter and store one's fertility signs and
view the current cycle. 7.5 years of data are
stored on one data disk. $39.50 includes
program diskette, 30-page manual, 90-day

warranty, and shipping in the U.S.
Circle H elpCard No. 184
Family Life Software
1401 S. 11th Avenue
St. Cloud, MN 56301
(612) 253-6032
The Home Controller is a flexible, user
friendly scheduling program that remotely and wirelessly controls household appliances and lighting via the BSR (or equivalent) ultrasonic console. The program is
written in Pascal and operates on any
Apple II. Scheduled events can occur at
regular intervals, at preset times, or randomly or periodically within a time interval. Events can even be scheduled at variable times such as sunrise or sunset because it contains an almanac that calculates the time of daily sunrise and sunset
specifically for the user's location. The
schedule can be set up to a year in advance
by specifying particular months, dates or
days of the week. Two versions are available, priced at $40.00 and $55.00 (Advanced version features 100 events, user
insertable logic, the capability to maintain
schedules with the Pascal editor, and dependent events and requires a 16K RAM
card and Apple Pascal 1.1).
Circle HelpCard No. 185
Infeld Software
2422 Alvin Street, SUite 100
Mountain View, CA 94043
Now you can make your own football predictions with Football Forecaster. It's
as accurate as the wire service ... only
quicker. It will "predict" next week's winners and point spreads; keep team stats up
to date; print league standings. You'll know
next week's odds as soon as this week's
results are in. $24.95. Requires any Apple
II with 32K and DOS 3.3.
Circle H elpCard No. 186
Instant Software
Rt. 101 & Elm St.
Peterborough, NH 03458
(800) 258-5473

Utilities
Piracy Pruf stops all copy programs now
available. It protects every single copy of a
program differently. It randomly generates
billions of unique protection schemes. This
is the only way to guard against copy parameters. Other protection systems merely
make identical copies. For example, disks
protected by some other programs can
easily be copied using the nibble copy parameter list. Detects the use of all hardware
boards by two independent methods. Erase
memory and reboot if program execution
stops, erase memory and r eboot on Reset,
store the catalog on Track 35 (a track not
normally used), change DOS commands
and error messaes, etc., etc. Requires a
48K Apple II or / le and two DOS 3.3 disk
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NOW Available direct from International Apple Core
or from your local Apple computer dealer

PRICE $64.95

Dealer's inquiries: Phone (408) 727-7652

Postage and handling included.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery.

D

Check/
Money Order

California
Resid ents add

6 -1/ 2% Ta x
($4.22)

D Master
D VISA
Card

Make Check/ Money Order payable to INTERNAT IO NAL A PPLE CORE. Payme nt mu st
accom pany order and must be in U.S. fu nds
and drawn on U.S. bank.

MAIL TO:
International Apple Core
908 George Street
Santa Clara, CA 95050

NAME.~---------------------'-

AD DRESS _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY

STATE

ZIP_

~

_ _ __

Interbank No.
Charge Card No. '----'--'---'--'--'--'--'--'--'---''---''---'----'----'----'---'---'-

Credit Card Signature

Card Expires
1nn:RnATIOl1AL
APPLE CORE

Circle HelpCard No. 29

......

drives or Apple /// in emulation mode
$250.00. Pascal version also available.
Circle HelpCard No. 187
Kane Computing
184 Pine Brook Blvd.
New Rochelle, NY 10804
(914) 576-6738
XPS-Diagnostic for the Apple II or Ile is
easy to use. Each program comes complete
with a simplified user manual, back-up
disk and lifetime warranty. Tests all major
functions of your Apple II or //e system
with minimal user input. Test include: main
memory, system ROMs, Language Card,
disk system, drive speed, keyboard, printer, CPU, peripherals, tape port, monitor
tests, game port, 80-column cards, auxiliary memory and a media verify test
$49.95. Plese specify system used.
Circle HelpCard No. 188
XPS, Inc.
P.O. Box 140
Carlisle, PA 17013

gram alphabetically, by location, or by
program name. Includes a similar-word
search. Optionally you may delete the
entire text file and reformat the disk
$24.95 plus $2.50 P&H. For any Apple II
with 32K and DOS 3.3.
Circle H elpCard No. 186
Instant Software
Tailor your Apple DOS 3.3 to your need
with DOS Customizer. This powerful
utility upgrades your Apple while making
it easier to use. Now you can alter DOS
commands, load programs four times faster, and change error messages. Redesign
your disk catalog to use five columns. Add
headers to show you the number of sectors
available or the disk volume number. Add
footers that'll give the total number of files
and sectors in use. You can even add
messages. Control the Maxfiles default,
the automatic reload of your language card,
the BASIC DOS command prefix, and your

greeting program. Make your Apple uniquely yours with DOS Customizer $24.95
plus $2.50 P&H. For any Apple II with 48K
and DOS 3.3 with 2 drives.
Circle HelpCard No. 186
Instant Software
Rt. 101 & Elm St.
Peterborough, NH 03458
(800) 258-5473

BOOKS/CATALOGS
Applesoft Language (Second Edition)
uses non-technical language to guide
Apple II (any type) users through the syntax and programming of Applesoft BASIC.
Everything from the fundamentals of
loading and saving programs on tape
through advanced programming tech-

Now, with the new "Attach" driver, you
can print any text from the screen of your
Apple /// to your printer with one keystroke. Permits you to dump a screen full of
text from any program at any time to any
printer. You also gain the ability to switch
between normal and condensed print with
a single keystroke $29.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling.
Circle HelpCard No. 189
Soft-Life Corporation
2950 Los Feliz Blvd., Suite 103
Los Angeles, CA 90039
ES-CAPE will help you develop, enter,
and modify Applesoft programs. Even if
you are only copying a program from a
magazine, ES-CAPE will help you do it
three times faster. By pressing just a key
or two, you can see the disk catalog, select
a program and load it into memory, browse
through the program a screen or a line at a
time, edit lines using powerful commands
to insert, delete, truncate, overtype, scan
to beginning or end or to a particular
character, and more. See the values of the
variables used by your Applesoft program
as it runs. User Manual guides you through
the learning process. Handy Quick Reference Card reminds you of all features and
commands. Built-in help screens and
menus refresh your memory. Disk is not
protected so you can make backup copies
as necessary $60.00
Circle H elpCard No. 190
S.C Software Corporation
2331 Gus Thomasson, Suite 125
Dallas, TX 75228
(214) 324-2050

er prompts at all levels of command entry; the
ch Modem II makes data communications from your
e II* or II plus* easy on even a bare bones computer.
d the keyboard dialing makes communication at 110 or
00 bps simple.
Compatible with other smart modems and Bell 103-type
equipment, the Modem II is crystal controlled, needs no serial
interface card, provides auto-dial and auto-answer and has a
built·in speaker to monitor call progress. That means accuracy!
For more information on the Modem II or the Multi-Modem II™
(a 1200/300 bps full duplex modem for your Apple II),
call or write,

MULTI-TECH
Multi-Tech Systems, Inc.
82 - Second Avenue SE
New Brighton, MN 55112
(612) 631/3550

Find all your Apple programs in seconds
with Disk Library. Add, change, or delete
program names or disk titles. Verify information before it's deleted. Enter new data
manually or direct frorh the disk. Location
& Library Dump display all disk titles, or
disk titles and program names. Includes a
printer option. You can also search for pro*Trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
Circ le He lpCard No '1'1

niques is covered, including rules and tips
for efficient programming and problem
solving. It shows how to use flow charts,
graphics, color commands, and much more.
New material in the second edition includes
thorough coverage of disk operations, plus
expanded examples, charts, tables, vocabulary list and more $13.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 191
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

The Easy Guide to Your Apple II by
Joseph Kascmer, was written for the person who doesn't want the burden of jargon
or theories, but wants to use the machine
as an extension of his own mind. Clear
explanations, illustrated by sample programs, show the reader how to use the
computer for word processing, calculations,
filing, and more. The book covers programming in BASIC and getting started
with commercially available software.
Written in a friendly, jargon-free style that
teaches you everything you need to know
about beginning Apple computing. 160
pages $9.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 192
Sybex
2344 Sixth Street
Berkeley, CA 94701
(415) 848-8233
The Minute Manual For DB Master by
David Einhorn contains practical explanations, informative tutorials and sound advice
along with step by step instructions for
creating and using a data base. The Minute
Manual's goal is to get you working with
your software at the highest possible skill
level in the shortest amount of time. Two
tutorials are presented, one simple and one
complex. These tutorials will instruct you
from the simple tasks of designing a data
base to the powerful features of searching,
sorting, report generation, and file restructuring that many have found impossible to
comprehend on their own. The Minute
Manual for DB Master is a valuable guide
for beginners and experienced users alike
$12.95. Disk with sample data bases $6.00
Circle HelpCard No. 193
MinuteWare
The Minute Manual For Apple Writer I

le by Jim Pirisino is an easy user's guiae for
the most popular software program for the
Apple Ile computer, containing step by step
instructions for the basic and advanced procedures. The book unravels the mystery of
the dot matrix printer by explaining how to
access the printing commands for the top
selling dot matrix printers. The Minute
Manual is designed to get you started using
your computer to do word processing fast
without needing to read computer, software
and printer manuals. It gets you working at
the highest possible skill level in the short
est amount of time $7 .95. Glossary Disk containing commands for top selling dot matrix
printers $6.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 193

110 Apple Orchard

MinuteWare
P.O. Box 2392
Columbia, MD 21045
(301) 995-1166

My Students Use Computers: Learning
Activities For Computer Literacy by
Beverly Hunter turns the computer into a
learning tool for everyday use through
ninety detailed classroom-tested activities
and a complete resource section. Helps you
decide: What children need to learn about
computers and information handling, how
these objectives fit into the curriculum in
mathematics, science, language arts, and
social studies, how to use computers in
classrooms, what resources you need and
where to get them $16.95. A casebound version is available with implementation guide,
activities and resource sections $23.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 194
Reston Publishing Co., Inc.
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, VA 22090
(703) 437-8900

The Kilobyte Kid's Book of Personal
Computers is a children's book written by
two computer buffs determined to make the
world of computers a more friendly place.
The first popular introduction to computers
written specifically for kids, The Kilobyte
Kid is also an informative presentation for
parents and other adults interested in learning about computers in a fun and fast way.
It is an illustrated exploration into the history of computers, how they work and what
they do. 125 pages, paperback, 11" x 8.5"
$9.95.
Circle H elpCard No. 195
Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Co.

Put your electronic spreadsheet to work
quickly. No need to invest in an expensive
accounting system when you already have
an electronic spreadsheet and the Key-ByKey Series at hand. It is a series of books
which enable the user to produce a general
ledger accounting system or payroll system
on any computer which runs SuperCalc or
VisiCalc software. The series includes:
General Ledger Accounting System for
VisiCalc, 240 pages $19.95; Payroll for
VisiCalc, 150 pages $19.95. The same two
systems are available for SuperCalc for the
same price each. To save time, the completed templates are available on disk for
$29.95 each.
Circle H elpCard No. 195
Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Co.

Polishing Your Apple, Volume 1 uses a
lucid self-instructional format to guide the
reader from elementary to advance programs. A number of programming concepts
and applications are presented in simple
terms. The guide covers procedures for
writing, disk filing, printing, and using different printers. Sample programs with practical utility give the user a base on which to
create his own individual programs. Minimum system requirements are an Apple II

with Applesoft, one disk drive, and an 80column printer $4.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 191
Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.
4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46268
(317) 298-5400

Apple II Computer Graphics by Ken
Williams is a first-of-its kind text. It offers
the complete range of the most current
graphics techniques, from placing dots on
the graphics screen to artificial color generation, animation, and even sophisticated bytemove techniques. Written in an easy to read,
self study style, it's the only text users need
to create spectacular high quality computer
graphics - without Assembler or machine
language skills. It includes a complete explanation of the Apple II and Ile graphics,
state-of-the-art graphics techniques, a complete section on business and technical
graphics, stimulating end-of-chapter exercises, examples in Assembly language for
advanced users, and a complete glossary
and continual cross-referencing throughout.
150 pages, paperback, 1983, $19.95. Diskette only $12.50. Both for $39.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 196
Robert J. Brady Company
Bowie, MD 20715
(301) 262-6300

The Survival Kit For Apple Computer
Games is a lighthearted and informative
look at more than two dozen of the best selling computer games for the Apple computer. It covers 24 games in 4 different categories - adventure, arcade, fantasy and
strategy - with an overview chapter on each
category and a complete, understandable
and humorous description of each game.
Designed to assist the beginner with basics,
the book includes advice on selection and
purchase of computer games, along with a
quality rating of the games based on the
personal experience and opinion of the
authors. Each listing includes detailed descriptions which set the scene, recommend
procedures for having fun while winning,
inside tips from expert players, programmers and game designers, and a hints and
strategies section. Examples of games in
the book are Deadline, Cranston Manor,
David's Midnight Magic, Apple Panic, Sabo-

GET ALMOST-FREE SOFTWARE FOR YOUR COMPUTER!
HOW? JUST ORDER ANY MERCHANDISE BELOW, AND SELECT YOUR ALMOST-FREE SOFTWARE FROM THE
BONUS SOFTWARE SECTION, USING THE FOLLOWING RULE: FOR THE FIRST $100.00 WORTH OF
MERCHANDISE ORDERED, TAKE 1 ITEM; FOR THE NEXT $200.00 WORTH OF MERCHANDISE ORDERED, TAKE A
SECOND ITEM; FOR THE NEXT $300.00, TAKE A THIRD ITEM, ETC. EACH ITEM FOR JUST $3!

HARDWARE by APPLE COMPUTER & FRANKLIN:
APPLE llEComputer CALL
APPLE lll256K
2199
APPLEII Drive/Cntrlr
475
PROFILE HARDDISK 1795
APPLEll Drive
365
APPLE80 Col Cd
CALL
APPLE SERIALCD
159
PASCALLANGUAGE
199
APWRITER llE
159
APPLE PRINTERS
CALL
FRANKLINCOMPUTER CALL
FRANKLIN DRIVES
CALL
We carrv the rest of the APPLE & FRANKLIN line at low. low
prices' CALL for package biz. system prices, with support'

Nova lion Applecat II
Novation 212 for above
Novation 212 Applecat
SSMModemPack1
16KRamcard
Premium Pack
New Premium Card

259
325
575
315

75
489
CALL

MOUNTAIN COMPUTER:
Expansion Chassis
559
Calendar/Clock
229
A/D-D/ACard
269
CPSMulti-Function
169
CALL FDR MORE LOW PRICES' We carry fu ll MOUNTAIN line'
VIDEX :
SO Col. Bd . + Sftswtch 225
Enhancer II
109
Function Strip
60
Visicalc Preboot Disk
40
160Col. Bd .(Ultraterm) 315
Par./SerialCd
175
MORE OTHER HARDWARE for APPLE/ FRANKLIN:
APPLENUM . Keypad
135
VersawriterGr. Tablet
249
TGJoystick
49
TGPaddles
29
SHADOWVoice-EntryTerm.: :APPLErecognizes Your Voice 699
Software Automatic Mouth: APPLEtalks to you'
99
Gibson Light Pen: Better thanagraphics table'
299
88COPROCESSORCARD: Run IBM PC Software'
749
Kensington Sys. Saver Fan
75

OTHER SOFTWARE for APPLE/FRANKLIN :
VISICORP:
VISICALC3.3
CALL for other Low VISI
MICROSOFT:
APPLE Fortran (280)
APPLE Basic Compiler

VISITREND/ PLOT
159
prices'

229

129
299

129
175
499

MICRO-PRO :
Wordstar
289
Words tar Z-Card
399
COPY PROGRAMS & BOARDS :
Locksmith
75
Back-it-Up
49
CRACK SHOT
105
WI LDCARDllE
115
EDD
69

85
335
125
100
125
389

Zenith12 " Green
AMDEK300G 12 " Green
AMDEK Color II RGB
AMDEK Apple lntfce
BMC12"Green
TAXAN RGBColor

PRINTERS AND ACCESSORIES

OTHER HARDWARE for APPLE/FRANKLIN :
MODEMS:
Hayes Micromodem II
259
Hayes Smartmodem 300 199
Smartmodem 1200
499
SSM Modem
239
MICROSOFT:
Z80Softcard
219
APPLE IIE Card
CALL

MONITORS

MORE OTHER SOFTWARE for APPLE/FRANKLIN:
PFS
85
PFSReport
DB Master. V. 4
239
DBMaster for CORVUS
SSM Transend I
SSM Transend II
69
SSMTransend II
CALL
P-Term(Pref.)
Z-Term(Prof.)
ASCII EXPProf.
99
VERSAFORM
dBASEll
249
INCREDIBLEJACK
CALL

TASC Basic Compiler
MULTIPLAN
COBOL
Mailmerge
Oatastar

159
CALL

NIBBLES AWAY
Copy II Plus
WILD CARD II
SNAPSHOT
REPLAY II

59
35
105
CALL
115

WORD-PROCESSORS for APPLE/FRANKLIN:

ACEWRITER
99
Hebrew II +
75
Executive Secretary
199
Screenwriter II
89
PIE Writer
115
APPLEWRITER llE
159
WORDHANDLER (Gives80Col &Lower-Case with no board') 110

BUSINESS SOFTWARE for APPLE/FRANKLIN:
State-of-the-Art: GIL. AIR. A/P
CALL
Peachtree: GI L. AI R. A/P
CALL
SoftwareDimen .ACCTING + llG/L.A/R.A/ P.all threefor 599
BPI Accounting Packages. each
325
Continental Accounting Pkgs. each
199
On-line General Manager
189
Continental Home Accountant
60

EPSON:
RX80
399
FX100
CALL
Ribbons: MX80/ 100 12/18
C.ITOH:
F-10Starwr. (Par. )
1149
F-10 Tractor Option
225
Pro-Writer(Ser. )
CALL
NEC:
PC-8023A
435
3530Daisy35CPSPar. 1549
7710 Daisy55CPSSer. 1999
OKIDATA:
399
82A
84A
999
CALL
92/93
IDS :
Microprism
535
Prism80(Basic)
849
Prism 132(Basic)
1049
499
SMITH-CORONA
749
BROTHER (Par.)
MISCELLANEOUS :
1999
Diablo 630 Daisy
TranstarColor
CALL
499
Transtar Daisy
CALL
Juki Daisy

CALL
65
149

F-10Starwr. (Ser.)
F-10/ 55CPS
Pro-Writer (Par. )

CALL
CALL
375

Microline83A
675
Microline82ATractors
59
Okigraph
CALL
325
1449
1575
1049
CALL
310
499
CALL

DSDD
30
35
42
42
35
48

IBM Personal Computer
OSBORNE Dual Oens 1649
KAYrRo 2' 4' 10
OSBORNE Executive CALL
SEEOUAChameleon
CORONAPC work-alike CALL
ZENITHZ100PC
COLUMBIA PC work-alike CALL
EAGLE Low Prices
Weare PORTABLEHEADQUARTERS'

CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL'

APPLE WORK-AUKES
SYSCOM II
649
SYSCOM II Staner System1099
SYSCOM 2nd Dr.
259

249
299

AXLON 320 KRamDisk 769
Synetix 147K Ram Disk 325
SVA256KCard
849

ADD-ON DISK DRIVES FOR APPLE/ FRANKLIN
FLOPPY DRIVES:
RANA40Track
RANA80 Track
RANA 160Track
RANA Controller

275
469
589
100

CORVUS HARO OISKS:
6MB HardDisk
1995
11 MBHard Disk
2695
20 MBHard Disk
3395

MICRO-SCI 35 Tr.
MICRO-SCl 40Tr.
MICRO-SCI 70Tr.
MICRO-SCI Cntrlr.

BELTRON
549
BELTRON Staner System 949
BELTRON 2nd Dr.
225

IBM PC SUPPORT
85
119
105
159

ADD-ON MEMORY FOR APPLE/FRANKLIN
399
349
425
159

SSSD
25
19
25
35

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

PRINTER INTERFACES & BUFFERS
TY MAC Par. &Cable
MICROTEKPar. &Cable
85
TY MAC Tackler
CALL
GRAPPLER+
139
PROM ETH. Grafitti
PKASO
CPSMultifunct
159
PROMET. Versacd.
PRACTICAL PERIPHERAL BUFFERS:
t6K In-APPLE
32K In-APPLE or In-Line
219
16Kln-EPSON
64K (In-Line)
139

Saturn 128K
Saturn 128K &80Col.
Saturn Accelerator
MICRO-SCI 80/ 64K

139
299
399
279
99

SSDD
27
23
29
29
29
39

ELEPHANT
WABASH
VERBATIM
MAXELL
MEMOREX
DYSAN
8 in. Disk Prices: CALL'

3510 Daisy 35 CPS Ser 1499
3550Daisy35CPS / IBM 1849
7730Daisy55CPSPar. 1999

Gemeni 10
Gemeni 15
Silver Reed

USl12 " Amber
AMDEKColorlCompos.
AMDEKColorlll RGB
BMC 13 "Color NTSC
APPLE12 " Non-Glare

FLOPPY DISKS (5.25 in., Per box of 10)

FX80
GRAFTRAX +
SPIES SUPER MX

Color Option Kil
Prism 80 (All Options)
Prism 132(All Options)
DAISYWRITER W. 48K
BROTHER(Ser.)

100
149
449
169
99
439

275
299
449
100

Applelntrlce
Other lnterfce
Mirror Back-Up

250
CALL
675

OTHER HARO DISKS:
GENIE 5MbFixed. 5Mb Removable
MountainCmptr. 5Mb CALL
CORONA 10Mb
GENIE20Mb
2399
DAVONG 5mB
CORONA5MB
1699
VISTACtrdge
VISTA6MbSuper Floppy Dr.

3195
2099
CALL
75
1275

Ask about our equipment TRIAL Purchase Plans!

BONUS SOFTWARE SECTION

HARDWARE:
ASTM EGAPLUS
QUADRAM64K
TECMAR256K
SATURN Titan256

CALL
399
499
499

CORVUS 20 Mb
DAVONG5.1 0. 15Mb
PROFIT SYSTEMS 64K
CORONA 1OM bDr.
TALLGRASS
We have IBM PC. Call lor PRICES'
QUAORAM Quad link: Run APPLE Sottware on PC!
SOFTWARE:
LOTUS1 ·2-3
dBASEll
CALL
149
PERFECTSPELLER
SUPERCALC
199
PERFECT FILER
VISICALC 256K
DENVER EASYACCT
520
PERFECTCALC
IUS EASY WRITER II
VOLKSWRITER
259
Fast Graphs
PERFECTWRITER
189
189
MULTI· MATE
MULTIPLAN
SOFTLINK
569

3395
CALL
395
1995
CALL
499
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
99
CALL
CALL

GENERAL CP/ M®SOFTWARE
MICROSOFT:
Basic 80
275
Basic Compiler
299
Fortran 80
339
OTHER CP/ M:
dBase II
449
Perfect Writer
239
SuperCalc
149
Fox/ Geller Ou ickcode
199
Soltware Dimensions Accting +

Cobol 80
Macro80
Multi-Plan

499
139
CALL

Sys. Plus. All Biz. Pkg . CALL
dBASE II Guide
29
TIMlll
399
Fox/ GellerdUTIL
69
CALL

Call for Prices on popular APPLE/ ATARI/ IBM Pc games!

Listed prices are for outright purchase: Bonus prices are $3 each.
SELLS FOR:
SUPER MESSAGE $50

Generates colorfu l dynamic messages on your screen!
APPLE DATA GRAPH $35
.Plots stock mkt, biz data and ot her items for viewing and storage!
APPLE RECORD MANAGER $40
Stores, ret rieves, sort s and manages user-defined records!
APPLE LITERATURE INDEX $60
, Allows rapid search and retrieval of 1200 references to APPLE lit. via Keyword search !
WORDPOWER $50
Fast, easy-to-use Word Processor for biz and personal applicat ions!
LABELMAKER $35
Generates quantities of any single label. Labels may be serialzed, e.g. t heatre tickets !
APPLE INVOICER $50
Automat ically generates invoices w ith your letterhead, totals, tax and shippi ng!
MAIL SUPREMACY $30
Easy·to·use mail list. Good for searches and sort s, too.

PAYROLL/VISICALC (Counts for 2) $75
A payroll template for VISICA LC. Handles upto25employeeswithcalc, for deductions and
year-end totals .
EXPENSE ACCT/VISICALC $50
An expense·account t emplate for VISICALC. Does weekly and monthly horizontal and
vertical totals and gives YTD reports too.
COMPETITION EVALUATOR/PFS $50
Businessmen! Evaluate your prices vis-a-vis com pet itors using !his template for PFS. Help
set your own compet itive prices !
UPS SHIPPING MGR/PFS $50
Track your UPS shipments using th is template for PFS. Answer customer inquiries
instantly!

Above bonuses for APPLE DOS 3.3 only. Cati for BONUSES for other systems. Payrol l & Expense bonus requires VISICA LC.

TO ORDER: Use phone or mail. VISA, MC, American Express, COD, checks and bank
wires accepted. NO SURCHARGE for Cred it Cards. Add 4% for shipping
($4.00 min.) unless order is prepaid via check, wire or cash. Foreign
orders, APO & FPO, add 12%, and prepay in U.S. dollars. Conn. residents
add 7.5% sales tax.
® CPIM

Not responsible for typographical errors. Prices subject to change without notice.
is a reg istered trademark o f Digital Research Corp.

Circle He lpCard No. 12

CONN. INFO. SERVICES, INC.

(203) 579·0472
218 Huntington Road, Bridgeport, CT 06608

tage, Hellfire Warrior, Wizardry, Dark
Forest, Reversal, and Computer Baseball.
Paperback, 160 pages, $9.95.
Circle HelpCard No. 195
Wadsworth Electronic Publishing Co.
8 Davis Drive
Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 594-1900 (CA); (800) 831-6996

MISCELLANEOUS
Affordable ergonomics is the feature of
two new products; The Personal/Portable
Computer Center (PPCenter) and a combination Printer Stand/Diskette Holder.
The PPCenter provides the ergonomics of
the costly office type work stations to the
home. It provides a non-institutional, modern open styling, yet is extremely durable.
Features tilt shelves for both video monitor and printer, comfortable viewing and
working dimensions, single switch system
operation, and full box paper storage.
Comes with a document tray which is easily
placed for convenient viewing and a shelf
for holding disk drives or a drive-computer
combination at convenient height. Available in 4 decorator color combinations to
coordinate with all hardware $396.00. Unit
assembles easily with all bolt/screw connections. The printer stand provides the
standard paper tensioning of all stands,
but in addition provides a storage shelf for
documents and manuals, plus a safe, convenient rack to store those diskettes that
are in active use and tend to get buried
under paperwork $56.00.
Circle HelpCard No. 202
Computer Accessory Products Company
12058-G Centralia Road
Hawaiian Gardens, CA 90716
(213) 402-8333

Now you can protect your complete Apple
II and /// systems from tampering and
theft with two proven security designs.
The Pro-Tech II secures the Apple II and
cover, up to three disk drives, any type of
monitor or TV, and is compatible with the
popular external fans as well as securing
them $155.00. Pro-Tech /// secures the
Apple /// and cover, up to three disk drives
or a Profile hard disk, and any size monitor
or TV $165.00. The Pro-Tech Lockin Stands
feature a unique rear locking system that

112 Apple Orchard

combines total security with ease of use.
Simply slide in your Apple and disk drives,
lock it, and you're done. The locking stands
are made of 16 gauge steel and are color
coordinated to Apple computers. For extra
convenience, multiple units keyed the same
are available. Monitors are secured to the
Pro-Tech Locking Stand by a 22-inch steel
cable. And with a Pro-Tech Security Pad
anchoring your printer ($99.00), your complete Apple II and/// system is Pro-Tech
safe.
Circle HelpCard No. 201
Segull Enterprises
88 West Britannia Street
P.O. Box 869
Taunton.MA 02780
Now you can have locked storage for
5V.-inch floppy diskettes. This new productfeatures a hinged lid, two built-in carrying handles, and comes complete with
interior dividers. The rugged MDT070 tray
is injection molded of high impact plastic
for maximum protection of valuable data.
Circle HelpCard No. 203
Ring King Visibles, Inc.
2210 Second Avenue
P.O. Box 599
Muscatine, IA 52761
(319) 263-8144

A new combination diskette label and
storage envelope is now available for
both 5V.-inch and 8-inch diskettes. LinkLabels utilize a serialized, two-part sticker label to visually " link" individual diskettes to specific protective envelopes which
incorporate user labeling on the front and
back sides. The empty labeling envelope
can be referred to or written upon with
ordinary pens or even pencils and erased,
while its diskette is inaccessible in a disk
drive. Available in 5 different colors, special serial numbering for inventory purposes or personalized ownership lines can
be custom printed on the two-part "linking" stickers. Each sticker part allows
space for diskette name, and the envelope
has a separate heading area to identify
customer or application. A trial sample in
either size is $2 postpaid. Volume pricing
begins at36 cents each and packaging is in
dozen lots.
Circle H elpCard No. 200
Hexco, Inc.
P.O. Box 199197
Hunt, TX 78024
(512) 238-4404

Omni-Lock is a new security shelf system
designed for Apple II, Apple/// or IBM-PC
computers. The unit provides total "lockdown" of keyboards, dual disk drives and
monitors through a single lock on the shelf
spindle. Omni-Lock shelves will individually swivel 360 degrees to allow complete
access to internal cards or components of
the computer and disk drives. Rotation of
the shelves also permits repositioning of
individual components for maximum user
convenience. Shelves are designed to blend
in with the computer elements in order to
save space and allow full ventilation. One
key allows the entire unit to be unlocked
and moved as a single assembly, less subbase. Retail prices range from $339.00 to
$419.00. Quantity discounts available.
Circle HelpCard No. 204
Micro-Metrics, Inc.
908 South Claremont Street
San Mateo, CA 94401
(415) 342-8466
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growing minds busy at the compute.r. It's no
just fun one* geutie5. Each time i:hlldren play, thfi:.y'ro
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Wheth.:r making silly monsters blowing bubblos or iuggling
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APPLE • COMING SOON TO COM 64
0

When you buy any HI-Res Learning Game™ by Sierra On-Line™ between Oct. 1, 1983 and Feb. 29, 1984.
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Ci rc le HelpCa rd No. 57

